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“Ambitions define a man's future whereas education designs his pathway towards it.” 

At Jagran Lakecity University, we are committed to provide our students a holistic environment that 

promotes self- awareness and competency. Founded on life-enriching values, we are a completely 

government recognized and approved state private university under section 2(f) of UGC Act 1956, 

Government of India. Recognised as Global League Institute in 2015 & 2016 By The Great Place To 

Study Research Institute and ranked as No1 Private University by Career 360 for 2017, the university has 

become vital part of Central India in short span of 5 years. JLU is a practice-based University, which 

carries forward the legacy of Jagran Social Welfare Society in being a pioneer in provision of quality 

education. The courses on offer through various Schools embody the University’s longstanding 

commitment to leadership and innovation in higher education. The curriculum for individual course is 

designed through a perfect blend of inputs from renowned academicians and industry leaders who are 

a part of our academic advisory board. The academics at JLU are of the highest global caliber and are 

committed to excellence in teaching and learning.
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The School of Law fosters comprehensive legal education to a diverse and talented body of students. 

The students are exposed to new ideas, international perspectives, and innovative teaching in an 

encouraging and open academic environment. With a high quality education bolstered by unique work 

experiences, our graduating students are well equipped with the skills they need to succeed in a diverse 

set of fields, in India and abroad. We are engaged in achieving the prime goal of producing competent 

legal professionals with requisite knowledge, skills and character with a commitment towards justice, 

human values and social welfare. All programs at JLU School of Law are approved by Bar Council of 

India.
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South Asian Association for Regional Co - operation in Law, SAARCLAW, is an association of the legal 

communities of the SAARC countries comprising judges, lawyers, academicians, law teachers, public 

officers and a host of other law-related persons, duly registered with the SAARC Secretariat at Kathman-

du and awarded the status of a Regional Apex Body of SAARC . It owes its origin to the desire of the 

members of the legal community to establish an association within the SAARC region to disseminate 

information and to promote an understanding of the concerns and developments of the region.
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INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE

PEACE PALACE, THE HAGUE

***

QUESTIONS RELATING TO THE VALIDITY OF INTERSTATE ARBITRAL AWARDS, REGULATION 

OF FOREIGN ACTIVITIES IN EEZ, FONOP 2020 AND PROMPT RELEASE OF 'KAYOTI' AND 

'HAYOTI'

***

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF HOMELANDER V. DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF BLACK NOIR

***

INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE

PEACE PALACE, THE HAGUE

NOTIFICATION, DATED 26.11.2020, ADDRESSED TO THE MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF THE 

ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF HOMELANDER AND THE MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF THE 

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF BLACK NOIR

The Hague, 26.11.2020

On behalf of the International Court of Justice, and in accordance with Article 26 of the Rules of Court, 

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of the application dated 26.11.2020 from Homelander. I have 

the further honor to inform you that the case of Questions Relating to the Validity of Interstate Arbitral 

Awards, Regulation of Foreign Activities in EEZ, FONOP 2020 and Prompt Release of 'Kayoti' and 

'Hayoti' (Islamic Republic of Homelander v. Democratic Republic of Black Noir) has been entered as 

2020 General List No. 420.

The written proceedings shall consist of memorials to be submitted to the Court by _____________. Oral 

proceedings are scheduled for _____________.

Registrar, ICJ

International Court of Justice 

Contesting Parties

Democratic Republic of Black Noir is a developing nation with 20 million population. It has an agrarian 

economy where majority of the coastal communities depend on fishing for their livelihood. These fishing 

communities specifically prefer fishing Queen Maeves due to their high economic and cultural value. 

Queen Maeves migrate to and remain in and around North Noir Sea passing through Black Noir’s 

Exclusive Economic Zone (“EEZ”) during October-November.

Islamic Republic of Homelander is also a developing nation with 15 million population having a strong 

industrial economy. It is considered to be a world leader in maritime trade and hosts the biggest research 

institute dedicated to strategic maritime data and surveys.

The North Noir Sea is a large tropical ocean space in the Western Sarah Ocean spanning an area of 

almost 3.5 million square kilometres. It is a crucial shipping lane, a rich fishing ground, and believed to 

hold substantial oil and gas resources. The North Noir Sea abuts seven States, five of which have 

competing claims to its waters. The North Noir Sea lies to the south of Black Noir and to the west of the 

Homelander. The North Noir Sea includes hundreds of geographical features, either above or below 

water. It is also an area of globally significant biodiversity. It is home to reef habitats that help support at 

least 3,365 known species of marine fish. About a third of the world’s shipping goes through its waters, 

which also provide vast amounts of food and whose seabed is rich in oil and gas. Therefore, the North 

Noir Sea is commonly regarded as an area of extreme maritime and commercial significance to both the 

parties to the case although there are disputes over sovereignty (political ownership) of its many small 

islands, and competing claims to its waters.

Previous Arbitration proceedings between the contesting parties

On 22.07.2018, Homelander registered arbitral proceeding against China in the Permanent Court of 

Arbitration in Broh under the Annex VII of the UNCLOS 1982 claiming that Black Noir has violated its 

sovereign right of freedom of navigation and jeopardizing its access to maritime entitlements in the North 

Noir Sea by extending its territorial claim in the SCS region, creating artificial islands and maintaining 

excessive presence of surveillance vessels, naval assets and fishing boats in the region. Homelander 

was represented by Black Noir was represented by Drake, Snoop and Kendrick LLP situated in Broh.

The Tribunal consisted of Ms. Moira Rose (Presiding Judge), Mr. David Nir, Mr. Dev Patel, Mr. Robert 

Pattinson and Mr. Julius Escobar.

The tribunal appointed a fact finding commission consisting of 25 experts from all around the globe to 

assist the court in reaching factual conclusions over the complex issues relating to actual maritime 

measurements, physical status of the features present in the sea and the corresponding maritime 

entitlements of the contesting parties. The commission submitted its report to the Tribunal on 

03.06.2020 upon which the Tribunal extensively relied on while issuing the award in favor of Homelander.

On 02.08.2020, the tribunal rendered a 333 page award on both jurisdiction and the merits of the 

arbitration, concluding that it was properly seized of the dispute, and resolving it in favor of Homelander. 

Most of the parts of the award were verbatim taken from the report submitted by the fact finding 

commission. Importantly, the Tribunal directed Black Noir to remove certain permanent constructions 

that it has raised either on any disputed feature or disputed territory.

At a weekly press conference, the following day, the spokeswoman of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of 

Black Noir declined to answer reporters’ questions about the award, stating only that it was “null and 

void” because the tribunal was “manifestly without jurisdiction.”

Report titled “Financial Loopholes”

Around October 2020, Two International NGOs in the name and style of “Ombudsman Collective” (OC) 

– headquartered in Broh and “Transparency Global” (TG) – headquartered in Black Noir jointly published 

a controversial report titled “Financial Loopholes” bringing to light the issue of international money 

laundering activities that were taking place across continents of Europe and Asia where Broh and Black 

Noir are situated, respectively. The NGO’s report was based on interception of numerous phone-calls, 

messages and various other versions of cyber activities taking place between Broh and Black Noir that 

it had intercepted over the past few years. The report met with both instant appraisal and criticism as it 

named several powerful leaders from both nations. The Offices of the NGO were attacked and several 

employees of the NGO were detained by local polices and authorities for defamation and malicious 

reportings. Faced with backlash, the NGO dissolved its existence from Black Noir and Broh but released 

the full record relating to the intercepted communications on a website called 

www.worldshouldseethis.com. These intercepted records that were released on the internet were 

picked up by Drake, Snoop and Kendrick LLP, a law firm that had represented Republic of Black Noir in 

the Sarah arbitration. Immediately after the perusal of the intercepted records, a press note was released 

by the Government of Black Noir stating that not only, as they have always contended, was the tribunal 

without jurisdiction, but it now appears that it was also mired in corruption and that it will not comply with 

the award as it is tainted and invalid based on three sets of evidences procured from the intercepted 

communications:

a.    Call logs of June-July, 2020 reflecting several hours of phone-calls between the offices of 

 Law Firm Kyle, Robert and Brightside LLP situated in Broh and the Office of Judge Moira 

 Rose who was the  presiding judge in the arbitration.

b.    Invoices sent by one Mr. Billy Butcher, a PhD scholar from University of Marine Science, Broh 

 to the Office of the Fact Finding Commission in Broh. It was found out that the commission, 

 on its own, had appointed Mr. Billy Butcher as the assistant to the commission in their task. 

 These invoices, which were issued in his name, related to purchase of hardware and software 

 equipments essential for actual maritime measurements; conduct of experiments on natural 

 and artificial constructions in the sea; research and submission of draft report and specific 

 opinion on conflicting claims.

c. Details of transaction relating to purchase of a resort/villa in the most expensive hotel of 

 Home land by brother in-law and sister of Judge Moira Rose in July, 2020.

In the wake of the findings of the NGO’s report, several worldwide news reports surfaced, making it a 

popular/contested issue. The President of Homelander, Mr. Bossman Bing sent a diplomatic note to the 

Prime Minister of Black Noir, Mr. Raymond Man, which mentioned:

Mr. Man,

Greetings

The report “Financial Loopholes” has stirred a lot of controversies around the world, as is well known. I 

have been made aware of a press note that has been issued by you alleging irregularities in the tribunal’s 

adjudication. We have reviewed the report and the intercepted communications and believe that none 

of these materially affects the adjudication laid in the award and the award is still good on merits. These 

interceptions are anyway improperly obtained and are of no legal use from the point of view of 

challenging the award now. There is no reason to call the arbitral award into question; it stands as a 

correct application of the law to the facts.

I must remind you that the award is final and binding on Black Noir, the obligation to enforce and 

implement which, it cannot and should not try to escape. We therefore call upon Black Noir to act as 

directed by the tribunal, to stop making excuses, and removed the structures it had raised on disputed 

parts.

Regards,

President             

Islamic Republic of Homelander

Joshua and Freedom of Navigation Operation (FONOP) 2020

Around November 2020, Homelander launched its highly anticipated Freedom of Navigation Operation 

(“FONOP”) in the North Noir Sea. The program was built to be executed in Seven phases including 

hydrographic surveying using Airborne light detection and ranging (LIDAR), intelligence collection, 

surveillance and reconnaissance activities, naval exercises, manoeuvres, demonstrations and sea 

basing in and around certain areas in North Noir Sea, a significant part of which was cutting through the 

EEZ of Black Noir.

Government of Black Noir placed its strong objection to FONOP-I and passed an Ordinance bearing No. 

MP/2158/19 explicitly requiring Black Noir’s approval of all survey and mapping activities in Black Noir’s 

EEZ and stating that unapproved ocean-survey activity will be subject to fines and confiscation of equip-

ment and data. The official press note of the Ordinance read:

Press Note

Government of Democratic Republic of Black Noir

Ordinance MP/2158/19

03.11.2020

Black Noir, as a coastal state, has a sovereign right to regulate the conduct of foreign activities in its EEZ 

which may even include regulating military data related activities of foreign states in its EEZ and the same 

is in accordance with Article 56 and it has residuary rights for the same too. We also believe that surveys 

and surveillance are part of military marine data collection and that such uninvited military activities could 

not be done in their EEZ without prior authorization as it could threaten their national security and 

undermine their resource sovereignty and therefore are not within the meaning of peaceful uses of the 

sea also stipulated by UNCLOS and can no longer be seen only in the context of being a freedom of the 

high seas associated with navigation and overflight.

Objecting to such a law, Homelander in its official diplomatic note to Black Noir insisted that Noir’s said 

ordinance is invalid and that the undertaken survey and mapping are ancillary activities to the high seas 

freedoms of navigation and overflight and other internationally lawful uses of the sea related to those 

freedoms, which are explicitly recognized in UNCLOS and such a program has been conducted with 

due regard to the rights and duties of the Black Noir. Homelander claimed that hydrographic activities 

are technical activity related to the safety of navigation and not part of the marine scientific research 

regime and that their right to conduct military activities is also preserved by UNCLOS.

On 06.11.2020, Joshua, an unmanned Undersea Armed Vehicle (“UAV”) as a part of the FONOP 

mission was traversing through the EEZ of Black Noir. About 133 nm from the coastline, it was deployed 

to conduct 15 tests in relation to a low-built radiator, which, if successful would significantly help fulfilling 

the mission’s objective. The testing was indeed successful but while Joshua was preparing to return to 

its deploying ship, it was reported that the water turned purple for around 2 hours each time Joshua 

conducted a test in relation to the radiator.

Meanwhile, there occurred an uproar in Black Noir’s farming communities as only half of the usual 

number of Queen Maeves (8500 in total) passed through the regular areas dedicated for catching Queen 

Maeves. On 17.11.2020, dead bodies of around 1500 Queen Maeves were found by the Navy of a 

neighbouring a coastal state. Tracing of their migration route reflected significant diversion towards the 

said neighbouring state. Although the exact cause of the death remains unknown, certain experts from 

the said neighbouring state believed that the deaths occurred because the their internal waters were 

unfit for the survival of the Queen Maeves and they could have only survived had they been traversing 

their usual route.

Prime Minister of Black Noir sent a diplomatic note to the President of Homelander stating:

Mr. Bossman Bing,

Greetings,

This note is to register our objections to the continuance of the FONOP mission in Black Noir’s EEZ. We 

have previously objected to it as well, and now it has caused forcible diversion and unfortunate deaths 

of Queen Maeves due to its radiation testing activities in Black Noir’s EEZ. We immediately demand that 

you recall the FONOP mission and deploy it only when it is in compliance with the relevant laws. 

Currently, not only it is being operated without our permission but now it has even harmed our 

economic, environmental and cultural interests.

Regards,

Prime Minister 

Democratic Republic of Black Noir

The President of the Islamic Republic of Homelander immediately wrote back to the Prime Minister of 

the Democratic Republic of Black Noir, stating:

Mr. Man,

Greetings

I am in receipt of your note demanding that Homelander withdraw its FONOP program due to reasons 

stated in there. However, I want to assure you that FONOP is in complete consonance with the 

obligations of Homelander as a foreign state under UNCLOS and the project, as is well known, if 

successful, will certainly improve the navigation system across the North Noir Sea.

The deaths of Queen Maeves is extremely unfortunate event and we extend our sincere condolences 

and full cooperation in investigation into the deaths, but let me assure you that these deaths are not all 

related to the activities of Joshua which has proved to be a successful mission and even otherwise there 

does not exist sufficient and reliable evidence to establish a reasonable link between the two events. The 

deaths even otherwise seems to be an incidental effect of the operation beyond the control of 

Homelander. Hence, there is no basis for claims relating to prejudicing of Black Noir’s economic, 

environmental and cultural interests by Homelander.

We also request you to refrain from unnecessary tarnishing Homelander’s image in the world community.

Regards,

President              

Islamic Republic of Homelander

Both nations hosted several bilateral negotiations and conferences to reach an amicable solution that 

will serve the interests of both nations but could not reach any resolution. These incidents had stirred 

intense politico-diplomatic controversy between both the nations which was felt by the entire 

international community keeping in mind that the North Noir Sea is of extreme importance to the 

international community as a whole.

UAV Vessels 'Kayoti' and 'Hayoti'

On 20.11.2020, another controversy stirred between the two nations when Black Noir detained 'Kayoti' 

and 'Hayoti' – sister UAV vessels flying Homelander’s flag as a part of the FONOP program. It was 

reported that Black Noir’s Navy had intercepted 'Kayoti' in its EEZ about 90 nm from the coastline with 

an illegal catch of around 700 tonnes of various species of salmon. It was immediately detained for 

violating the local rules relating to illegal fishing. In addition, it was also alleged that the recent 

unprecedented increase in deaths of marine species in EEZ of Black Noir as reported by the newspapers 

across Black Noir is attributable to the FONOP program and as such, detention of such vessels is 

extremely important to ensure protection of not just Black Noir’s interests but also of the marine 

environment of North Noir Sea. 'Hayoti' was however captured for violation of sea custom regulations.

The case for release of the vessels was taken up on a Friday about three days after the detention. The 

competent Black Noir’s Court ordered to release 'Kayoti' and 'Hayoti' conditioned to issuance of two 

bank guarantees each worth USD 50,000 with any nationalized bank of Black Noir (which usually 

observes holidays on Saturday and Sunday). It was strongly objected by the Homelander saying that the 

detention was illegal, conveniently planned and contrary to the settled principles regarding detention and 

release of vessels under UNCLOS; that even otherwise there was no evidence of violation; and that the 

bond amount was absolutely unreasonable and bizarre.

A diplomatic note was sent by Black Noir to Homelander stated that the arrest of 'Kayoti' and 'Hayoti' 

and the bond are in compliance with the relevant LOSC provisions and the decision of their national 

court is not appealable and that 'Kayoti' and 'Hayoti' if are to be released, Homelander will have to 

secure a bank guarantee equivalent to the said amount.

Proceedings before the ICJ

On 25.11.2020, Homelander instituted proceedings under relevant provisions of UNCLOS for the 

release of 'Kayoti' before the International Court of Justice, The Hague. Simultaneously, it also moved 

another application instituting proceedings against Black Noir for violation of UNCLOS. Black Noir 

submitted a counter claim on 29.11.2020. Based on both the documents, the Court formulated the 

following issues on 03.12.2020:

A. Whether Arbitral Award dated 02.08.2020 is vitiated by incidence of corruption and bias?

B. Whether Ordinance MP/2158/19 passed by Black Noir is valid and in accordance with the 

 UNLCOS?

C. Whether Homelander violated UNCLOS by operating Joshua for radiation tests in Black Noir’s 

 EEZ?

D. Whether the application filed by Homelander in respect of release of vessels is maintainable? If 

 yes, should such direction be passed by the Court in the facts of the case?

However, within 12 hours of institution of application before the ICJ, a local Black Noir’s Court ordered 

confiscation of 'Kayoti'. In this regard, Black Noir stated that since the confiscation has been ordered, 

nothing more remains for the ICJ to consider. In return, it was stated by Homelander in its additional note 

to the Court that the order of confiscation is bad in law as it was made in hurry, without considering 

relevant materials and without affording reasonable opportunity of hearing and is accordingly, 

inconsistent with international standards of due process of law. Therefore, the order of confiscation does 

not preclude Homelander from pleading the relief of release under UNCLOS before the ICJ.
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INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE

PEACE PALACE, THE HAGUE

***

QUESTIONS RELATING TO THE VALIDITY OF INTERSTATE ARBITRAL AWARDS, REGULATION 

OF FOREIGN ACTIVITIES IN EEZ, FONOP 2020 AND PROMPT RELEASE OF 'KAYOTI' AND 

'HAYOTI'

***

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF HOMELANDER V. DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF BLACK NOIR

***

INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE

PEACE PALACE, THE HAGUE

NOTIFICATION, DATED 26.11.2020, ADDRESSED TO THE MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF THE 

ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF HOMELANDER AND THE MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF THE 

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF BLACK NOIR

The Hague, 26.11.2020

On behalf of the International Court of Justice, and in accordance with Article 26 of the Rules of Court, 

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of the application dated 26.11.2020 from Homelander. I have 

the further honor to inform you that the case of Questions Relating to the Validity of Interstate Arbitral 

Awards, Regulation of Foreign Activities in EEZ, FONOP 2020 and Prompt Release of 'Kayoti' and 

'Hayoti' (Islamic Republic of Homelander v. Democratic Republic of Black Noir) has been entered as 

2020 General List No. 420.

The written proceedings shall consist of memorials to be submitted to the Court by _____________. Oral 

proceedings are scheduled for _____________.

Registrar, ICJ
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Contesting Parties

Democratic Republic of Black Noir is a developing nation with 20 million population. It has an agrarian 

economy where majority of the coastal communities depend on fishing for their livelihood. These fishing 

communities specifically prefer fishing Queen Maeves due to their high economic and cultural value. 

Queen Maeves migrate to and remain in and around North Noir Sea passing through Black Noir’s 

Exclusive Economic Zone (“EEZ”) during October-November.

Islamic Republic of Homelander is also a developing nation with 15 million population having a strong 

industrial economy. It is considered to be a world leader in maritime trade and hosts the biggest research 

institute dedicated to strategic maritime data and surveys.

The North Noir Sea is a large tropical ocean space in the Western Sarah Ocean spanning an area of 

almost 3.5 million square kilometres. It is a crucial shipping lane, a rich fishing ground, and believed to 

hold substantial oil and gas resources. The North Noir Sea abuts seven States, five of which have 

competing claims to its waters. The North Noir Sea lies to the south of Black Noir and to the west of the 

Homelander. The North Noir Sea includes hundreds of geographical features, either above or below 

water. It is also an area of globally significant biodiversity. It is home to reef habitats that help support at 

least 3,365 known species of marine fish. About a third of the world’s shipping goes through its waters, 

which also provide vast amounts of food and whose seabed is rich in oil and gas. Therefore, the North 

Noir Sea is commonly regarded as an area of extreme maritime and commercial significance to both the 

parties to the case although there are disputes over sovereignty (political ownership) of its many small 

islands, and competing claims to its waters.

Previous Arbitration proceedings between the contesting parties

On 22.07.2018, Homelander registered arbitral proceeding against China in the Permanent Court of 

Arbitration in Broh under the Annex VII of the UNCLOS 1982 claiming that Black Noir has violated its 

sovereign right of freedom of navigation and jeopardizing its access to maritime entitlements in the North 

Noir Sea by extending its territorial claim in the SCS region, creating artificial islands and maintaining 

excessive presence of surveillance vessels, naval assets and fishing boats in the region. Homelander 

was represented by Black Noir was represented by Drake, Snoop and Kendrick LLP situated in Broh.

The Tribunal consisted of Ms. Moira Rose (Presiding Judge), Mr. David Nir, Mr. Dev Patel, Mr. Robert 

Pattinson and Mr. Julius Escobar.

The tribunal appointed a fact finding commission consisting of 25 experts from all around the globe to 

assist the court in reaching factual conclusions over the complex issues relating to actual maritime 

measurements, physical status of the features present in the sea and the corresponding maritime 

entitlements of the contesting parties. The commission submitted its report to the Tribunal on 

03.06.2020 upon which the Tribunal extensively relied on while issuing the award in favor of Homelander.

On 02.08.2020, the tribunal rendered a 333 page award on both jurisdiction and the merits of the 

arbitration, concluding that it was properly seized of the dispute, and resolving it in favor of Homelander. 

Most of the parts of the award were verbatim taken from the report submitted by the fact finding 

commission. Importantly, the Tribunal directed Black Noir to remove certain permanent constructions 

that it has raised either on any disputed feature or disputed territory.

At a weekly press conference, the following day, the spokeswoman of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of 

Black Noir declined to answer reporters’ questions about the award, stating only that it was “null and 

void” because the tribunal was “manifestly without jurisdiction.”

Report titled “Financial Loopholes”

Around October 2020, Two International NGOs in the name and style of “Ombudsman Collective” (OC) 

– headquartered in Broh and “Transparency Global” (TG) – headquartered in Black Noir jointly published 

a controversial report titled “Financial Loopholes” bringing to light the issue of international money 

laundering activities that were taking place across continents of Europe and Asia where Broh and Black 

Noir are situated, respectively. The NGO’s report was based on interception of numerous phone-calls, 

messages and various other versions of cyber activities taking place between Broh and Black Noir that 

it had intercepted over the past few years. The report met with both instant appraisal and criticism as it 

named several powerful leaders from both nations. The Offices of the NGO were attacked and several 

employees of the NGO were detained by local polices and authorities for defamation and malicious 

reportings. Faced with backlash, the NGO dissolved its existence from Black Noir and Broh but released 

the full record relating to the intercepted communications on a website called 

www.worldshouldseethis.com. These intercepted records that were released on the internet were 

picked up by Drake, Snoop and Kendrick LLP, a law firm that had represented Republic of Black Noir in 

the Sarah arbitration. Immediately after the perusal of the intercepted records, a press note was released 

by the Government of Black Noir stating that not only, as they have always contended, was the tribunal 

without jurisdiction, but it now appears that it was also mired in corruption and that it will not comply with 

the award as it is tainted and invalid based on three sets of evidences procured from the intercepted 

communications:

a.    Call logs of June-July, 2020 reflecting several hours of phone-calls between the offices of 

 Law Firm Kyle, Robert and Brightside LLP situated in Broh and the Office of Judge Moira 

 Rose who was the  presiding judge in the arbitration.

b.    Invoices sent by one Mr. Billy Butcher, a PhD scholar from University of Marine Science, Broh 

 to the Office of the Fact Finding Commission in Broh. It was found out that the commission, 

 on its own, had appointed Mr. Billy Butcher as the assistant to the commission in their task. 

 These invoices, which were issued in his name, related to purchase of hardware and software 

 equipments essential for actual maritime measurements; conduct of experiments on natural 

 and artificial constructions in the sea; research and submission of draft report and specific 

 opinion on conflicting claims.

c. Details of transaction relating to purchase of a resort/villa in the most expensive hotel of 

 Home land by brother in-law and sister of Judge Moira Rose in July, 2020.

In the wake of the findings of the NGO’s report, several worldwide news reports surfaced, making it a 

popular/contested issue. The President of Homelander, Mr. Bossman Bing sent a diplomatic note to the 

Prime Minister of Black Noir, Mr. Raymond Man, which mentioned:

Mr. Man,

Greetings

The report “Financial Loopholes” has stirred a lot of controversies around the world, as is well known. I 

have been made aware of a press note that has been issued by you alleging irregularities in the tribunal’s 

adjudication. We have reviewed the report and the intercepted communications and believe that none 

of these materially affects the adjudication laid in the award and the award is still good on merits. These 

interceptions are anyway improperly obtained and are of no legal use from the point of view of 

challenging the award now. There is no reason to call the arbitral award into question; it stands as a 

correct application of the law to the facts.

I must remind you that the award is final and binding on Black Noir, the obligation to enforce and 

implement which, it cannot and should not try to escape. We therefore call upon Black Noir to act as 

directed by the tribunal, to stop making excuses, and removed the structures it had raised on disputed 

parts.

Regards,

President             

Islamic Republic of Homelander

Joshua and Freedom of Navigation Operation (FONOP) 2020

Around November 2020, Homelander launched its highly anticipated Freedom of Navigation Operation 

(“FONOP”) in the North Noir Sea. The program was built to be executed in Seven phases including 

hydrographic surveying using Airborne light detection and ranging (LIDAR), intelligence collection, 

surveillance and reconnaissance activities, naval exercises, manoeuvres, demonstrations and sea 

basing in and around certain areas in North Noir Sea, a significant part of which was cutting through the 

EEZ of Black Noir.

Government of Black Noir placed its strong objection to FONOP-I and passed an Ordinance bearing No. 

MP/2158/19 explicitly requiring Black Noir’s approval of all survey and mapping activities in Black Noir’s 

EEZ and stating that unapproved ocean-survey activity will be subject to fines and confiscation of equip-

ment and data. The official press note of the Ordinance read:

Press Note

Government of Democratic Republic of Black Noir

Ordinance MP/2158/19

03.11.2020

Black Noir, as a coastal state, has a sovereign right to regulate the conduct of foreign activities in its EEZ 

which may even include regulating military data related activities of foreign states in its EEZ and the same 

is in accordance with Article 56 and it has residuary rights for the same too. We also believe that surveys 

and surveillance are part of military marine data collection and that such uninvited military activities could 

not be done in their EEZ without prior authorization as it could threaten their national security and 

undermine their resource sovereignty and therefore are not within the meaning of peaceful uses of the 

sea also stipulated by UNCLOS and can no longer be seen only in the context of being a freedom of the 

high seas associated with navigation and overflight.

Objecting to such a law, Homelander in its official diplomatic note to Black Noir insisted that Noir’s said 

ordinance is invalid and that the undertaken survey and mapping are ancillary activities to the high seas 

freedoms of navigation and overflight and other internationally lawful uses of the sea related to those 

freedoms, which are explicitly recognized in UNCLOS and such a program has been conducted with 

due regard to the rights and duties of the Black Noir. Homelander claimed that hydrographic activities 

are technical activity related to the safety of navigation and not part of the marine scientific research 

regime and that their right to conduct military activities is also preserved by UNCLOS.

On 06.11.2020, Joshua, an unmanned Undersea Armed Vehicle (“UAV”) as a part of the FONOP 

mission was traversing through the EEZ of Black Noir. About 133 nm from the coastline, it was deployed 

to conduct 15 tests in relation to a low-built radiator, which, if successful would significantly help fulfilling 

the mission’s objective. The testing was indeed successful but while Joshua was preparing to return to 

its deploying ship, it was reported that the water turned purple for around 2 hours each time Joshua 

conducted a test in relation to the radiator.

Meanwhile, there occurred an uproar in Black Noir’s farming communities as only half of the usual 

number of Queen Maeves (8500 in total) passed through the regular areas dedicated for catching Queen 

Maeves. On 17.11.2020, dead bodies of around 1500 Queen Maeves were found by the Navy of a 

neighbouring a coastal state. Tracing of their migration route reflected significant diversion towards the 

said neighbouring state. Although the exact cause of the death remains unknown, certain experts from 

the said neighbouring state believed that the deaths occurred because the their internal waters were 

unfit for the survival of the Queen Maeves and they could have only survived had they been traversing 

their usual route.

Prime Minister of Black Noir sent a diplomatic note to the President of Homelander stating:

Mr. Bossman Bing,

Greetings,

This note is to register our objections to the continuance of the FONOP mission in Black Noir’s EEZ. We 

have previously objected to it as well, and now it has caused forcible diversion and unfortunate deaths 

of Queen Maeves due to its radiation testing activities in Black Noir’s EEZ. We immediately demand that 

you recall the FONOP mission and deploy it only when it is in compliance with the relevant laws. 

Currently, not only it is being operated without our permission but now it has even harmed our 

economic, environmental and cultural interests.

Regards,

Prime Minister 

Democratic Republic of Black Noir

The President of the Islamic Republic of Homelander immediately wrote back to the Prime Minister of 

the Democratic Republic of Black Noir, stating:

Mr. Man,

Greetings

I am in receipt of your note demanding that Homelander withdraw its FONOP program due to reasons 

stated in there. However, I want to assure you that FONOP is in complete consonance with the 

obligations of Homelander as a foreign state under UNCLOS and the project, as is well known, if 

successful, will certainly improve the navigation system across the North Noir Sea.

The deaths of Queen Maeves is extremely unfortunate event and we extend our sincere condolences 

and full cooperation in investigation into the deaths, but let me assure you that these deaths are not all 

related to the activities of Joshua which has proved to be a successful mission and even otherwise there 

does not exist sufficient and reliable evidence to establish a reasonable link between the two events. The 

deaths even otherwise seems to be an incidental effect of the operation beyond the control of 

Homelander. Hence, there is no basis for claims relating to prejudicing of Black Noir’s economic, 

environmental and cultural interests by Homelander.

We also request you to refrain from unnecessary tarnishing Homelander’s image in the world community.

Regards,

President              

Islamic Republic of Homelander

Both nations hosted several bilateral negotiations and conferences to reach an amicable solution that 

will serve the interests of both nations but could not reach any resolution. These incidents had stirred 

intense politico-diplomatic controversy between both the nations which was felt by the entire 

international community keeping in mind that the North Noir Sea is of extreme importance to the 

international community as a whole.

UAV Vessels 'Kayoti' and 'Hayoti'

On 20.11.2020, another controversy stirred between the two nations when Black Noir detained 'Kayoti' 

and 'Hayoti' – sister UAV vessels flying Homelander’s flag as a part of the FONOP program. It was 

reported that Black Noir’s Navy had intercepted 'Kayoti' in its EEZ about 90 nm from the coastline with 

an illegal catch of around 700 tonnes of various species of salmon. It was immediately detained for 

violating the local rules relating to illegal fishing. In addition, it was also alleged that the recent 

unprecedented increase in deaths of marine species in EEZ of Black Noir as reported by the newspapers 

across Black Noir is attributable to the FONOP program and as such, detention of such vessels is 

extremely important to ensure protection of not just Black Noir’s interests but also of the marine 

environment of North Noir Sea. 'Hayoti' was however captured for violation of sea custom regulations.

The case for release of the vessels was taken up on a Friday about three days after the detention. The 

competent Black Noir’s Court ordered to release 'Kayoti' and 'Hayoti' conditioned to issuance of two 

bank guarantees each worth USD 50,000 with any nationalized bank of Black Noir (which usually 

observes holidays on Saturday and Sunday). It was strongly objected by the Homelander saying that the 

detention was illegal, conveniently planned and contrary to the settled principles regarding detention and 

release of vessels under UNCLOS; that even otherwise there was no evidence of violation; and that the 

bond amount was absolutely unreasonable and bizarre.

A diplomatic note was sent by Black Noir to Homelander stated that the arrest of 'Kayoti' and 'Hayoti' 

and the bond are in compliance with the relevant LOSC provisions and the decision of their national 

court is not appealable and that 'Kayoti' and 'Hayoti' if are to be released, Homelander will have to 

secure a bank guarantee equivalent to the said amount.

Proceedings before the ICJ

On 25.11.2020, Homelander instituted proceedings under relevant provisions of UNCLOS for the 

release of 'Kayoti' before the International Court of Justice, The Hague. Simultaneously, it also moved 

another application instituting proceedings against Black Noir for violation of UNCLOS. Black Noir 

submitted a counter claim on 29.11.2020. Based on both the documents, the Court formulated the 

following issues on 03.12.2020:

A. Whether Arbitral Award dated 02.08.2020 is vitiated by incidence of corruption and bias?

B. Whether Ordinance MP/2158/19 passed by Black Noir is valid and in accordance with the 

 UNLCOS?

C. Whether Homelander violated UNCLOS by operating Joshua for radiation tests in Black Noir’s 

 EEZ?

D. Whether the application filed by Homelander in respect of release of vessels is maintainable? If 

 yes, should such direction be passed by the Court in the facts of the case?

However, within 12 hours of institution of application before the ICJ, a local Black Noir’s Court ordered 

confiscation of 'Kayoti'. In this regard, Black Noir stated that since the confiscation has been ordered, 

nothing more remains for the ICJ to consider. In return, it was stated by Homelander in its additional note 

to the Court that the order of confiscation is bad in law as it was made in hurry, without considering 

relevant materials and without affording reasonable opportunity of hearing and is accordingly, 

inconsistent with international standards of due process of law. Therefore, the order of confiscation does 

not preclude Homelander from pleading the relief of release under UNCLOS before the ICJ.
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Democratic Republic of Black Noir is a developing nation with 20 million population. It has an agrarian 

economy where majority of the coastal communities depend on fishing for their livelihood. These fishing 

communities specifically prefer fishing Queen Maeves due to their high economic and cultural value. 

Queen Maeves migrate to and remain in and around North Noir Sea passing through Black Noir’s 

Exclusive Economic Zone (“EEZ”) during October-November.

Islamic Republic of Homelander is also a developing nation with 15 million population having a strong 

industrial economy. It is considered to be a world leader in maritime trade and hosts the biggest research 

institute dedicated to strategic maritime data and surveys.

The North Noir Sea is a large tropical ocean space in the Western Sarah Ocean spanning an area of 

almost 3.5 million square kilometres. It is a crucial shipping lane, a rich fishing ground, and believed to 

hold substantial oil and gas resources. The North Noir Sea abuts seven States, five of which have 

competing claims to its waters. The North Noir Sea lies to the south of Black Noir and to the west of the 

Homelander. The North Noir Sea includes hundreds of geographical features, either above or below 

water. It is also an area of globally significant biodiversity. It is home to reef habitats that help support at 

least 3,365 known species of marine fish. About a third of the world’s shipping goes through its waters, 

which also provide vast amounts of food and whose seabed is rich in oil and gas. Therefore, the North 

Noir Sea is commonly regarded as an area of extreme maritime and commercial significance to both the 

parties to the case although there are disputes over sovereignty (political ownership) of its many small 

islands, and competing claims to its waters.

Previous Arbitration proceedings between the contesting parties

On 22.07.2018, Homelander registered arbitral proceeding against China in the Permanent Court of 

Arbitration in Broh under the Annex VII of the UNCLOS 1982 claiming that Black Noir has violated its 

sovereign right of freedom of navigation and jeopardizing its access to maritime entitlements in the North 

Noir Sea by extending its territorial claim in the SCS region, creating artificial islands and maintaining 

excessive presence of surveillance vessels, naval assets and fishing boats in the region. Homelander 

was represented by Black Noir was represented by Drake, Snoop and Kendrick LLP situated in Broh.

The Tribunal consisted of Ms. Moira Rose (Presiding Judge), Mr. David Nir, Mr. Dev Patel, Mr. Robert 

Pattinson and Mr. Julius Escobar.

The tribunal appointed a fact finding commission consisting of 25 experts from all around the globe to 

assist the court in reaching factual conclusions over the complex issues relating to actual maritime 

measurements, physical status of the features present in the sea and the corresponding maritime 

entitlements of the contesting parties. The commission submitted its report to the Tribunal on 

03.06.2020 upon which the Tribunal extensively relied on while issuing the award in favor of Homelander.

On 02.08.2020, the tribunal rendered a 333 page award on both jurisdiction and the merits of the 
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arbitration, concluding that it was properly seized of the dispute, and resolving it in favor of Homelander. 

Most of the parts of the award were verbatim taken from the report submitted by the fact finding 

commission. Importantly, the Tribunal directed Black Noir to remove certain permanent constructions 

that it has raised either on any disputed feature or disputed territory.

At a weekly press conference, the following day, the spokeswoman of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of 

Black Noir declined to answer reporters’ questions about the award, stating only that it was “null and 

void” because the tribunal was “manifestly without jurisdiction.”

Report titled “Financial Loopholes”

Around October 2020, Two International NGOs in the name and style of “Ombudsman Collective” (OC) 

– headquartered in Broh and “Transparency Global” (TG) – headquartered in Black Noir jointly published 

a controversial report titled “Financial Loopholes” bringing to light the issue of international money 

laundering activities that were taking place across continents of Europe and Asia where Broh and Black 

Noir are situated, respectively. The NGO’s report was based on interception of numerous phone-calls, 

messages and various other versions of cyber activities taking place between Broh and Black Noir that 

it had intercepted over the past few years. The report met with both instant appraisal and criticism as it 

named several powerful leaders from both nations. The Offices of the NGO were attacked and several 

employees of the NGO were detained by local polices and authorities for defamation and malicious 

reportings. Faced with backlash, the NGO dissolved its existence from Black Noir and Broh but released 

the full record relating to the intercepted communications on a website called 

www.worldshouldseethis.com. These intercepted records that were released on the internet were 

picked up by Drake, Snoop and Kendrick LLP, a law firm that had represented Republic of Black Noir in 

the Sarah arbitration. Immediately after the perusal of the intercepted records, a press note was released 

by the Government of Black Noir stating that not only, as they have always contended, was the tribunal 

without jurisdiction, but it now appears that it was also mired in corruption and that it will not comply with 

the award as it is tainted and invalid based on three sets of evidences procured from the intercepted 

communications:

a.    Call logs of June-July, 2020 reflecting several hours of phone-calls between the offices of 

 Law Firm Kyle, Robert and Brightside LLP situated in Broh and the Office of Judge Moira 

 Rose who was the  presiding judge in the arbitration.

b.    Invoices sent by one Mr. Billy Butcher, a PhD scholar from University of Marine Science, Broh 

 to the Office of the Fact Finding Commission in Broh. It was found out that the commission, 

 on its own, had appointed Mr. Billy Butcher as the assistant to the commission in their task. 

 These invoices, which were issued in his name, related to purchase of hardware and software 

 equipments essential for actual maritime measurements; conduct of experiments on natural 

 and artificial constructions in the sea; research and submission of draft report and specific 

 opinion on conflicting claims.

c. Details of transaction relating to purchase of a resort/villa in the most expensive hotel of 

 Home land by brother in-law and sister of Judge Moira Rose in July, 2020.

In the wake of the findings of the NGO’s report, several worldwide news reports surfaced, making it a 

popular/contested issue. The President of Homelander, Mr. Bossman Bing sent a diplomatic note to the 

Prime Minister of Black Noir, Mr. Raymond Man, which mentioned:

Mr. Man,

Greetings

The report “Financial Loopholes” has stirred a lot of controversies around the world, as is well known. I 

have been made aware of a press note that has been issued by you alleging irregularities in the tribunal’s 

adjudication. We have reviewed the report and the intercepted communications and believe that none 

of these materially affects the adjudication laid in the award and the award is still good on merits. These 

interceptions are anyway improperly obtained and are of no legal use from the point of view of 

challenging the award now. There is no reason to call the arbitral award into question; it stands as a 

correct application of the law to the facts.

I must remind you that the award is final and binding on Black Noir, the obligation to enforce and 

implement which, it cannot and should not try to escape. We therefore call upon Black Noir to act as 

directed by the tribunal, to stop making excuses, and removed the structures it had raised on disputed 

parts.

Regards,

President             

Islamic Republic of Homelander

Joshua and Freedom of Navigation Operation (FONOP) 2020

Around November 2020, Homelander launched its highly anticipated Freedom of Navigation Operation 

(“FONOP”) in the North Noir Sea. The program was built to be executed in Seven phases including 

hydrographic surveying using Airborne light detection and ranging (LIDAR), intelligence collection, 

surveillance and reconnaissance activities, naval exercises, manoeuvres, demonstrations and sea 

basing in and around certain areas in North Noir Sea, a significant part of which was cutting through the 

EEZ of Black Noir.

Government of Black Noir placed its strong objection to FONOP-I and passed an Ordinance bearing No. 

MP/2158/19 explicitly requiring Black Noir’s approval of all survey and mapping activities in Black Noir’s 

EEZ and stating that unapproved ocean-survey activity will be subject to fines and confiscation of equip-

ment and data. The official press note of the Ordinance read:

Press Note

Government of Democratic Republic of Black Noir

Ordinance MP/2158/19

03.11.2020

Black Noir, as a coastal state, has a sovereign right to regulate the conduct of foreign activities in its EEZ 

which may even include regulating military data related activities of foreign states in its EEZ and the same 

is in accordance with Article 56 and it has residuary rights for the same too. We also believe that surveys 

and surveillance are part of military marine data collection and that such uninvited military activities could 

not be done in their EEZ without prior authorization as it could threaten their national security and 

undermine their resource sovereignty and therefore are not within the meaning of peaceful uses of the 

sea also stipulated by UNCLOS and can no longer be seen only in the context of being a freedom of the 

high seas associated with navigation and overflight.

Objecting to such a law, Homelander in its official diplomatic note to Black Noir insisted that Noir’s said 

ordinance is invalid and that the undertaken survey and mapping are ancillary activities to the high seas 

freedoms of navigation and overflight and other internationally lawful uses of the sea related to those 

freedoms, which are explicitly recognized in UNCLOS and such a program has been conducted with 

due regard to the rights and duties of the Black Noir. Homelander claimed that hydrographic activities 

are technical activity related to the safety of navigation and not part of the marine scientific research 

regime and that their right to conduct military activities is also preserved by UNCLOS.

On 06.11.2020, Joshua, an unmanned Undersea Armed Vehicle (“UAV”) as a part of the FONOP 

mission was traversing through the EEZ of Black Noir. About 133 nm from the coastline, it was deployed 

to conduct 15 tests in relation to a low-built radiator, which, if successful would significantly help fulfilling 

the mission’s objective. The testing was indeed successful but while Joshua was preparing to return to 

its deploying ship, it was reported that the water turned purple for around 2 hours each time Joshua 

conducted a test in relation to the radiator.

Meanwhile, there occurred an uproar in Black Noir’s farming communities as only half of the usual 

number of Queen Maeves (8500 in total) passed through the regular areas dedicated for catching Queen 

Maeves. On 17.11.2020, dead bodies of around 1500 Queen Maeves were found by the Navy of a 

neighbouring a coastal state. Tracing of their migration route reflected significant diversion towards the 

said neighbouring state. Although the exact cause of the death remains unknown, certain experts from 

the said neighbouring state believed that the deaths occurred because the their internal waters were 

unfit for the survival of the Queen Maeves and they could have only survived had they been traversing 

their usual route.

Prime Minister of Black Noir sent a diplomatic note to the President of Homelander stating:

Mr. Bossman Bing,

Greetings,

This note is to register our objections to the continuance of the FONOP mission in Black Noir’s EEZ. We 

have previously objected to it as well, and now it has caused forcible diversion and unfortunate deaths 

of Queen Maeves due to its radiation testing activities in Black Noir’s EEZ. We immediately demand that 

you recall the FONOP mission and deploy it only when it is in compliance with the relevant laws. 

Currently, not only it is being operated without our permission but now it has even harmed our 

economic, environmental and cultural interests.

Regards,

Prime Minister 

Democratic Republic of Black Noir

The President of the Islamic Republic of Homelander immediately wrote back to the Prime Minister of 

the Democratic Republic of Black Noir, stating:

Mr. Man,

Greetings

I am in receipt of your note demanding that Homelander withdraw its FONOP program due to reasons 

stated in there. However, I want to assure you that FONOP is in complete consonance with the 

obligations of Homelander as a foreign state under UNCLOS and the project, as is well known, if 

successful, will certainly improve the navigation system across the North Noir Sea.

The deaths of Queen Maeves is extremely unfortunate event and we extend our sincere condolences 

and full cooperation in investigation into the deaths, but let me assure you that these deaths are not all 

related to the activities of Joshua which has proved to be a successful mission and even otherwise there 

does not exist sufficient and reliable evidence to establish a reasonable link between the two events. The 

deaths even otherwise seems to be an incidental effect of the operation beyond the control of 

Homelander. Hence, there is no basis for claims relating to prejudicing of Black Noir’s economic, 

environmental and cultural interests by Homelander.

We also request you to refrain from unnecessary tarnishing Homelander’s image in the world community.

Regards,

President              

Islamic Republic of Homelander

Both nations hosted several bilateral negotiations and conferences to reach an amicable solution that 

will serve the interests of both nations but could not reach any resolution. These incidents had stirred 

intense politico-diplomatic controversy between both the nations which was felt by the entire 

international community keeping in mind that the North Noir Sea is of extreme importance to the 

international community as a whole.

UAV Vessels 'Kayoti' and 'Hayoti'

On 20.11.2020, another controversy stirred between the two nations when Black Noir detained 'Kayoti' 

and 'Hayoti' – sister UAV vessels flying Homelander’s flag as a part of the FONOP program. It was 

reported that Black Noir’s Navy had intercepted 'Kayoti' in its EEZ about 90 nm from the coastline with 

an illegal catch of around 700 tonnes of various species of salmon. It was immediately detained for 

violating the local rules relating to illegal fishing. In addition, it was also alleged that the recent 

unprecedented increase in deaths of marine species in EEZ of Black Noir as reported by the newspapers 

across Black Noir is attributable to the FONOP program and as such, detention of such vessels is 

extremely important to ensure protection of not just Black Noir’s interests but also of the marine 

environment of North Noir Sea. 'Hayoti' was however captured for violation of sea custom regulations.

The case for release of the vessels was taken up on a Friday about three days after the detention. The 

competent Black Noir’s Court ordered to release 'Kayoti' and 'Hayoti' conditioned to issuance of two 

bank guarantees each worth USD 50,000 with any nationalized bank of Black Noir (which usually 

observes holidays on Saturday and Sunday). It was strongly objected by the Homelander saying that the 

detention was illegal, conveniently planned and contrary to the settled principles regarding detention and 

release of vessels under UNCLOS; that even otherwise there was no evidence of violation; and that the 

bond amount was absolutely unreasonable and bizarre.

A diplomatic note was sent by Black Noir to Homelander stated that the arrest of 'Kayoti' and 'Hayoti' 

and the bond are in compliance with the relevant LOSC provisions and the decision of their national 

court is not appealable and that 'Kayoti' and 'Hayoti' if are to be released, Homelander will have to 

secure a bank guarantee equivalent to the said amount.

Proceedings before the ICJ

On 25.11.2020, Homelander instituted proceedings under relevant provisions of UNCLOS for the 

release of 'Kayoti' before the International Court of Justice, The Hague. Simultaneously, it also moved 

another application instituting proceedings against Black Noir for violation of UNCLOS. Black Noir 

submitted a counter claim on 29.11.2020. Based on both the documents, the Court formulated the 

following issues on 03.12.2020:

A. Whether Arbitral Award dated 02.08.2020 is vitiated by incidence of corruption and bias?

B. Whether Ordinance MP/2158/19 passed by Black Noir is valid and in accordance with the 

 UNLCOS?

C. Whether Homelander violated UNCLOS by operating Joshua for radiation tests in Black Noir’s 

 EEZ?

D. Whether the application filed by Homelander in respect of release of vessels is maintainable? If 

 yes, should such direction be passed by the Court in the facts of the case?

However, within 12 hours of institution of application before the ICJ, a local Black Noir’s Court ordered 

confiscation of 'Kayoti'. In this regard, Black Noir stated that since the confiscation has been ordered, 

nothing more remains for the ICJ to consider. In return, it was stated by Homelander in its additional note 

to the Court that the order of confiscation is bad in law as it was made in hurry, without considering 

relevant materials and without affording reasonable opportunity of hearing and is accordingly, 

inconsistent with international standards of due process of law. Therefore, the order of confiscation does 

not preclude Homelander from pleading the relief of release under UNCLOS before the ICJ.
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Democratic Republic of Black Noir is a developing nation with 20 million population. It has an agrarian 

economy where majority of the coastal communities depend on fishing for their livelihood. These fishing 

communities specifically prefer fishing Queen Maeves due to their high economic and cultural value. 

Queen Maeves migrate to and remain in and around North Noir Sea passing through Black Noir’s 

Exclusive Economic Zone (“EEZ”) during October-November.

Islamic Republic of Homelander is also a developing nation with 15 million population having a strong 

industrial economy. It is considered to be a world leader in maritime trade and hosts the biggest research 

institute dedicated to strategic maritime data and surveys.

The North Noir Sea is a large tropical ocean space in the Western Sarah Ocean spanning an area of 

almost 3.5 million square kilometres. It is a crucial shipping lane, a rich fishing ground, and believed to 

hold substantial oil and gas resources. The North Noir Sea abuts seven States, five of which have 

competing claims to its waters. The North Noir Sea lies to the south of Black Noir and to the west of the 

Homelander. The North Noir Sea includes hundreds of geographical features, either above or below 

water. It is also an area of globally significant biodiversity. It is home to reef habitats that help support at 

least 3,365 known species of marine fish. About a third of the world’s shipping goes through its waters, 

which also provide vast amounts of food and whose seabed is rich in oil and gas. Therefore, the North 

Noir Sea is commonly regarded as an area of extreme maritime and commercial significance to both the 

parties to the case although there are disputes over sovereignty (political ownership) of its many small 

islands, and competing claims to its waters.

Previous Arbitration proceedings between the contesting parties

On 22.07.2018, Homelander registered arbitral proceeding against China in the Permanent Court of 

Arbitration in Broh under the Annex VII of the UNCLOS 1982 claiming that Black Noir has violated its 

sovereign right of freedom of navigation and jeopardizing its access to maritime entitlements in the North 

Noir Sea by extending its territorial claim in the SCS region, creating artificial islands and maintaining 

excessive presence of surveillance vessels, naval assets and fishing boats in the region. Homelander 

was represented by Black Noir was represented by Drake, Snoop and Kendrick LLP situated in Broh.

The Tribunal consisted of Ms. Moira Rose (Presiding Judge), Mr. David Nir, Mr. Dev Patel, Mr. Robert 

Pattinson and Mr. Julius Escobar.

The tribunal appointed a fact finding commission consisting of 25 experts from all around the globe to 

assist the court in reaching factual conclusions over the complex issues relating to actual maritime 

measurements, physical status of the features present in the sea and the corresponding maritime 

entitlements of the contesting parties. The commission submitted its report to the Tribunal on 

03.06.2020 upon which the Tribunal extensively relied on while issuing the award in favor of Homelander.

On 02.08.2020, the tribunal rendered a 333 page award on both jurisdiction and the merits of the 

arbitration, concluding that it was properly seized of the dispute, and resolving it in favor of Homelander. 

Most of the parts of the award were verbatim taken from the report submitted by the fact finding 

commission. Importantly, the Tribunal directed Black Noir to remove certain permanent constructions 

that it has raised either on any disputed feature or disputed territory.

At a weekly press conference, the following day, the spokeswoman of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of 

Black Noir declined to answer reporters’ questions about the award, stating only that it was “null and 

void” because the tribunal was “manifestly without jurisdiction.”

Report titled “Financial Loopholes”

Around October 2020, Two International NGOs in the name and style of “Ombudsman Collective” (OC) 

– headquartered in Broh and “Transparency Global” (TG) – headquartered in Black Noir jointly published 

a controversial report titled “Financial Loopholes” bringing to light the issue of international money 

laundering activities that were taking place across continents of Europe and Asia where Broh and Black 

Noir are situated, respectively. The NGO’s report was based on interception of numerous phone-calls, 

messages and various other versions of cyber activities taking place between Broh and Black Noir that 

it had intercepted over the past few years. The report met with both instant appraisal and criticism as it 

named several powerful leaders from both nations. The Offices of the NGO were attacked and several 

employees of the NGO were detained by local polices and authorities for defamation and malicious 

reportings. Faced with backlash, the NGO dissolved its existence from Black Noir and Broh but released 

the full record relating to the intercepted communications on a website called 

www.worldshouldseethis.com. These intercepted records that were released on the internet were 

picked up by Drake, Snoop and Kendrick LLP, a law firm that had represented Republic of Black Noir in 

the Sarah arbitration. Immediately after the perusal of the intercepted records, a press note was released 

by the Government of Black Noir stating that not only, as they have always contended, was the tribunal 

without jurisdiction, but it now appears that it was also mired in corruption and that it will not comply with 

the award as it is tainted and invalid based on three sets of evidences procured from the intercepted 

communications:

a.    Call logs of June-July, 2020 reflecting several hours of phone-calls between the offices of 

 Law Firm Kyle, Robert and Brightside LLP situated in Broh and the Office of Judge Moira 

 Rose who was the  presiding judge in the arbitration.

b.    Invoices sent by one Mr. Billy Butcher, a PhD scholar from University of Marine Science, Broh 

 to the Office of the Fact Finding Commission in Broh. It was found out that the commission, 

 on its own, had appointed Mr. Billy Butcher as the assistant to the commission in their task. 

 These invoices, which were issued in his name, related to purchase of hardware and software 

 equipments essential for actual maritime measurements; conduct of experiments on natural 

 and artificial constructions in the sea; research and submission of draft report and specific 

 opinion on conflicting claims.
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c. Details of transaction relating to purchase of a resort/villa in the most expensive hotel of 

 Home land by brother in-law and sister of Judge Moira Rose in July, 2020.

In the wake of the findings of the NGO’s report, several worldwide news reports surfaced, making it a 

popular/contested issue. The President of Homelander, Mr. Bossman Bing sent a diplomatic note to the 

Prime Minister of Black Noir, Mr. Raymond Man, which mentioned:

Mr. Man,

Greetings

The report “Financial Loopholes” has stirred a lot of controversies around the world, as is well known. I 

have been made aware of a press note that has been issued by you alleging irregularities in the tribunal’s 

adjudication. We have reviewed the report and the intercepted communications and believe that none 

of these materially affects the adjudication laid in the award and the award is still good on merits. These 

interceptions are anyway improperly obtained and are of no legal use from the point of view of 

challenging the award now. There is no reason to call the arbitral award into question; it stands as a 

correct application of the law to the facts.

I must remind you that the award is final and binding on Black Noir, the obligation to enforce and 

implement which, it cannot and should not try to escape. We therefore call upon Black Noir to act as 

directed by the tribunal, to stop making excuses, and removed the structures it had raised on disputed 

parts.

Regards,

President             

Islamic Republic of Homelander

Joshua and Freedom of Navigation Operation (FONOP) 2020

Around November 2020, Homelander launched its highly anticipated Freedom of Navigation Operation 

(“FONOP”) in the North Noir Sea. The program was built to be executed in Seven phases including 

hydrographic surveying using Airborne light detection and ranging (LIDAR), intelligence collection, 

surveillance and reconnaissance activities, naval exercises, manoeuvres, demonstrations and sea 

basing in and around certain areas in North Noir Sea, a significant part of which was cutting through the 

EEZ of Black Noir.

Government of Black Noir placed its strong objection to FONOP-I and passed an Ordinance bearing No. 

MP/2158/19 explicitly requiring Black Noir’s approval of all survey and mapping activities in Black Noir’s 

EEZ and stating that unapproved ocean-survey activity will be subject to fines and confiscation of equip-

ment and data. The official press note of the Ordinance read:

Press Note

Government of Democratic Republic of Black Noir

Ordinance MP/2158/19

03.11.2020

Black Noir, as a coastal state, has a sovereign right to regulate the conduct of foreign activities in its EEZ 

which may even include regulating military data related activities of foreign states in its EEZ and the same 

is in accordance with Article 56 and it has residuary rights for the same too. We also believe that surveys 

and surveillance are part of military marine data collection and that such uninvited military activities could 

not be done in their EEZ without prior authorization as it could threaten their national security and 

undermine their resource sovereignty and therefore are not within the meaning of peaceful uses of the 

sea also stipulated by UNCLOS and can no longer be seen only in the context of being a freedom of the 

high seas associated with navigation and overflight.

Objecting to such a law, Homelander in its official diplomatic note to Black Noir insisted that Noir’s said 

ordinance is invalid and that the undertaken survey and mapping are ancillary activities to the high seas 

freedoms of navigation and overflight and other internationally lawful uses of the sea related to those 

freedoms, which are explicitly recognized in UNCLOS and such a program has been conducted with 

due regard to the rights and duties of the Black Noir. Homelander claimed that hydrographic activities 

are technical activity related to the safety of navigation and not part of the marine scientific research 

regime and that their right to conduct military activities is also preserved by UNCLOS.

On 06.11.2020, Joshua, an unmanned Undersea Armed Vehicle (“UAV”) as a part of the FONOP 

mission was traversing through the EEZ of Black Noir. About 133 nm from the coastline, it was deployed 

to conduct 15 tests in relation to a low-built radiator, which, if successful would significantly help fulfilling 

the mission’s objective. The testing was indeed successful but while Joshua was preparing to return to 

its deploying ship, it was reported that the water turned purple for around 2 hours each time Joshua 

conducted a test in relation to the radiator.

Meanwhile, there occurred an uproar in Black Noir’s farming communities as only half of the usual 

number of Queen Maeves (8500 in total) passed through the regular areas dedicated for catching Queen 

Maeves. On 17.11.2020, dead bodies of around 1500 Queen Maeves were found by the Navy of a 

neighbouring a coastal state. Tracing of their migration route reflected significant diversion towards the 

said neighbouring state. Although the exact cause of the death remains unknown, certain experts from 

the said neighbouring state believed that the deaths occurred because the their internal waters were 

unfit for the survival of the Queen Maeves and they could have only survived had they been traversing 

their usual route.

Prime Minister of Black Noir sent a diplomatic note to the President of Homelander stating:

Mr. Bossman Bing,

Greetings,

This note is to register our objections to the continuance of the FONOP mission in Black Noir’s EEZ. We 

have previously objected to it as well, and now it has caused forcible diversion and unfortunate deaths 

of Queen Maeves due to its radiation testing activities in Black Noir’s EEZ. We immediately demand that 

you recall the FONOP mission and deploy it only when it is in compliance with the relevant laws. 

Currently, not only it is being operated without our permission but now it has even harmed our 

economic, environmental and cultural interests.

Regards,

Prime Minister 

Democratic Republic of Black Noir

The President of the Islamic Republic of Homelander immediately wrote back to the Prime Minister of 

the Democratic Republic of Black Noir, stating:

Mr. Man,

Greetings

I am in receipt of your note demanding that Homelander withdraw its FONOP program due to reasons 

stated in there. However, I want to assure you that FONOP is in complete consonance with the 

obligations of Homelander as a foreign state under UNCLOS and the project, as is well known, if 

successful, will certainly improve the navigation system across the North Noir Sea.

The deaths of Queen Maeves is extremely unfortunate event and we extend our sincere condolences 

and full cooperation in investigation into the deaths, but let me assure you that these deaths are not all 

related to the activities of Joshua which has proved to be a successful mission and even otherwise there 

does not exist sufficient and reliable evidence to establish a reasonable link between the two events. The 

deaths even otherwise seems to be an incidental effect of the operation beyond the control of 

Homelander. Hence, there is no basis for claims relating to prejudicing of Black Noir’s economic, 

environmental and cultural interests by Homelander.

We also request you to refrain from unnecessary tarnishing Homelander’s image in the world community.

Regards,

President              

Islamic Republic of Homelander

Both nations hosted several bilateral negotiations and conferences to reach an amicable solution that 

will serve the interests of both nations but could not reach any resolution. These incidents had stirred 

intense politico-diplomatic controversy between both the nations which was felt by the entire 

international community keeping in mind that the North Noir Sea is of extreme importance to the 

international community as a whole.

UAV Vessels 'Kayoti' and 'Hayoti'

On 20.11.2020, another controversy stirred between the two nations when Black Noir detained 'Kayoti' 

and 'Hayoti' – sister UAV vessels flying Homelander’s flag as a part of the FONOP program. It was 

reported that Black Noir’s Navy had intercepted 'Kayoti' in its EEZ about 90 nm from the coastline with 

an illegal catch of around 700 tonnes of various species of salmon. It was immediately detained for 

violating the local rules relating to illegal fishing. In addition, it was also alleged that the recent 

unprecedented increase in deaths of marine species in EEZ of Black Noir as reported by the newspapers 

across Black Noir is attributable to the FONOP program and as such, detention of such vessels is 

extremely important to ensure protection of not just Black Noir’s interests but also of the marine 

environment of North Noir Sea. 'Hayoti' was however captured for violation of sea custom regulations.

The case for release of the vessels was taken up on a Friday about three days after the detention. The 

competent Black Noir’s Court ordered to release 'Kayoti' and 'Hayoti' conditioned to issuance of two 

bank guarantees each worth USD 50,000 with any nationalized bank of Black Noir (which usually 

observes holidays on Saturday and Sunday). It was strongly objected by the Homelander saying that the 

detention was illegal, conveniently planned and contrary to the settled principles regarding detention and 

release of vessels under UNCLOS; that even otherwise there was no evidence of violation; and that the 

bond amount was absolutely unreasonable and bizarre.

A diplomatic note was sent by Black Noir to Homelander stated that the arrest of 'Kayoti' and 'Hayoti' 

and the bond are in compliance with the relevant LOSC provisions and the decision of their national 

court is not appealable and that 'Kayoti' and 'Hayoti' if are to be released, Homelander will have to 

secure a bank guarantee equivalent to the said amount.

Proceedings before the ICJ

On 25.11.2020, Homelander instituted proceedings under relevant provisions of UNCLOS for the 

release of 'Kayoti' before the International Court of Justice, The Hague. Simultaneously, it also moved 

another application instituting proceedings against Black Noir for violation of UNCLOS. Black Noir 

submitted a counter claim on 29.11.2020. Based on both the documents, the Court formulated the 

following issues on 03.12.2020:

A. Whether Arbitral Award dated 02.08.2020 is vitiated by incidence of corruption and bias?

B. Whether Ordinance MP/2158/19 passed by Black Noir is valid and in accordance with the 

 UNLCOS?

C. Whether Homelander violated UNCLOS by operating Joshua for radiation tests in Black Noir’s 

 EEZ?

D. Whether the application filed by Homelander in respect of release of vessels is maintainable? If 

 yes, should such direction be passed by the Court in the facts of the case?

However, within 12 hours of institution of application before the ICJ, a local Black Noir’s Court ordered 

confiscation of 'Kayoti'. In this regard, Black Noir stated that since the confiscation has been ordered, 

nothing more remains for the ICJ to consider. In return, it was stated by Homelander in its additional note 

to the Court that the order of confiscation is bad in law as it was made in hurry, without considering 

relevant materials and without affording reasonable opportunity of hearing and is accordingly, 

inconsistent with international standards of due process of law. Therefore, the order of confiscation does 

not preclude Homelander from pleading the relief of release under UNCLOS before the ICJ.
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On behalf of the International Court of Justice, and in accordance with Article 26 of the Rules of Court, 

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of the application dated 26.11.2020 from Homelander. I have 

the further honor to inform you that the case of Questions Relating to the Validity of Interstate Arbitral 

Awards, Regulation of Foreign Activities in EEZ, FONOP 2020 and Prompt Release of 'Kayoti' and 

'Hayoti' (Islamic Republic of Homelander v. Democratic Republic of Black Noir) has been entered as 

2020 General List No. 420.

The written proceedings shall consist of memorials to be submitted to the Court by _____________. Oral 

proceedings are scheduled for _____________.

Registrar, ICJ

International Court of Justice 

Contesting Parties

Democratic Republic of Black Noir is a developing nation with 20 million population. It has an agrarian 

economy where majority of the coastal communities depend on fishing for their livelihood. These fishing 

communities specifically prefer fishing Queen Maeves due to their high economic and cultural value. 

Queen Maeves migrate to and remain in and around North Noir Sea passing through Black Noir’s 

Exclusive Economic Zone (“EEZ”) during October-November.

Islamic Republic of Homelander is also a developing nation with 15 million population having a strong 

industrial economy. It is considered to be a world leader in maritime trade and hosts the biggest research 

institute dedicated to strategic maritime data and surveys.

The North Noir Sea is a large tropical ocean space in the Western Sarah Ocean spanning an area of 

almost 3.5 million square kilometres. It is a crucial shipping lane, a rich fishing ground, and believed to 

hold substantial oil and gas resources. The North Noir Sea abuts seven States, five of which have 

competing claims to its waters. The North Noir Sea lies to the south of Black Noir and to the west of the 

Homelander. The North Noir Sea includes hundreds of geographical features, either above or below 

water. It is also an area of globally significant biodiversity. It is home to reef habitats that help support at 

least 3,365 known species of marine fish. About a third of the world’s shipping goes through its waters, 

which also provide vast amounts of food and whose seabed is rich in oil and gas. Therefore, the North 

Noir Sea is commonly regarded as an area of extreme maritime and commercial significance to both the 

parties to the case although there are disputes over sovereignty (political ownership) of its many small 

islands, and competing claims to its waters.

Previous Arbitration proceedings between the contesting parties

On 22.07.2018, Homelander registered arbitral proceeding against China in the Permanent Court of 

Arbitration in Broh under the Annex VII of the UNCLOS 1982 claiming that Black Noir has violated its 

sovereign right of freedom of navigation and jeopardizing its access to maritime entitlements in the North 

Noir Sea by extending its territorial claim in the SCS region, creating artificial islands and maintaining 

excessive presence of surveillance vessels, naval assets and fishing boats in the region. Homelander 

was represented by Black Noir was represented by Drake, Snoop and Kendrick LLP situated in Broh.

The Tribunal consisted of Ms. Moira Rose (Presiding Judge), Mr. David Nir, Mr. Dev Patel, Mr. Robert 

Pattinson and Mr. Julius Escobar.

The tribunal appointed a fact finding commission consisting of 25 experts from all around the globe to 

assist the court in reaching factual conclusions over the complex issues relating to actual maritime 

measurements, physical status of the features present in the sea and the corresponding maritime 

entitlements of the contesting parties. The commission submitted its report to the Tribunal on 

03.06.2020 upon which the Tribunal extensively relied on while issuing the award in favor of Homelander.

On 02.08.2020, the tribunal rendered a 333 page award on both jurisdiction and the merits of the 

arbitration, concluding that it was properly seized of the dispute, and resolving it in favor of Homelander. 

Most of the parts of the award were verbatim taken from the report submitted by the fact finding 

commission. Importantly, the Tribunal directed Black Noir to remove certain permanent constructions 

that it has raised either on any disputed feature or disputed territory.

At a weekly press conference, the following day, the spokeswoman of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of 

Black Noir declined to answer reporters’ questions about the award, stating only that it was “null and 

void” because the tribunal was “manifestly without jurisdiction.”

Report titled “Financial Loopholes”

Around October 2020, Two International NGOs in the name and style of “Ombudsman Collective” (OC) 

– headquartered in Broh and “Transparency Global” (TG) – headquartered in Black Noir jointly published 

a controversial report titled “Financial Loopholes” bringing to light the issue of international money 

laundering activities that were taking place across continents of Europe and Asia where Broh and Black 

Noir are situated, respectively. The NGO’s report was based on interception of numerous phone-calls, 

messages and various other versions of cyber activities taking place between Broh and Black Noir that 

it had intercepted over the past few years. The report met with both instant appraisal and criticism as it 

named several powerful leaders from both nations. The Offices of the NGO were attacked and several 

employees of the NGO were detained by local polices and authorities for defamation and malicious 

reportings. Faced with backlash, the NGO dissolved its existence from Black Noir and Broh but released 

the full record relating to the intercepted communications on a website called 

www.worldshouldseethis.com. These intercepted records that were released on the internet were 

picked up by Drake, Snoop and Kendrick LLP, a law firm that had represented Republic of Black Noir in 

the Sarah arbitration. Immediately after the perusal of the intercepted records, a press note was released 

by the Government of Black Noir stating that not only, as they have always contended, was the tribunal 

without jurisdiction, but it now appears that it was also mired in corruption and that it will not comply with 

the award as it is tainted and invalid based on three sets of evidences procured from the intercepted 

communications:

a.    Call logs of June-July, 2020 reflecting several hours of phone-calls between the offices of 

 Law Firm Kyle, Robert and Brightside LLP situated in Broh and the Office of Judge Moira 

 Rose who was the  presiding judge in the arbitration.

b.    Invoices sent by one Mr. Billy Butcher, a PhD scholar from University of Marine Science, Broh 

 to the Office of the Fact Finding Commission in Broh. It was found out that the commission, 

 on its own, had appointed Mr. Billy Butcher as the assistant to the commission in their task. 

 These invoices, which were issued in his name, related to purchase of hardware and software 

 equipments essential for actual maritime measurements; conduct of experiments on natural 

 and artificial constructions in the sea; research and submission of draft report and specific 

 opinion on conflicting claims.

c. Details of transaction relating to purchase of a resort/villa in the most expensive hotel of 

 Home land by brother in-law and sister of Judge Moira Rose in July, 2020.

In the wake of the findings of the NGO’s report, several worldwide news reports surfaced, making it a 

popular/contested issue. The President of Homelander, Mr. Bossman Bing sent a diplomatic note to the 

Prime Minister of Black Noir, Mr. Raymond Man, which mentioned:

Mr. Man,

Greetings

The report “Financial Loopholes” has stirred a lot of controversies around the world, as is well known. I 

have been made aware of a press note that has been issued by you alleging irregularities in the tribunal’s 

adjudication. We have reviewed the report and the intercepted communications and believe that none 

of these materially affects the adjudication laid in the award and the award is still good on merits. These 

interceptions are anyway improperly obtained and are of no legal use from the point of view of 

challenging the award now. There is no reason to call the arbitral award into question; it stands as a 

correct application of the law to the facts.

I must remind you that the award is final and binding on Black Noir, the obligation to enforce and 

implement which, it cannot and should not try to escape. We therefore call upon Black Noir to act as 

directed by the tribunal, to stop making excuses, and removed the structures it had raised on disputed 

parts.

Regards,

President             

Islamic Republic of Homelander

Joshua and Freedom of Navigation Operation (FONOP) 2020

Around November 2020, Homelander launched its highly anticipated Freedom of Navigation Operation 

(“FONOP”) in the North Noir Sea. The program was built to be executed in Seven phases including 

hydrographic surveying using Airborne light detection and ranging (LIDAR), intelligence collection, 

surveillance and reconnaissance activities, naval exercises, manoeuvres, demonstrations and sea 

basing in and around certain areas in North Noir Sea, a significant part of which was cutting through the 

EEZ of Black Noir.

Government of Black Noir placed its strong objection to FONOP-I and passed an Ordinance bearing No. 

MP/2158/19 explicitly requiring Black Noir’s approval of all survey and mapping activities in Black Noir’s 

EEZ and stating that unapproved ocean-survey activity will be subject to fines and confiscation of equip-

ment and data. The official press note of the Ordinance read:
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Press Note

Government of Democratic Republic of Black Noir

Ordinance MP/2158/19

03.11.2020

Black Noir, as a coastal state, has a sovereign right to regulate the conduct of foreign activities in its EEZ 

which may even include regulating military data related activities of foreign states in its EEZ and the same 

is in accordance with Article 56 and it has residuary rights for the same too. We also believe that surveys 

and surveillance are part of military marine data collection and that such uninvited military activities could 

not be done in their EEZ without prior authorization as it could threaten their national security and 

undermine their resource sovereignty and therefore are not within the meaning of peaceful uses of the 

sea also stipulated by UNCLOS and can no longer be seen only in the context of being a freedom of the 

high seas associated with navigation and overflight.

Objecting to such a law, Homelander in its official diplomatic note to Black Noir insisted that Noir’s said 

ordinance is invalid and that the undertaken survey and mapping are ancillary activities to the high seas 

freedoms of navigation and overflight and other internationally lawful uses of the sea related to those 

freedoms, which are explicitly recognized in UNCLOS and such a program has been conducted with 

due regard to the rights and duties of the Black Noir. Homelander claimed that hydrographic activities 

are technical activity related to the safety of navigation and not part of the marine scientific research 

regime and that their right to conduct military activities is also preserved by UNCLOS.

On 06.11.2020, Joshua, an unmanned Undersea Armed Vehicle (“UAV”) as a part of the FONOP 

mission was traversing through the EEZ of Black Noir. About 133 nm from the coastline, it was deployed 

to conduct 15 tests in relation to a low-built radiator, which, if successful would significantly help fulfilling 

the mission’s objective. The testing was indeed successful but while Joshua was preparing to return to 

its deploying ship, it was reported that the water turned purple for around 2 hours each time Joshua 

conducted a test in relation to the radiator.

Meanwhile, there occurred an uproar in Black Noir’s farming communities as only half of the usual 

number of Queen Maeves (8500 in total) passed through the regular areas dedicated for catching Queen 

Maeves. On 17.11.2020, dead bodies of around 1500 Queen Maeves were found by the Navy of a 

neighbouring a coastal state. Tracing of their migration route reflected significant diversion towards the 

said neighbouring state. Although the exact cause of the death remains unknown, certain experts from 

the said neighbouring state believed that the deaths occurred because the their internal waters were 

unfit for the survival of the Queen Maeves and they could have only survived had they been traversing 

their usual route.

Prime Minister of Black Noir sent a diplomatic note to the President of Homelander stating:

Mr. Bossman Bing,

Greetings,

This note is to register our objections to the continuance of the FONOP mission in Black Noir’s EEZ. We 

have previously objected to it as well, and now it has caused forcible diversion and unfortunate deaths 

of Queen Maeves due to its radiation testing activities in Black Noir’s EEZ. We immediately demand that 

you recall the FONOP mission and deploy it only when it is in compliance with the relevant laws. 

Currently, not only it is being operated without our permission but now it has even harmed our 

economic, environmental and cultural interests.

Regards,

Prime Minister 

Democratic Republic of Black Noir

The President of the Islamic Republic of Homelander immediately wrote back to the Prime Minister of 

the Democratic Republic of Black Noir, stating:

Mr. Man,

Greetings

I am in receipt of your note demanding that Homelander withdraw its FONOP program due to reasons 

stated in there. However, I want to assure you that FONOP is in complete consonance with the 

obligations of Homelander as a foreign state under UNCLOS and the project, as is well known, if 

successful, will certainly improve the navigation system across the North Noir Sea.

The deaths of Queen Maeves is extremely unfortunate event and we extend our sincere condolences 

and full cooperation in investigation into the deaths, but let me assure you that these deaths are not all 

related to the activities of Joshua which has proved to be a successful mission and even otherwise there 

does not exist sufficient and reliable evidence to establish a reasonable link between the two events. The 

deaths even otherwise seems to be an incidental effect of the operation beyond the control of 

Homelander. Hence, there is no basis for claims relating to prejudicing of Black Noir’s economic, 

environmental and cultural interests by Homelander.

We also request you to refrain from unnecessary tarnishing Homelander’s image in the world community.

Regards,

President              

Islamic Republic of Homelander

Both nations hosted several bilateral negotiations and conferences to reach an amicable solution that 

will serve the interests of both nations but could not reach any resolution. These incidents had stirred 

intense politico-diplomatic controversy between both the nations which was felt by the entire 

international community keeping in mind that the North Noir Sea is of extreme importance to the 

international community as a whole.

UAV Vessels 'Kayoti' and 'Hayoti'

On 20.11.2020, another controversy stirred between the two nations when Black Noir detained 'Kayoti' 

and 'Hayoti' – sister UAV vessels flying Homelander’s flag as a part of the FONOP program. It was 

reported that Black Noir’s Navy had intercepted 'Kayoti' in its EEZ about 90 nm from the coastline with 

an illegal catch of around 700 tonnes of various species of salmon. It was immediately detained for 

violating the local rules relating to illegal fishing. In addition, it was also alleged that the recent 

unprecedented increase in deaths of marine species in EEZ of Black Noir as reported by the newspapers 

across Black Noir is attributable to the FONOP program and as such, detention of such vessels is 

extremely important to ensure protection of not just Black Noir’s interests but also of the marine 

environment of North Noir Sea. 'Hayoti' was however captured for violation of sea custom regulations.

The case for release of the vessels was taken up on a Friday about three days after the detention. The 

competent Black Noir’s Court ordered to release 'Kayoti' and 'Hayoti' conditioned to issuance of two 

bank guarantees each worth USD 50,000 with any nationalized bank of Black Noir (which usually 

observes holidays on Saturday and Sunday). It was strongly objected by the Homelander saying that the 

detention was illegal, conveniently planned and contrary to the settled principles regarding detention and 

release of vessels under UNCLOS; that even otherwise there was no evidence of violation; and that the 

bond amount was absolutely unreasonable and bizarre.

A diplomatic note was sent by Black Noir to Homelander stated that the arrest of 'Kayoti' and 'Hayoti' 

and the bond are in compliance with the relevant LOSC provisions and the decision of their national 

court is not appealable and that 'Kayoti' and 'Hayoti' if are to be released, Homelander will have to 

secure a bank guarantee equivalent to the said amount.

Proceedings before the ICJ

On 25.11.2020, Homelander instituted proceedings under relevant provisions of UNCLOS for the 

release of 'Kayoti' before the International Court of Justice, The Hague. Simultaneously, it also moved 

another application instituting proceedings against Black Noir for violation of UNCLOS. Black Noir 

submitted a counter claim on 29.11.2020. Based on both the documents, the Court formulated the 

following issues on 03.12.2020:

A. Whether Arbitral Award dated 02.08.2020 is vitiated by incidence of corruption and bias?

B. Whether Ordinance MP/2158/19 passed by Black Noir is valid and in accordance with the 

 UNLCOS?

C. Whether Homelander violated UNCLOS by operating Joshua for radiation tests in Black Noir’s 

 EEZ?

D. Whether the application filed by Homelander in respect of release of vessels is maintainable? If 

 yes, should such direction be passed by the Court in the facts of the case?

However, within 12 hours of institution of application before the ICJ, a local Black Noir’s Court ordered 

confiscation of 'Kayoti'. In this regard, Black Noir stated that since the confiscation has been ordered, 

nothing more remains for the ICJ to consider. In return, it was stated by Homelander in its additional note 

to the Court that the order of confiscation is bad in law as it was made in hurry, without considering 

relevant materials and without affording reasonable opportunity of hearing and is accordingly, 

inconsistent with international standards of due process of law. Therefore, the order of confiscation does 

not preclude Homelander from pleading the relief of release under UNCLOS before the ICJ.
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On behalf of the International Court of Justice, and in accordance with Article 26 of the Rules of Court, 

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of the application dated 26.11.2020 from Homelander. I have 

the further honor to inform you that the case of Questions Relating to the Validity of Interstate Arbitral 

Awards, Regulation of Foreign Activities in EEZ, FONOP 2020 and Prompt Release of 'Kayoti' and 

'Hayoti' (Islamic Republic of Homelander v. Democratic Republic of Black Noir) has been entered as 

2020 General List No. 420.

The written proceedings shall consist of memorials to be submitted to the Court by _____________. Oral 

proceedings are scheduled for _____________.

Registrar, ICJ

International Court of Justice 

Contesting Parties

Democratic Republic of Black Noir is a developing nation with 20 million population. It has an agrarian 

economy where majority of the coastal communities depend on fishing for their livelihood. These fishing 

communities specifically prefer fishing Queen Maeves due to their high economic and cultural value. 

Queen Maeves migrate to and remain in and around North Noir Sea passing through Black Noir’s 

Exclusive Economic Zone (“EEZ”) during October-November.

Islamic Republic of Homelander is also a developing nation with 15 million population having a strong 

industrial economy. It is considered to be a world leader in maritime trade and hosts the biggest research 

institute dedicated to strategic maritime data and surveys.

The North Noir Sea is a large tropical ocean space in the Western Sarah Ocean spanning an area of 

almost 3.5 million square kilometres. It is a crucial shipping lane, a rich fishing ground, and believed to 

hold substantial oil and gas resources. The North Noir Sea abuts seven States, five of which have 

competing claims to its waters. The North Noir Sea lies to the south of Black Noir and to the west of the 

Homelander. The North Noir Sea includes hundreds of geographical features, either above or below 

water. It is also an area of globally significant biodiversity. It is home to reef habitats that help support at 

least 3,365 known species of marine fish. About a third of the world’s shipping goes through its waters, 

which also provide vast amounts of food and whose seabed is rich in oil and gas. Therefore, the North 

Noir Sea is commonly regarded as an area of extreme maritime and commercial significance to both the 

parties to the case although there are disputes over sovereignty (political ownership) of its many small 

islands, and competing claims to its waters.

Previous Arbitration proceedings between the contesting parties

On 22.07.2018, Homelander registered arbitral proceeding against China in the Permanent Court of 

Arbitration in Broh under the Annex VII of the UNCLOS 1982 claiming that Black Noir has violated its 

sovereign right of freedom of navigation and jeopardizing its access to maritime entitlements in the North 

Noir Sea by extending its territorial claim in the SCS region, creating artificial islands and maintaining 

excessive presence of surveillance vessels, naval assets and fishing boats in the region. Homelander 

was represented by Black Noir was represented by Drake, Snoop and Kendrick LLP situated in Broh.

The Tribunal consisted of Ms. Moira Rose (Presiding Judge), Mr. David Nir, Mr. Dev Patel, Mr. Robert 

Pattinson and Mr. Julius Escobar.

The tribunal appointed a fact finding commission consisting of 25 experts from all around the globe to 

assist the court in reaching factual conclusions over the complex issues relating to actual maritime 

measurements, physical status of the features present in the sea and the corresponding maritime 

entitlements of the contesting parties. The commission submitted its report to the Tribunal on 

03.06.2020 upon which the Tribunal extensively relied on while issuing the award in favor of Homelander.

On 02.08.2020, the tribunal rendered a 333 page award on both jurisdiction and the merits of the 

arbitration, concluding that it was properly seized of the dispute, and resolving it in favor of Homelander. 

Most of the parts of the award were verbatim taken from the report submitted by the fact finding 

commission. Importantly, the Tribunal directed Black Noir to remove certain permanent constructions 

that it has raised either on any disputed feature or disputed territory.

At a weekly press conference, the following day, the spokeswoman of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of 

Black Noir declined to answer reporters’ questions about the award, stating only that it was “null and 

void” because the tribunal was “manifestly without jurisdiction.”

Report titled “Financial Loopholes”

Around October 2020, Two International NGOs in the name and style of “Ombudsman Collective” (OC) 

– headquartered in Broh and “Transparency Global” (TG) – headquartered in Black Noir jointly published 

a controversial report titled “Financial Loopholes” bringing to light the issue of international money 

laundering activities that were taking place across continents of Europe and Asia where Broh and Black 

Noir are situated, respectively. The NGO’s report was based on interception of numerous phone-calls, 

messages and various other versions of cyber activities taking place between Broh and Black Noir that 

it had intercepted over the past few years. The report met with both instant appraisal and criticism as it 

named several powerful leaders from both nations. The Offices of the NGO were attacked and several 

employees of the NGO were detained by local polices and authorities for defamation and malicious 

reportings. Faced with backlash, the NGO dissolved its existence from Black Noir and Broh but released 

the full record relating to the intercepted communications on a website called 

www.worldshouldseethis.com. These intercepted records that were released on the internet were 

picked up by Drake, Snoop and Kendrick LLP, a law firm that had represented Republic of Black Noir in 

the Sarah arbitration. Immediately after the perusal of the intercepted records, a press note was released 

by the Government of Black Noir stating that not only, as they have always contended, was the tribunal 

without jurisdiction, but it now appears that it was also mired in corruption and that it will not comply with 

the award as it is tainted and invalid based on three sets of evidences procured from the intercepted 

communications:

a.    Call logs of June-July, 2020 reflecting several hours of phone-calls between the offices of 

 Law Firm Kyle, Robert and Brightside LLP situated in Broh and the Office of Judge Moira 

 Rose who was the  presiding judge in the arbitration.

b.    Invoices sent by one Mr. Billy Butcher, a PhD scholar from University of Marine Science, Broh 

 to the Office of the Fact Finding Commission in Broh. It was found out that the commission, 

 on its own, had appointed Mr. Billy Butcher as the assistant to the commission in their task. 

 These invoices, which were issued in his name, related to purchase of hardware and software 

 equipments essential for actual maritime measurements; conduct of experiments on natural 

 and artificial constructions in the sea; research and submission of draft report and specific 

 opinion on conflicting claims.

c. Details of transaction relating to purchase of a resort/villa in the most expensive hotel of 

 Home land by brother in-law and sister of Judge Moira Rose in July, 2020.

In the wake of the findings of the NGO’s report, several worldwide news reports surfaced, making it a 

popular/contested issue. The President of Homelander, Mr. Bossman Bing sent a diplomatic note to the 

Prime Minister of Black Noir, Mr. Raymond Man, which mentioned:

Mr. Man,

Greetings

The report “Financial Loopholes” has stirred a lot of controversies around the world, as is well known. I 

have been made aware of a press note that has been issued by you alleging irregularities in the tribunal’s 

adjudication. We have reviewed the report and the intercepted communications and believe that none 

of these materially affects the adjudication laid in the award and the award is still good on merits. These 

interceptions are anyway improperly obtained and are of no legal use from the point of view of 

challenging the award now. There is no reason to call the arbitral award into question; it stands as a 

correct application of the law to the facts.

I must remind you that the award is final and binding on Black Noir, the obligation to enforce and 

implement which, it cannot and should not try to escape. We therefore call upon Black Noir to act as 

directed by the tribunal, to stop making excuses, and removed the structures it had raised on disputed 

parts.

Regards,

President             

Islamic Republic of Homelander

Joshua and Freedom of Navigation Operation (FONOP) 2020

Around November 2020, Homelander launched its highly anticipated Freedom of Navigation Operation 

(“FONOP”) in the North Noir Sea. The program was built to be executed in Seven phases including 

hydrographic surveying using Airborne light detection and ranging (LIDAR), intelligence collection, 

surveillance and reconnaissance activities, naval exercises, manoeuvres, demonstrations and sea 

basing in and around certain areas in North Noir Sea, a significant part of which was cutting through the 

EEZ of Black Noir.

Government of Black Noir placed its strong objection to FONOP-I and passed an Ordinance bearing No. 

MP/2158/19 explicitly requiring Black Noir’s approval of all survey and mapping activities in Black Noir’s 

EEZ and stating that unapproved ocean-survey activity will be subject to fines and confiscation of equip-

ment and data. The official press note of the Ordinance read:

Press Note

Government of Democratic Republic of Black Noir

Ordinance MP/2158/19

03.11.2020

Black Noir, as a coastal state, has a sovereign right to regulate the conduct of foreign activities in its EEZ 

which may even include regulating military data related activities of foreign states in its EEZ and the same 

is in accordance with Article 56 and it has residuary rights for the same too. We also believe that surveys 

and surveillance are part of military marine data collection and that such uninvited military activities could 

not be done in their EEZ without prior authorization as it could threaten their national security and 

undermine their resource sovereignty and therefore are not within the meaning of peaceful uses of the 

sea also stipulated by UNCLOS and can no longer be seen only in the context of being a freedom of the 

high seas associated with navigation and overflight.

Objecting to such a law, Homelander in its official diplomatic note to Black Noir insisted that Noir’s said 

ordinance is invalid and that the undertaken survey and mapping are ancillary activities to the high seas 

freedoms of navigation and overflight and other internationally lawful uses of the sea related to those 

freedoms, which are explicitly recognized in UNCLOS and such a program has been conducted with 

due regard to the rights and duties of the Black Noir. Homelander claimed that hydrographic activities 

are technical activity related to the safety of navigation and not part of the marine scientific research 

regime and that their right to conduct military activities is also preserved by UNCLOS.

On 06.11.2020, Joshua, an unmanned Undersea Armed Vehicle (“UAV”) as a part of the FONOP 

mission was traversing through the EEZ of Black Noir. About 133 nm from the coastline, it was deployed 

to conduct 15 tests in relation to a low-built radiator, which, if successful would significantly help fulfilling 

the mission’s objective. The testing was indeed successful but while Joshua was preparing to return to 

its deploying ship, it was reported that the water turned purple for around 2 hours each time Joshua 

conducted a test in relation to the radiator.

Meanwhile, there occurred an uproar in Black Noir’s farming communities as only half of the usual 

number of Queen Maeves (8500 in total) passed through the regular areas dedicated for catching Queen 

Maeves. On 17.11.2020, dead bodies of around 1500 Queen Maeves were found by the Navy of a 

neighbouring a coastal state. Tracing of their migration route reflected significant diversion towards the 

said neighbouring state. Although the exact cause of the death remains unknown, certain experts from 

the said neighbouring state believed that the deaths occurred because the their internal waters were 

unfit for the survival of the Queen Maeves and they could have only survived had they been traversing 

their usual route.
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Prime Minister of Black Noir sent a diplomatic note to the President of Homelander stating:

Mr. Bossman Bing,

Greetings,

This note is to register our objections to the continuance of the FONOP mission in Black Noir’s EEZ. We 

have previously objected to it as well, and now it has caused forcible diversion and unfortunate deaths 

of Queen Maeves due to its radiation testing activities in Black Noir’s EEZ. We immediately demand that 

you recall the FONOP mission and deploy it only when it is in compliance with the relevant laws. 

Currently, not only it is being operated without our permission but now it has even harmed our 

economic, environmental and cultural interests.

Regards,

Prime Minister 

Democratic Republic of Black Noir

The President of the Islamic Republic of Homelander immediately wrote back to the Prime Minister of 

the Democratic Republic of Black Noir, stating:

Mr. Man,

Greetings

I am in receipt of your note demanding that Homelander withdraw its FONOP program due to reasons 

stated in there. However, I want to assure you that FONOP is in complete consonance with the 

obligations of Homelander as a foreign state under UNCLOS and the project, as is well known, if 

successful, will certainly improve the navigation system across the North Noir Sea.

The deaths of Queen Maeves is extremely unfortunate event and we extend our sincere condolences 

and full cooperation in investigation into the deaths, but let me assure you that these deaths are not all 

related to the activities of Joshua which has proved to be a successful mission and even otherwise there 

does not exist sufficient and reliable evidence to establish a reasonable link between the two events. The 

deaths even otherwise seems to be an incidental effect of the operation beyond the control of 

Homelander. Hence, there is no basis for claims relating to prejudicing of Black Noir’s economic, 

environmental and cultural interests by Homelander.

We also request you to refrain from unnecessary tarnishing Homelander’s image in the world community.

Regards,

President              

Islamic Republic of Homelander

Both nations hosted several bilateral negotiations and conferences to reach an amicable solution that 

will serve the interests of both nations but could not reach any resolution. These incidents had stirred 

intense politico-diplomatic controversy between both the nations which was felt by the entire 

international community keeping in mind that the North Noir Sea is of extreme importance to the 

international community as a whole.

UAV Vessels 'Kayoti' and 'Hayoti'

On 20.11.2020, another controversy stirred between the two nations when Black Noir detained 'Kayoti' 

and 'Hayoti' – sister UAV vessels flying Homelander’s flag as a part of the FONOP program. It was 

reported that Black Noir’s Navy had intercepted 'Kayoti' in its EEZ about 90 nm from the coastline with 

an illegal catch of around 700 tonnes of various species of salmon. It was immediately detained for 

violating the local rules relating to illegal fishing. In addition, it was also alleged that the recent 

unprecedented increase in deaths of marine species in EEZ of Black Noir as reported by the newspapers 

across Black Noir is attributable to the FONOP program and as such, detention of such vessels is 

extremely important to ensure protection of not just Black Noir’s interests but also of the marine 

environment of North Noir Sea. 'Hayoti' was however captured for violation of sea custom regulations.

The case for release of the vessels was taken up on a Friday about three days after the detention. The 

competent Black Noir’s Court ordered to release 'Kayoti' and 'Hayoti' conditioned to issuance of two 

bank guarantees each worth USD 50,000 with any nationalized bank of Black Noir (which usually 

observes holidays on Saturday and Sunday). It was strongly objected by the Homelander saying that the 

detention was illegal, conveniently planned and contrary to the settled principles regarding detention and 

release of vessels under UNCLOS; that even otherwise there was no evidence of violation; and that the 

bond amount was absolutely unreasonable and bizarre.

A diplomatic note was sent by Black Noir to Homelander stated that the arrest of 'Kayoti' and 'Hayoti' 

and the bond are in compliance with the relevant LOSC provisions and the decision of their national 

court is not appealable and that 'Kayoti' and 'Hayoti' if are to be released, Homelander will have to 

secure a bank guarantee equivalent to the said amount.

Proceedings before the ICJ

On 25.11.2020, Homelander instituted proceedings under relevant provisions of UNCLOS for the 

release of 'Kayoti' before the International Court of Justice, The Hague. Simultaneously, it also moved 

another application instituting proceedings against Black Noir for violation of UNCLOS. Black Noir 

submitted a counter claim on 29.11.2020. Based on both the documents, the Court formulated the 

following issues on 03.12.2020:

A. Whether Arbitral Award dated 02.08.2020 is vitiated by incidence of corruption and bias?

B. Whether Ordinance MP/2158/19 passed by Black Noir is valid and in accordance with the 

 UNLCOS?

C. Whether Homelander violated UNCLOS by operating Joshua for radiation tests in Black Noir’s 

 EEZ?

D. Whether the application filed by Homelander in respect of release of vessels is maintainable? If 

 yes, should such direction be passed by the Court in the facts of the case?

However, within 12 hours of institution of application before the ICJ, a local Black Noir’s Court ordered 

confiscation of 'Kayoti'. In this regard, Black Noir stated that since the confiscation has been ordered, 

nothing more remains for the ICJ to consider. In return, it was stated by Homelander in its additional note 

to the Court that the order of confiscation is bad in law as it was made in hurry, without considering 

relevant materials and without affording reasonable opportunity of hearing and is accordingly, 

inconsistent with international standards of due process of law. Therefore, the order of confiscation does 

not preclude Homelander from pleading the relief of release under UNCLOS before the ICJ.
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NOTIFICATION, DATED 26.11.2020, ADDRESSED TO THE MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF THE 

ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF HOMELANDER AND THE MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF THE 

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF BLACK NOIR

The Hague, 26.11.2020

On behalf of the International Court of Justice, and in accordance with Article 26 of the Rules of Court, 

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of the application dated 26.11.2020 from Homelander. I have 

the further honor to inform you that the case of Questions Relating to the Validity of Interstate Arbitral 

Awards, Regulation of Foreign Activities in EEZ, FONOP 2020 and Prompt Release of 'Kayoti' and 

'Hayoti' (Islamic Republic of Homelander v. Democratic Republic of Black Noir) has been entered as 

2020 General List No. 420.

The written proceedings shall consist of memorials to be submitted to the Court by _____________. Oral 

proceedings are scheduled for _____________.

Registrar, ICJ
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Contesting Parties

Democratic Republic of Black Noir is a developing nation with 20 million population. It has an agrarian 

economy where majority of the coastal communities depend on fishing for their livelihood. These fishing 

communities specifically prefer fishing Queen Maeves due to their high economic and cultural value. 

Queen Maeves migrate to and remain in and around North Noir Sea passing through Black Noir’s 

Exclusive Economic Zone (“EEZ”) during October-November.

Islamic Republic of Homelander is also a developing nation with 15 million population having a strong 

industrial economy. It is considered to be a world leader in maritime trade and hosts the biggest research 

institute dedicated to strategic maritime data and surveys.

The North Noir Sea is a large tropical ocean space in the Western Sarah Ocean spanning an area of 

almost 3.5 million square kilometres. It is a crucial shipping lane, a rich fishing ground, and believed to 

hold substantial oil and gas resources. The North Noir Sea abuts seven States, five of which have 

competing claims to its waters. The North Noir Sea lies to the south of Black Noir and to the west of the 

Homelander. The North Noir Sea includes hundreds of geographical features, either above or below 

water. It is also an area of globally significant biodiversity. It is home to reef habitats that help support at 

least 3,365 known species of marine fish. About a third of the world’s shipping goes through its waters, 

which also provide vast amounts of food and whose seabed is rich in oil and gas. Therefore, the North 

Noir Sea is commonly regarded as an area of extreme maritime and commercial significance to both the 

parties to the case although there are disputes over sovereignty (political ownership) of its many small 

islands, and competing claims to its waters.

Previous Arbitration proceedings between the contesting parties

On 22.07.2018, Homelander registered arbitral proceeding against China in the Permanent Court of 

Arbitration in Broh under the Annex VII of the UNCLOS 1982 claiming that Black Noir has violated its 

sovereign right of freedom of navigation and jeopardizing its access to maritime entitlements in the North 

Noir Sea by extending its territorial claim in the SCS region, creating artificial islands and maintaining 

excessive presence of surveillance vessels, naval assets and fishing boats in the region. Homelander 

was represented by Black Noir was represented by Drake, Snoop and Kendrick LLP situated in Broh.

The Tribunal consisted of Ms. Moira Rose (Presiding Judge), Mr. David Nir, Mr. Dev Patel, Mr. Robert 

Pattinson and Mr. Julius Escobar.

The tribunal appointed a fact finding commission consisting of 25 experts from all around the globe to 

assist the court in reaching factual conclusions over the complex issues relating to actual maritime 

measurements, physical status of the features present in the sea and the corresponding maritime 

entitlements of the contesting parties. The commission submitted its report to the Tribunal on 

03.06.2020 upon which the Tribunal extensively relied on while issuing the award in favor of Homelander.

On 02.08.2020, the tribunal rendered a 333 page award on both jurisdiction and the merits of the 

arbitration, concluding that it was properly seized of the dispute, and resolving it in favor of Homelander. 

Most of the parts of the award were verbatim taken from the report submitted by the fact finding 

commission. Importantly, the Tribunal directed Black Noir to remove certain permanent constructions 

that it has raised either on any disputed feature or disputed territory.

At a weekly press conference, the following day, the spokeswoman of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of 

Black Noir declined to answer reporters’ questions about the award, stating only that it was “null and 

void” because the tribunal was “manifestly without jurisdiction.”

Report titled “Financial Loopholes”

Around October 2020, Two International NGOs in the name and style of “Ombudsman Collective” (OC) 

– headquartered in Broh and “Transparency Global” (TG) – headquartered in Black Noir jointly published 

a controversial report titled “Financial Loopholes” bringing to light the issue of international money 

laundering activities that were taking place across continents of Europe and Asia where Broh and Black 

Noir are situated, respectively. The NGO’s report was based on interception of numerous phone-calls, 

messages and various other versions of cyber activities taking place between Broh and Black Noir that 

it had intercepted over the past few years. The report met with both instant appraisal and criticism as it 

named several powerful leaders from both nations. The Offices of the NGO were attacked and several 

employees of the NGO were detained by local polices and authorities for defamation and malicious 

reportings. Faced with backlash, the NGO dissolved its existence from Black Noir and Broh but released 

the full record relating to the intercepted communications on a website called 

www.worldshouldseethis.com. These intercepted records that were released on the internet were 

picked up by Drake, Snoop and Kendrick LLP, a law firm that had represented Republic of Black Noir in 

the Sarah arbitration. Immediately after the perusal of the intercepted records, a press note was released 

by the Government of Black Noir stating that not only, as they have always contended, was the tribunal 

without jurisdiction, but it now appears that it was also mired in corruption and that it will not comply with 

the award as it is tainted and invalid based on three sets of evidences procured from the intercepted 

communications:

a.    Call logs of June-July, 2020 reflecting several hours of phone-calls between the offices of 

 Law Firm Kyle, Robert and Brightside LLP situated in Broh and the Office of Judge Moira 

 Rose who was the  presiding judge in the arbitration.

b.    Invoices sent by one Mr. Billy Butcher, a PhD scholar from University of Marine Science, Broh 

 to the Office of the Fact Finding Commission in Broh. It was found out that the commission, 

 on its own, had appointed Mr. Billy Butcher as the assistant to the commission in their task. 

 These invoices, which were issued in his name, related to purchase of hardware and software 

 equipments essential for actual maritime measurements; conduct of experiments on natural 

 and artificial constructions in the sea; research and submission of draft report and specific 

 opinion on conflicting claims.

c. Details of transaction relating to purchase of a resort/villa in the most expensive hotel of 

 Home land by brother in-law and sister of Judge Moira Rose in July, 2020.

In the wake of the findings of the NGO’s report, several worldwide news reports surfaced, making it a 

popular/contested issue. The President of Homelander, Mr. Bossman Bing sent a diplomatic note to the 

Prime Minister of Black Noir, Mr. Raymond Man, which mentioned:

Mr. Man,

Greetings

The report “Financial Loopholes” has stirred a lot of controversies around the world, as is well known. I 

have been made aware of a press note that has been issued by you alleging irregularities in the tribunal’s 

adjudication. We have reviewed the report and the intercepted communications and believe that none 

of these materially affects the adjudication laid in the award and the award is still good on merits. These 

interceptions are anyway improperly obtained and are of no legal use from the point of view of 

challenging the award now. There is no reason to call the arbitral award into question; it stands as a 

correct application of the law to the facts.

I must remind you that the award is final and binding on Black Noir, the obligation to enforce and 

implement which, it cannot and should not try to escape. We therefore call upon Black Noir to act as 

directed by the tribunal, to stop making excuses, and removed the structures it had raised on disputed 

parts.

Regards,

President             

Islamic Republic of Homelander

Joshua and Freedom of Navigation Operation (FONOP) 2020

Around November 2020, Homelander launched its highly anticipated Freedom of Navigation Operation 

(“FONOP”) in the North Noir Sea. The program was built to be executed in Seven phases including 

hydrographic surveying using Airborne light detection and ranging (LIDAR), intelligence collection, 

surveillance and reconnaissance activities, naval exercises, manoeuvres, demonstrations and sea 

basing in and around certain areas in North Noir Sea, a significant part of which was cutting through the 

EEZ of Black Noir.

Government of Black Noir placed its strong objection to FONOP-I and passed an Ordinance bearing No. 

MP/2158/19 explicitly requiring Black Noir’s approval of all survey and mapping activities in Black Noir’s 

EEZ and stating that unapproved ocean-survey activity will be subject to fines and confiscation of equip-

ment and data. The official press note of the Ordinance read:

Press Note

Government of Democratic Republic of Black Noir

Ordinance MP/2158/19

03.11.2020

Black Noir, as a coastal state, has a sovereign right to regulate the conduct of foreign activities in its EEZ 

which may even include regulating military data related activities of foreign states in its EEZ and the same 

is in accordance with Article 56 and it has residuary rights for the same too. We also believe that surveys 

and surveillance are part of military marine data collection and that such uninvited military activities could 

not be done in their EEZ without prior authorization as it could threaten their national security and 

undermine their resource sovereignty and therefore are not within the meaning of peaceful uses of the 

sea also stipulated by UNCLOS and can no longer be seen only in the context of being a freedom of the 

high seas associated with navigation and overflight.

Objecting to such a law, Homelander in its official diplomatic note to Black Noir insisted that Noir’s said 

ordinance is invalid and that the undertaken survey and mapping are ancillary activities to the high seas 

freedoms of navigation and overflight and other internationally lawful uses of the sea related to those 

freedoms, which are explicitly recognized in UNCLOS and such a program has been conducted with 

due regard to the rights and duties of the Black Noir. Homelander claimed that hydrographic activities 

are technical activity related to the safety of navigation and not part of the marine scientific research 

regime and that their right to conduct military activities is also preserved by UNCLOS.

On 06.11.2020, Joshua, an unmanned Undersea Armed Vehicle (“UAV”) as a part of the FONOP 

mission was traversing through the EEZ of Black Noir. About 133 nm from the coastline, it was deployed 

to conduct 15 tests in relation to a low-built radiator, which, if successful would significantly help fulfilling 

the mission’s objective. The testing was indeed successful but while Joshua was preparing to return to 

its deploying ship, it was reported that the water turned purple for around 2 hours each time Joshua 

conducted a test in relation to the radiator.

Meanwhile, there occurred an uproar in Black Noir’s farming communities as only half of the usual 

number of Queen Maeves (8500 in total) passed through the regular areas dedicated for catching Queen 

Maeves. On 17.11.2020, dead bodies of around 1500 Queen Maeves were found by the Navy of a 

neighbouring a coastal state. Tracing of their migration route reflected significant diversion towards the 

said neighbouring state. Although the exact cause of the death remains unknown, certain experts from 

the said neighbouring state believed that the deaths occurred because the their internal waters were 

unfit for the survival of the Queen Maeves and they could have only survived had they been traversing 

their usual route.

Prime Minister of Black Noir sent a diplomatic note to the President of Homelander stating:

Mr. Bossman Bing,

Greetings,

This note is to register our objections to the continuance of the FONOP mission in Black Noir’s EEZ. We 

have previously objected to it as well, and now it has caused forcible diversion and unfortunate deaths 

of Queen Maeves due to its radiation testing activities in Black Noir’s EEZ. We immediately demand that 

you recall the FONOP mission and deploy it only when it is in compliance with the relevant laws. 

Currently, not only it is being operated without our permission but now it has even harmed our 

economic, environmental and cultural interests.

Regards,

Prime Minister 

Democratic Republic of Black Noir

The President of the Islamic Republic of Homelander immediately wrote back to the Prime Minister of 

the Democratic Republic of Black Noir, stating:

Mr. Man,

Greetings

I am in receipt of your note demanding that Homelander withdraw its FONOP program due to reasons 

stated in there. However, I want to assure you that FONOP is in complete consonance with the 

obligations of Homelander as a foreign state under UNCLOS and the project, as is well known, if 

successful, will certainly improve the navigation system across the North Noir Sea.

The deaths of Queen Maeves is extremely unfortunate event and we extend our sincere condolences 

and full cooperation in investigation into the deaths, but let me assure you that these deaths are not all 

related to the activities of Joshua which has proved to be a successful mission and even otherwise there 

does not exist sufficient and reliable evidence to establish a reasonable link between the two events. The 

deaths even otherwise seems to be an incidental effect of the operation beyond the control of 

Homelander. Hence, there is no basis for claims relating to prejudicing of Black Noir’s economic, 

environmental and cultural interests by Homelander.

We also request you to refrain from unnecessary tarnishing Homelander’s image in the world community.

Regards,

President              

Islamic Republic of Homelander
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Both nations hosted several bilateral negotiations and conferences to reach an amicable solution that 

will serve the interests of both nations but could not reach any resolution. These incidents had stirred 

intense politico-diplomatic controversy between both the nations which was felt by the entire 

international community keeping in mind that the North Noir Sea is of extreme importance to the 

international community as a whole.

UAV Vessels 'Kayoti' and 'Hayoti'

On 20.11.2020, another controversy stirred between the two nations when Black Noir detained 'Kayoti' 

and 'Hayoti' – sister UAV vessels flying Homelander’s flag as a part of the FONOP program. It was 

reported that Black Noir’s Navy had intercepted 'Kayoti' in its EEZ about 90 nm from the coastline with 

an illegal catch of around 700 tonnes of various species of salmon. It was immediately detained for 

violating the local rules relating to illegal fishing. In addition, it was also alleged that the recent 

unprecedented increase in deaths of marine species in EEZ of Black Noir as reported by the newspapers 

across Black Noir is attributable to the FONOP program and as such, detention of such vessels is 

extremely important to ensure protection of not just Black Noir’s interests but also of the marine 

environment of North Noir Sea. 'Hayoti' was however captured for violation of sea custom regulations.

The case for release of the vessels was taken up on a Friday about three days after the detention. The 

competent Black Noir’s Court ordered to release 'Kayoti' and 'Hayoti' conditioned to issuance of two 

bank guarantees each worth USD 50,000 with any nationalized bank of Black Noir (which usually 

observes holidays on Saturday and Sunday). It was strongly objected by the Homelander saying that the 

detention was illegal, conveniently planned and contrary to the settled principles regarding detention and 

release of vessels under UNCLOS; that even otherwise there was no evidence of violation; and that the 

bond amount was absolutely unreasonable and bizarre.

A diplomatic note was sent by Black Noir to Homelander stated that the arrest of 'Kayoti' and 'Hayoti' 

and the bond are in compliance with the relevant LOSC provisions and the decision of their national 

court is not appealable and that 'Kayoti' and 'Hayoti' if are to be released, Homelander will have to 

secure a bank guarantee equivalent to the said amount.

Proceedings before the ICJ

On 25.11.2020, Homelander instituted proceedings under relevant provisions of UNCLOS for the 

release of 'Kayoti' before the International Court of Justice, The Hague. Simultaneously, it also moved 

another application instituting proceedings against Black Noir for violation of UNCLOS. Black Noir 

submitted a counter claim on 29.11.2020. Based on both the documents, the Court formulated the 

following issues on 03.12.2020:

A. Whether Arbitral Award dated 02.08.2020 is vitiated by incidence of corruption and bias?

B. Whether Ordinance MP/2158/19 passed by Black Noir is valid and in accordance with the 

 UNLCOS?

C. Whether Homelander violated UNCLOS by operating Joshua for radiation tests in Black Noir’s 

 EEZ?

D. Whether the application filed by Homelander in respect of release of vessels is maintainable? If 

 yes, should such direction be passed by the Court in the facts of the case?

However, within 12 hours of institution of application before the ICJ, a local Black Noir’s Court ordered 

confiscation of 'Kayoti'. In this regard, Black Noir stated that since the confiscation has been ordered, 

nothing more remains for the ICJ to consider. In return, it was stated by Homelander in its additional note 

to the Court that the order of confiscation is bad in law as it was made in hurry, without considering 

relevant materials and without affording reasonable opportunity of hearing and is accordingly, 

inconsistent with international standards of due process of law. Therefore, the order of confiscation does 

not preclude Homelander from pleading the relief of release under UNCLOS before the ICJ.
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On behalf of the International Court of Justice, and in accordance with Article 26 of the Rules of Court, 

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of the application dated 26.11.2020 from Homelander. I have 

the further honor to inform you that the case of Questions Relating to the Validity of Interstate Arbitral 

Awards, Regulation of Foreign Activities in EEZ, FONOP 2020 and Prompt Release of 'Kayoti' and 

'Hayoti' (Islamic Republic of Homelander v. Democratic Republic of Black Noir) has been entered as 

2020 General List No. 420.

The written proceedings shall consist of memorials to be submitted to the Court by _____________. Oral 

proceedings are scheduled for _____________.
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Contesting Parties

Democratic Republic of Black Noir is a developing nation with 20 million population. It has an agrarian 

economy where majority of the coastal communities depend on fishing for their livelihood. These fishing 

communities specifically prefer fishing Queen Maeves due to their high economic and cultural value. 

Queen Maeves migrate to and remain in and around North Noir Sea passing through Black Noir’s 

Exclusive Economic Zone (“EEZ”) during October-November.

Islamic Republic of Homelander is also a developing nation with 15 million population having a strong 

industrial economy. It is considered to be a world leader in maritime trade and hosts the biggest research 

institute dedicated to strategic maritime data and surveys.

The North Noir Sea is a large tropical ocean space in the Western Sarah Ocean spanning an area of 

almost 3.5 million square kilometres. It is a crucial shipping lane, a rich fishing ground, and believed to 

hold substantial oil and gas resources. The North Noir Sea abuts seven States, five of which have 

competing claims to its waters. The North Noir Sea lies to the south of Black Noir and to the west of the 

Homelander. The North Noir Sea includes hundreds of geographical features, either above or below 

water. It is also an area of globally significant biodiversity. It is home to reef habitats that help support at 

least 3,365 known species of marine fish. About a third of the world’s shipping goes through its waters, 

which also provide vast amounts of food and whose seabed is rich in oil and gas. Therefore, the North 

Noir Sea is commonly regarded as an area of extreme maritime and commercial significance to both the 

parties to the case although there are disputes over sovereignty (political ownership) of its many small 

islands, and competing claims to its waters.

Previous Arbitration proceedings between the contesting parties

On 22.07.2018, Homelander registered arbitral proceeding against China in the Permanent Court of 

Arbitration in Broh under the Annex VII of the UNCLOS 1982 claiming that Black Noir has violated its 

sovereign right of freedom of navigation and jeopardizing its access to maritime entitlements in the North 

Noir Sea by extending its territorial claim in the SCS region, creating artificial islands and maintaining 

excessive presence of surveillance vessels, naval assets and fishing boats in the region. Homelander 

was represented by Black Noir was represented by Drake, Snoop and Kendrick LLP situated in Broh.

The Tribunal consisted of Ms. Moira Rose (Presiding Judge), Mr. David Nir, Mr. Dev Patel, Mr. Robert 

Pattinson and Mr. Julius Escobar.

The tribunal appointed a fact finding commission consisting of 25 experts from all around the globe to 

assist the court in reaching factual conclusions over the complex issues relating to actual maritime 

measurements, physical status of the features present in the sea and the corresponding maritime 

entitlements of the contesting parties. The commission submitted its report to the Tribunal on 

03.06.2020 upon which the Tribunal extensively relied on while issuing the award in favor of Homelander.

On 02.08.2020, the tribunal rendered a 333 page award on both jurisdiction and the merits of the 

arbitration, concluding that it was properly seized of the dispute, and resolving it in favor of Homelander. 

Most of the parts of the award were verbatim taken from the report submitted by the fact finding 

commission. Importantly, the Tribunal directed Black Noir to remove certain permanent constructions 

that it has raised either on any disputed feature or disputed territory.

At a weekly press conference, the following day, the spokeswoman of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of 

Black Noir declined to answer reporters’ questions about the award, stating only that it was “null and 

void” because the tribunal was “manifestly without jurisdiction.”

Report titled “Financial Loopholes”

Around October 2020, Two International NGOs in the name and style of “Ombudsman Collective” (OC) 

– headquartered in Broh and “Transparency Global” (TG) – headquartered in Black Noir jointly published 

a controversial report titled “Financial Loopholes” bringing to light the issue of international money 

laundering activities that were taking place across continents of Europe and Asia where Broh and Black 

Noir are situated, respectively. The NGO’s report was based on interception of numerous phone-calls, 

messages and various other versions of cyber activities taking place between Broh and Black Noir that 

it had intercepted over the past few years. The report met with both instant appraisal and criticism as it 

named several powerful leaders from both nations. The Offices of the NGO were attacked and several 

employees of the NGO were detained by local polices and authorities for defamation and malicious 

reportings. Faced with backlash, the NGO dissolved its existence from Black Noir and Broh but released 

the full record relating to the intercepted communications on a website called 

www.worldshouldseethis.com. These intercepted records that were released on the internet were 

picked up by Drake, Snoop and Kendrick LLP, a law firm that had represented Republic of Black Noir in 

the Sarah arbitration. Immediately after the perusal of the intercepted records, a press note was released 

by the Government of Black Noir stating that not only, as they have always contended, was the tribunal 

without jurisdiction, but it now appears that it was also mired in corruption and that it will not comply with 

the award as it is tainted and invalid based on three sets of evidences procured from the intercepted 

communications:

a.    Call logs of June-July, 2020 reflecting several hours of phone-calls between the offices of 

 Law Firm Kyle, Robert and Brightside LLP situated in Broh and the Office of Judge Moira 

 Rose who was the  presiding judge in the arbitration.

b.    Invoices sent by one Mr. Billy Butcher, a PhD scholar from University of Marine Science, Broh 

 to the Office of the Fact Finding Commission in Broh. It was found out that the commission, 

 on its own, had appointed Mr. Billy Butcher as the assistant to the commission in their task. 

 These invoices, which were issued in his name, related to purchase of hardware and software 

 equipments essential for actual maritime measurements; conduct of experiments on natural 

 and artificial constructions in the sea; research and submission of draft report and specific 

 opinion on conflicting claims.

c. Details of transaction relating to purchase of a resort/villa in the most expensive hotel of 

 Home land by brother in-law and sister of Judge Moira Rose in July, 2020.

In the wake of the findings of the NGO’s report, several worldwide news reports surfaced, making it a 

popular/contested issue. The President of Homelander, Mr. Bossman Bing sent a diplomatic note to the 

Prime Minister of Black Noir, Mr. Raymond Man, which mentioned:

Mr. Man,

Greetings

The report “Financial Loopholes” has stirred a lot of controversies around the world, as is well known. I 

have been made aware of a press note that has been issued by you alleging irregularities in the tribunal’s 

adjudication. We have reviewed the report and the intercepted communications and believe that none 

of these materially affects the adjudication laid in the award and the award is still good on merits. These 

interceptions are anyway improperly obtained and are of no legal use from the point of view of 

challenging the award now. There is no reason to call the arbitral award into question; it stands as a 

correct application of the law to the facts.

I must remind you that the award is final and binding on Black Noir, the obligation to enforce and 

implement which, it cannot and should not try to escape. We therefore call upon Black Noir to act as 

directed by the tribunal, to stop making excuses, and removed the structures it had raised on disputed 

parts.

Regards,

President             

Islamic Republic of Homelander

Joshua and Freedom of Navigation Operation (FONOP) 2020

Around November 2020, Homelander launched its highly anticipated Freedom of Navigation Operation 

(“FONOP”) in the North Noir Sea. The program was built to be executed in Seven phases including 

hydrographic surveying using Airborne light detection and ranging (LIDAR), intelligence collection, 

surveillance and reconnaissance activities, naval exercises, manoeuvres, demonstrations and sea 

basing in and around certain areas in North Noir Sea, a significant part of which was cutting through the 

EEZ of Black Noir.

Government of Black Noir placed its strong objection to FONOP-I and passed an Ordinance bearing No. 

MP/2158/19 explicitly requiring Black Noir’s approval of all survey and mapping activities in Black Noir’s 

EEZ and stating that unapproved ocean-survey activity will be subject to fines and confiscation of equip-

ment and data. The official press note of the Ordinance read:

Press Note

Government of Democratic Republic of Black Noir

Ordinance MP/2158/19

03.11.2020

Black Noir, as a coastal state, has a sovereign right to regulate the conduct of foreign activities in its EEZ 

which may even include regulating military data related activities of foreign states in its EEZ and the same 

is in accordance with Article 56 and it has residuary rights for the same too. We also believe that surveys 

and surveillance are part of military marine data collection and that such uninvited military activities could 

not be done in their EEZ without prior authorization as it could threaten their national security and 

undermine their resource sovereignty and therefore are not within the meaning of peaceful uses of the 

sea also stipulated by UNCLOS and can no longer be seen only in the context of being a freedom of the 

high seas associated with navigation and overflight.

Objecting to such a law, Homelander in its official diplomatic note to Black Noir insisted that Noir’s said 

ordinance is invalid and that the undertaken survey and mapping are ancillary activities to the high seas 

freedoms of navigation and overflight and other internationally lawful uses of the sea related to those 

freedoms, which are explicitly recognized in UNCLOS and such a program has been conducted with 

due regard to the rights and duties of the Black Noir. Homelander claimed that hydrographic activities 

are technical activity related to the safety of navigation and not part of the marine scientific research 

regime and that their right to conduct military activities is also preserved by UNCLOS.

On 06.11.2020, Joshua, an unmanned Undersea Armed Vehicle (“UAV”) as a part of the FONOP 

mission was traversing through the EEZ of Black Noir. About 133 nm from the coastline, it was deployed 

to conduct 15 tests in relation to a low-built radiator, which, if successful would significantly help fulfilling 

the mission’s objective. The testing was indeed successful but while Joshua was preparing to return to 

its deploying ship, it was reported that the water turned purple for around 2 hours each time Joshua 

conducted a test in relation to the radiator.

Meanwhile, there occurred an uproar in Black Noir’s farming communities as only half of the usual 

number of Queen Maeves (8500 in total) passed through the regular areas dedicated for catching Queen 

Maeves. On 17.11.2020, dead bodies of around 1500 Queen Maeves were found by the Navy of a 

neighbouring a coastal state. Tracing of their migration route reflected significant diversion towards the 

said neighbouring state. Although the exact cause of the death remains unknown, certain experts from 

the said neighbouring state believed that the deaths occurred because the their internal waters were 

unfit for the survival of the Queen Maeves and they could have only survived had they been traversing 

their usual route.

Prime Minister of Black Noir sent a diplomatic note to the President of Homelander stating:

Mr. Bossman Bing,

Greetings,

This note is to register our objections to the continuance of the FONOP mission in Black Noir’s EEZ. We 

have previously objected to it as well, and now it has caused forcible diversion and unfortunate deaths 

of Queen Maeves due to its radiation testing activities in Black Noir’s EEZ. We immediately demand that 

you recall the FONOP mission and deploy it only when it is in compliance with the relevant laws. 

Currently, not only it is being operated without our permission but now it has even harmed our 

economic, environmental and cultural interests.

Regards,

Prime Minister 

Democratic Republic of Black Noir

The President of the Islamic Republic of Homelander immediately wrote back to the Prime Minister of 

the Democratic Republic of Black Noir, stating:

Mr. Man,

Greetings

I am in receipt of your note demanding that Homelander withdraw its FONOP program due to reasons 

stated in there. However, I want to assure you that FONOP is in complete consonance with the 

obligations of Homelander as a foreign state under UNCLOS and the project, as is well known, if 

successful, will certainly improve the navigation system across the North Noir Sea.

The deaths of Queen Maeves is extremely unfortunate event and we extend our sincere condolences 

and full cooperation in investigation into the deaths, but let me assure you that these deaths are not all 

related to the activities of Joshua which has proved to be a successful mission and even otherwise there 

does not exist sufficient and reliable evidence to establish a reasonable link between the two events. The 

deaths even otherwise seems to be an incidental effect of the operation beyond the control of 

Homelander. Hence, there is no basis for claims relating to prejudicing of Black Noir’s economic, 

environmental and cultural interests by Homelander.

We also request you to refrain from unnecessary tarnishing Homelander’s image in the world community.

Regards,

President              

Islamic Republic of Homelander

Both nations hosted several bilateral negotiations and conferences to reach an amicable solution that 

will serve the interests of both nations but could not reach any resolution. These incidents had stirred 

intense politico-diplomatic controversy between both the nations which was felt by the entire 

international community keeping in mind that the North Noir Sea is of extreme importance to the 

international community as a whole.

UAV Vessels 'Kayoti' and 'Hayoti'

On 20.11.2020, another controversy stirred between the two nations when Black Noir detained 'Kayoti' 

and 'Hayoti' – sister UAV vessels flying Homelander’s flag as a part of the FONOP program. It was 

reported that Black Noir’s Navy had intercepted 'Kayoti' in its EEZ about 90 nm from the coastline with 

an illegal catch of around 700 tonnes of various species of salmon. It was immediately detained for 

violating the local rules relating to illegal fishing. In addition, it was also alleged that the recent 

unprecedented increase in deaths of marine species in EEZ of Black Noir as reported by the newspapers 

across Black Noir is attributable to the FONOP program and as such, detention of such vessels is 

extremely important to ensure protection of not just Black Noir’s interests but also of the marine 

environment of North Noir Sea. 'Hayoti' was however captured for violation of sea custom regulations.

The case for release of the vessels was taken up on a Friday about three days after the detention. The 

competent Black Noir’s Court ordered to release 'Kayoti' and 'Hayoti' conditioned to issuance of two 

bank guarantees each worth USD 50,000 with any nationalized bank of Black Noir (which usually 

observes holidays on Saturday and Sunday). It was strongly objected by the Homelander saying that the 

detention was illegal, conveniently planned and contrary to the settled principles regarding detention and 

release of vessels under UNCLOS; that even otherwise there was no evidence of violation; and that the 

bond amount was absolutely unreasonable and bizarre.

A diplomatic note was sent by Black Noir to Homelander stated that the arrest of 'Kayoti' and 'Hayoti' 

and the bond are in compliance with the relevant LOSC provisions and the decision of their national 

court is not appealable and that 'Kayoti' and 'Hayoti' if are to be released, Homelander will have to 

secure a bank guarantee equivalent to the said amount.

Proceedings before the ICJ

On 25.11.2020, Homelander instituted proceedings under relevant provisions of UNCLOS for the 

release of 'Kayoti' before the International Court of Justice, The Hague. Simultaneously, it also moved 

another application instituting proceedings against Black Noir for violation of UNCLOS. Black Noir 

submitted a counter claim on 29.11.2020. Based on both the documents, the Court formulated the 

following issues on 03.12.2020:

A. Whether Arbitral Award dated 02.08.2020 is vitiated by incidence of corruption and bias?

B. Whether Ordinance MP/2158/19 passed by Black Noir is valid and in accordance with the 

 UNLCOS?
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C. Whether Homelander violated UNCLOS by operating Joshua for radiation tests in Black Noir’s 

 EEZ?

D. Whether the application filed by Homelander in respect of release of vessels is maintainable? If 

 yes, should such direction be passed by the Court in the facts of the case?

However, within 12 hours of institution of application before the ICJ, a local Black Noir’s Court ordered 

confiscation of 'Kayoti'. In this regard, Black Noir stated that since the confiscation has been ordered, 

nothing more remains for the ICJ to consider. In return, it was stated by Homelander in its additional note 

to the Court that the order of confiscation is bad in law as it was made in hurry, without considering 

relevant materials and without affording reasonable opportunity of hearing and is accordingly, 

inconsistent with international standards of due process of law. Therefore, the order of confiscation does 

not preclude Homelander from pleading the relief of release under UNCLOS before the ICJ.
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On behalf of the International Court of Justice, and in accordance with Article 26 of the Rules of Court, 

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of the application dated 26.11.2020 from Homelander. I have 

the further honor to inform you that the case of Questions Relating to the Validity of Interstate Arbitral 

Awards, Regulation of Foreign Activities in EEZ, FONOP 2020 and Prompt Release of 'Kayoti' and 

'Hayoti' (Islamic Republic of Homelander v. Democratic Republic of Black Noir) has been entered as 

2020 General List No. 420.

The written proceedings shall consist of memorials to be submitted to the Court by _____________. Oral 

proceedings are scheduled for _____________.

Registrar, ICJ
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Contesting Parties

Democratic Republic of Black Noir is a developing nation with 20 million population. It has an agrarian 

economy where majority of the coastal communities depend on fishing for their livelihood. These fishing 

communities specifically prefer fishing Queen Maeves due to their high economic and cultural value. 

Queen Maeves migrate to and remain in and around North Noir Sea passing through Black Noir’s 

Exclusive Economic Zone (“EEZ”) during October-November.

Islamic Republic of Homelander is also a developing nation with 15 million population having a strong 

industrial economy. It is considered to be a world leader in maritime trade and hosts the biggest research 

institute dedicated to strategic maritime data and surveys.

The North Noir Sea is a large tropical ocean space in the Western Sarah Ocean spanning an area of 

almost 3.5 million square kilometres. It is a crucial shipping lane, a rich fishing ground, and believed to 

hold substantial oil and gas resources. The North Noir Sea abuts seven States, five of which have 

competing claims to its waters. The North Noir Sea lies to the south of Black Noir and to the west of the 

Homelander. The North Noir Sea includes hundreds of geographical features, either above or below 

water. It is also an area of globally significant biodiversity. It is home to reef habitats that help support at 

least 3,365 known species of marine fish. About a third of the world’s shipping goes through its waters, 

which also provide vast amounts of food and whose seabed is rich in oil and gas. Therefore, the North 

Noir Sea is commonly regarded as an area of extreme maritime and commercial significance to both the 

parties to the case although there are disputes over sovereignty (political ownership) of its many small 

islands, and competing claims to its waters.

Previous Arbitration proceedings between the contesting parties

On 22.07.2018, Homelander registered arbitral proceeding against China in the Permanent Court of 

Arbitration in Broh under the Annex VII of the UNCLOS 1982 claiming that Black Noir has violated its 

sovereign right of freedom of navigation and jeopardizing its access to maritime entitlements in the North 

Noir Sea by extending its territorial claim in the SCS region, creating artificial islands and maintaining 

excessive presence of surveillance vessels, naval assets and fishing boats in the region. Homelander 

was represented by Black Noir was represented by Drake, Snoop and Kendrick LLP situated in Broh.

The Tribunal consisted of Ms. Moira Rose (Presiding Judge), Mr. David Nir, Mr. Dev Patel, Mr. Robert 

Pattinson and Mr. Julius Escobar.

The tribunal appointed a fact finding commission consisting of 25 experts from all around the globe to 

assist the court in reaching factual conclusions over the complex issues relating to actual maritime 

measurements, physical status of the features present in the sea and the corresponding maritime 

entitlements of the contesting parties. The commission submitted its report to the Tribunal on 

03.06.2020 upon which the Tribunal extensively relied on while issuing the award in favor of Homelander.

On 02.08.2020, the tribunal rendered a 333 page award on both jurisdiction and the merits of the 

arbitration, concluding that it was properly seized of the dispute, and resolving it in favor of Homelander. 

Most of the parts of the award were verbatim taken from the report submitted by the fact finding 

commission. Importantly, the Tribunal directed Black Noir to remove certain permanent constructions 

that it has raised either on any disputed feature or disputed territory.

At a weekly press conference, the following day, the spokeswoman of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of 

Black Noir declined to answer reporters’ questions about the award, stating only that it was “null and 

void” because the tribunal was “manifestly without jurisdiction.”

Report titled “Financial Loopholes”

Around October 2020, Two International NGOs in the name and style of “Ombudsman Collective” (OC) 

– headquartered in Broh and “Transparency Global” (TG) – headquartered in Black Noir jointly published 

a controversial report titled “Financial Loopholes” bringing to light the issue of international money 

laundering activities that were taking place across continents of Europe and Asia where Broh and Black 

Noir are situated, respectively. The NGO’s report was based on interception of numerous phone-calls, 

messages and various other versions of cyber activities taking place between Broh and Black Noir that 

it had intercepted over the past few years. The report met with both instant appraisal and criticism as it 

named several powerful leaders from both nations. The Offices of the NGO were attacked and several 

employees of the NGO were detained by local polices and authorities for defamation and malicious 

reportings. Faced with backlash, the NGO dissolved its existence from Black Noir and Broh but released 

the full record relating to the intercepted communications on a website called 

www.worldshouldseethis.com. These intercepted records that were released on the internet were 

picked up by Drake, Snoop and Kendrick LLP, a law firm that had represented Republic of Black Noir in 

the Sarah arbitration. Immediately after the perusal of the intercepted records, a press note was released 

by the Government of Black Noir stating that not only, as they have always contended, was the tribunal 

without jurisdiction, but it now appears that it was also mired in corruption and that it will not comply with 

the award as it is tainted and invalid based on three sets of evidences procured from the intercepted 

communications:

a.    Call logs of June-July, 2020 reflecting several hours of phone-calls between the offices of 

 Law Firm Kyle, Robert and Brightside LLP situated in Broh and the Office of Judge Moira 

 Rose who was the  presiding judge in the arbitration.

b.    Invoices sent by one Mr. Billy Butcher, a PhD scholar from University of Marine Science, Broh 

 to the Office of the Fact Finding Commission in Broh. It was found out that the commission, 

 on its own, had appointed Mr. Billy Butcher as the assistant to the commission in their task. 

 These invoices, which were issued in his name, related to purchase of hardware and software 

 equipments essential for actual maritime measurements; conduct of experiments on natural 

 and artificial constructions in the sea; research and submission of draft report and specific 

 opinion on conflicting claims.

c. Details of transaction relating to purchase of a resort/villa in the most expensive hotel of 

 Home land by brother in-law and sister of Judge Moira Rose in July, 2020.

In the wake of the findings of the NGO’s report, several worldwide news reports surfaced, making it a 

popular/contested issue. The President of Homelander, Mr. Bossman Bing sent a diplomatic note to the 

Prime Minister of Black Noir, Mr. Raymond Man, which mentioned:

Mr. Man,

Greetings

The report “Financial Loopholes” has stirred a lot of controversies around the world, as is well known. I 

have been made aware of a press note that has been issued by you alleging irregularities in the tribunal’s 

adjudication. We have reviewed the report and the intercepted communications and believe that none 

of these materially affects the adjudication laid in the award and the award is still good on merits. These 

interceptions are anyway improperly obtained and are of no legal use from the point of view of 

challenging the award now. There is no reason to call the arbitral award into question; it stands as a 

correct application of the law to the facts.

I must remind you that the award is final and binding on Black Noir, the obligation to enforce and 

implement which, it cannot and should not try to escape. We therefore call upon Black Noir to act as 

directed by the tribunal, to stop making excuses, and removed the structures it had raised on disputed 

parts.

Regards,

President             

Islamic Republic of Homelander

Joshua and Freedom of Navigation Operation (FONOP) 2020

Around November 2020, Homelander launched its highly anticipated Freedom of Navigation Operation 

(“FONOP”) in the North Noir Sea. The program was built to be executed in Seven phases including 

hydrographic surveying using Airborne light detection and ranging (LIDAR), intelligence collection, 

surveillance and reconnaissance activities, naval exercises, manoeuvres, demonstrations and sea 

basing in and around certain areas in North Noir Sea, a significant part of which was cutting through the 

EEZ of Black Noir.

Government of Black Noir placed its strong objection to FONOP-I and passed an Ordinance bearing No. 

MP/2158/19 explicitly requiring Black Noir’s approval of all survey and mapping activities in Black Noir’s 

EEZ and stating that unapproved ocean-survey activity will be subject to fines and confiscation of equip-

ment and data. The official press note of the Ordinance read:

Press Note

Government of Democratic Republic of Black Noir

Ordinance MP/2158/19

03.11.2020

Black Noir, as a coastal state, has a sovereign right to regulate the conduct of foreign activities in its EEZ 

which may even include regulating military data related activities of foreign states in its EEZ and the same 

is in accordance with Article 56 and it has residuary rights for the same too. We also believe that surveys 

and surveillance are part of military marine data collection and that such uninvited military activities could 

not be done in their EEZ without prior authorization as it could threaten their national security and 

undermine their resource sovereignty and therefore are not within the meaning of peaceful uses of the 

sea also stipulated by UNCLOS and can no longer be seen only in the context of being a freedom of the 

high seas associated with navigation and overflight.

Objecting to such a law, Homelander in its official diplomatic note to Black Noir insisted that Noir’s said 

ordinance is invalid and that the undertaken survey and mapping are ancillary activities to the high seas 

freedoms of navigation and overflight and other internationally lawful uses of the sea related to those 

freedoms, which are explicitly recognized in UNCLOS and such a program has been conducted with 

due regard to the rights and duties of the Black Noir. Homelander claimed that hydrographic activities 

are technical activity related to the safety of navigation and not part of the marine scientific research 

regime and that their right to conduct military activities is also preserved by UNCLOS.

On 06.11.2020, Joshua, an unmanned Undersea Armed Vehicle (“UAV”) as a part of the FONOP 

mission was traversing through the EEZ of Black Noir. About 133 nm from the coastline, it was deployed 

to conduct 15 tests in relation to a low-built radiator, which, if successful would significantly help fulfilling 

the mission’s objective. The testing was indeed successful but while Joshua was preparing to return to 

its deploying ship, it was reported that the water turned purple for around 2 hours each time Joshua 

conducted a test in relation to the radiator.

Meanwhile, there occurred an uproar in Black Noir’s farming communities as only half of the usual 

number of Queen Maeves (8500 in total) passed through the regular areas dedicated for catching Queen 

Maeves. On 17.11.2020, dead bodies of around 1500 Queen Maeves were found by the Navy of a 

neighbouring a coastal state. Tracing of their migration route reflected significant diversion towards the 

said neighbouring state. Although the exact cause of the death remains unknown, certain experts from 

the said neighbouring state believed that the deaths occurred because the their internal waters were 

unfit for the survival of the Queen Maeves and they could have only survived had they been traversing 

their usual route.

Prime Minister of Black Noir sent a diplomatic note to the President of Homelander stating:

Mr. Bossman Bing,

Greetings,

This note is to register our objections to the continuance of the FONOP mission in Black Noir’s EEZ. We 

have previously objected to it as well, and now it has caused forcible diversion and unfortunate deaths 

of Queen Maeves due to its radiation testing activities in Black Noir’s EEZ. We immediately demand that 

you recall the FONOP mission and deploy it only when it is in compliance with the relevant laws. 

Currently, not only it is being operated without our permission but now it has even harmed our 

economic, environmental and cultural interests.

Regards,

Prime Minister 

Democratic Republic of Black Noir

The President of the Islamic Republic of Homelander immediately wrote back to the Prime Minister of 

the Democratic Republic of Black Noir, stating:

Mr. Man,

Greetings

I am in receipt of your note demanding that Homelander withdraw its FONOP program due to reasons 

stated in there. However, I want to assure you that FONOP is in complete consonance with the 

obligations of Homelander as a foreign state under UNCLOS and the project, as is well known, if 

successful, will certainly improve the navigation system across the North Noir Sea.

The deaths of Queen Maeves is extremely unfortunate event and we extend our sincere condolences 

and full cooperation in investigation into the deaths, but let me assure you that these deaths are not all 

related to the activities of Joshua which has proved to be a successful mission and even otherwise there 

does not exist sufficient and reliable evidence to establish a reasonable link between the two events. The 

deaths even otherwise seems to be an incidental effect of the operation beyond the control of 

Homelander. Hence, there is no basis for claims relating to prejudicing of Black Noir’s economic, 

environmental and cultural interests by Homelander.

We also request you to refrain from unnecessary tarnishing Homelander’s image in the world community.

Regards,

President              

Islamic Republic of Homelander

Both nations hosted several bilateral negotiations and conferences to reach an amicable solution that 

will serve the interests of both nations but could not reach any resolution. These incidents had stirred 

intense politico-diplomatic controversy between both the nations which was felt by the entire 

international community keeping in mind that the North Noir Sea is of extreme importance to the 

international community as a whole.

UAV Vessels 'Kayoti' and 'Hayoti'

On 20.11.2020, another controversy stirred between the two nations when Black Noir detained 'Kayoti' 

and 'Hayoti' – sister UAV vessels flying Homelander’s flag as a part of the FONOP program. It was 

reported that Black Noir’s Navy had intercepted 'Kayoti' in its EEZ about 90 nm from the coastline with 

an illegal catch of around 700 tonnes of various species of salmon. It was immediately detained for 

violating the local rules relating to illegal fishing. In addition, it was also alleged that the recent 

unprecedented increase in deaths of marine species in EEZ of Black Noir as reported by the newspapers 

across Black Noir is attributable to the FONOP program and as such, detention of such vessels is 

extremely important to ensure protection of not just Black Noir’s interests but also of the marine 

environment of North Noir Sea. 'Hayoti' was however captured for violation of sea custom regulations.

The case for release of the vessels was taken up on a Friday about three days after the detention. The 

competent Black Noir’s Court ordered to release 'Kayoti' and 'Hayoti' conditioned to issuance of two 

bank guarantees each worth USD 50,000 with any nationalized bank of Black Noir (which usually 

observes holidays on Saturday and Sunday). It was strongly objected by the Homelander saying that the 

detention was illegal, conveniently planned and contrary to the settled principles regarding detention and 

release of vessels under UNCLOS; that even otherwise there was no evidence of violation; and that the 

bond amount was absolutely unreasonable and bizarre.

A diplomatic note was sent by Black Noir to Homelander stated that the arrest of 'Kayoti' and 'Hayoti' 

and the bond are in compliance with the relevant LOSC provisions and the decision of their national 

court is not appealable and that 'Kayoti' and 'Hayoti' if are to be released, Homelander will have to 

secure a bank guarantee equivalent to the said amount.

Proceedings before the ICJ

On 25.11.2020, Homelander instituted proceedings under relevant provisions of UNCLOS for the 

release of 'Kayoti' before the International Court of Justice, The Hague. Simultaneously, it also moved 

another application instituting proceedings against Black Noir for violation of UNCLOS. Black Noir 

submitted a counter claim on 29.11.2020. Based on both the documents, the Court formulated the 

following issues on 03.12.2020:

A. Whether Arbitral Award dated 02.08.2020 is vitiated by incidence of corruption and bias?

B. Whether Ordinance MP/2158/19 passed by Black Noir is valid and in accordance with the 

 UNLCOS?

C. Whether Homelander violated UNCLOS by operating Joshua for radiation tests in Black Noir’s 

 EEZ?

D. Whether the application filed by Homelander in respect of release of vessels is maintainable? If 

 yes, should such direction be passed by the Court in the facts of the case?

However, within 12 hours of institution of application before the ICJ, a local Black Noir’s Court ordered 

confiscation of 'Kayoti'. In this regard, Black Noir stated that since the confiscation has been ordered, 

nothing more remains for the ICJ to consider. In return, it was stated by Homelander in its additional note 

to the Court that the order of confiscation is bad in law as it was made in hurry, without considering 

relevant materials and without affording reasonable opportunity of hearing and is accordingly, 

inconsistent with international standards of due process of law. Therefore, the order of confiscation does 

not preclude Homelander from pleading the relief of release under UNCLOS before the ICJ.
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QUESTIONS RELATING TO THE VALIDITY OF INTERSTATE ARBITRAL AWARDS, REGULATION 

OF FOREIGN ACTIVITIES IN EEZ, FONOP 2020 AND PROMPT RELEASE OF 'KAYOTI' AND 

'HAYOTI'

***

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF HOMELANDER V. DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF BLACK NOIR

***

INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE

PEACE PALACE, THE HAGUE

NOTIFICATION, DATED 26.11.2020, ADDRESSED TO THE MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF THE 

ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF HOMELANDER AND THE MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF THE 

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF BLACK NOIR

The Hague, 26.11.2020

On behalf of the International Court of Justice, and in accordance with Article 26 of the Rules of Court, 

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of the application dated 26.11.2020 from Homelander. I have 

the further honor to inform you that the case of Questions Relating to the Validity of Interstate Arbitral 

Awards, Regulation of Foreign Activities in EEZ, FONOP 2020 and Prompt Release of 'Kayoti' and 

'Hayoti' (Islamic Republic of Homelander v. Democratic Republic of Black Noir) has been entered as 

2020 General List No. 420.

The written proceedings shall consist of memorials to be submitted to the Court by _____________. Oral 

proceedings are scheduled for _____________.

Registrar, ICJ

International Court of Justice 

Contesting Parties

Democratic Republic of Black Noir is a developing nation with 20 million population. It has an agrarian 

economy where majority of the coastal communities depend on fishing for their livelihood. These fishing 

communities specifically prefer fishing Queen Maeves due to their high economic and cultural value. 

Queen Maeves migrate to and remain in and around North Noir Sea passing through Black Noir’s 

Exclusive Economic Zone (“EEZ”) during October-November.

Islamic Republic of Homelander is also a developing nation with 15 million population having a strong 

industrial economy. It is considered to be a world leader in maritime trade and hosts the biggest research 

institute dedicated to strategic maritime data and surveys.

The North Noir Sea is a large tropical ocean space in the Western Sarah Ocean spanning an area of 

almost 3.5 million square kilometres. It is a crucial shipping lane, a rich fishing ground, and believed to 

hold substantial oil and gas resources. The North Noir Sea abuts seven States, five of which have 

competing claims to its waters. The North Noir Sea lies to the south of Black Noir and to the west of the 

Homelander. The North Noir Sea includes hundreds of geographical features, either above or below 

water. It is also an area of globally significant biodiversity. It is home to reef habitats that help support at 

least 3,365 known species of marine fish. About a third of the world’s shipping goes through its waters, 

which also provide vast amounts of food and whose seabed is rich in oil and gas. Therefore, the North 

Noir Sea is commonly regarded as an area of extreme maritime and commercial significance to both the 

parties to the case although there are disputes over sovereignty (political ownership) of its many small 

islands, and competing claims to its waters.

Previous Arbitration proceedings between the contesting parties

On 22.07.2018, Homelander registered arbitral proceeding against China in the Permanent Court of 

Arbitration in Broh under the Annex VII of the UNCLOS 1982 claiming that Black Noir has violated its 

sovereign right of freedom of navigation and jeopardizing its access to maritime entitlements in the North 

Noir Sea by extending its territorial claim in the SCS region, creating artificial islands and maintaining 

excessive presence of surveillance vessels, naval assets and fishing boats in the region. Homelander 

was represented by Black Noir was represented by Drake, Snoop and Kendrick LLP situated in Broh.

The Tribunal consisted of Ms. Moira Rose (Presiding Judge), Mr. David Nir, Mr. Dev Patel, Mr. Robert 

Pattinson and Mr. Julius Escobar.

The tribunal appointed a fact finding commission consisting of 25 experts from all around the globe to 

assist the court in reaching factual conclusions over the complex issues relating to actual maritime 

measurements, physical status of the features present in the sea and the corresponding maritime 

entitlements of the contesting parties. The commission submitted its report to the Tribunal on 

03.06.2020 upon which the Tribunal extensively relied on while issuing the award in favor of Homelander.

On 02.08.2020, the tribunal rendered a 333 page award on both jurisdiction and the merits of the 

arbitration, concluding that it was properly seized of the dispute, and resolving it in favor of Homelander. 

Most of the parts of the award were verbatim taken from the report submitted by the fact finding 

commission. Importantly, the Tribunal directed Black Noir to remove certain permanent constructions 

that it has raised either on any disputed feature or disputed territory.

At a weekly press conference, the following day, the spokeswoman of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of 

Black Noir declined to answer reporters’ questions about the award, stating only that it was “null and 

void” because the tribunal was “manifestly without jurisdiction.”

Report titled “Financial Loopholes”

Around October 2020, Two International NGOs in the name and style of “Ombudsman Collective” (OC) 

– headquartered in Broh and “Transparency Global” (TG) – headquartered in Black Noir jointly published 

a controversial report titled “Financial Loopholes” bringing to light the issue of international money 

laundering activities that were taking place across continents of Europe and Asia where Broh and Black 

Noir are situated, respectively. The NGO’s report was based on interception of numerous phone-calls, 

messages and various other versions of cyber activities taking place between Broh and Black Noir that 

it had intercepted over the past few years. The report met with both instant appraisal and criticism as it 

named several powerful leaders from both nations. The Offices of the NGO were attacked and several 

employees of the NGO were detained by local polices and authorities for defamation and malicious 

reportings. Faced with backlash, the NGO dissolved its existence from Black Noir and Broh but released 

the full record relating to the intercepted communications on a website called 

www.worldshouldseethis.com. These intercepted records that were released on the internet were 

picked up by Drake, Snoop and Kendrick LLP, a law firm that had represented Republic of Black Noir in 

the Sarah arbitration. Immediately after the perusal of the intercepted records, a press note was released 

by the Government of Black Noir stating that not only, as they have always contended, was the tribunal 

without jurisdiction, but it now appears that it was also mired in corruption and that it will not comply with 

the award as it is tainted and invalid based on three sets of evidences procured from the intercepted 

communications:

a.    Call logs of June-July, 2020 reflecting several hours of phone-calls between the offices of 

 Law Firm Kyle, Robert and Brightside LLP situated in Broh and the Office of Judge Moira 

 Rose who was the  presiding judge in the arbitration.

b.    Invoices sent by one Mr. Billy Butcher, a PhD scholar from University of Marine Science, Broh 

 to the Office of the Fact Finding Commission in Broh. It was found out that the commission, 

 on its own, had appointed Mr. Billy Butcher as the assistant to the commission in their task. 

 These invoices, which were issued in his name, related to purchase of hardware and software 

 equipments essential for actual maritime measurements; conduct of experiments on natural 

 and artificial constructions in the sea; research and submission of draft report and specific 

 opinion on conflicting claims.

c. Details of transaction relating to purchase of a resort/villa in the most expensive hotel of 

 Home land by brother in-law and sister of Judge Moira Rose in July, 2020.

In the wake of the findings of the NGO’s report, several worldwide news reports surfaced, making it a 

popular/contested issue. The President of Homelander, Mr. Bossman Bing sent a diplomatic note to the 

Prime Minister of Black Noir, Mr. Raymond Man, which mentioned:

Mr. Man,

Greetings

The report “Financial Loopholes” has stirred a lot of controversies around the world, as is well known. I 

have been made aware of a press note that has been issued by you alleging irregularities in the tribunal’s 

adjudication. We have reviewed the report and the intercepted communications and believe that none 

of these materially affects the adjudication laid in the award and the award is still good on merits. These 

interceptions are anyway improperly obtained and are of no legal use from the point of view of 

challenging the award now. There is no reason to call the arbitral award into question; it stands as a 

correct application of the law to the facts.

I must remind you that the award is final and binding on Black Noir, the obligation to enforce and 

implement which, it cannot and should not try to escape. We therefore call upon Black Noir to act as 

directed by the tribunal, to stop making excuses, and removed the structures it had raised on disputed 

parts.

Regards,

President             

Islamic Republic of Homelander

Joshua and Freedom of Navigation Operation (FONOP) 2020

Around November 2020, Homelander launched its highly anticipated Freedom of Navigation Operation 

(“FONOP”) in the North Noir Sea. The program was built to be executed in Seven phases including 

hydrographic surveying using Airborne light detection and ranging (LIDAR), intelligence collection, 

surveillance and reconnaissance activities, naval exercises, manoeuvres, demonstrations and sea 

basing in and around certain areas in North Noir Sea, a significant part of which was cutting through the 

EEZ of Black Noir.

Government of Black Noir placed its strong objection to FONOP-I and passed an Ordinance bearing No. 

MP/2158/19 explicitly requiring Black Noir’s approval of all survey and mapping activities in Black Noir’s 

EEZ and stating that unapproved ocean-survey activity will be subject to fines and confiscation of equip-

ment and data. The official press note of the Ordinance read:

Press Note

Government of Democratic Republic of Black Noir

Ordinance MP/2158/19

03.11.2020

Black Noir, as a coastal state, has a sovereign right to regulate the conduct of foreign activities in its EEZ 

which may even include regulating military data related activities of foreign states in its EEZ and the same 

is in accordance with Article 56 and it has residuary rights for the same too. We also believe that surveys 

and surveillance are part of military marine data collection and that such uninvited military activities could 

not be done in their EEZ without prior authorization as it could threaten their national security and 

undermine their resource sovereignty and therefore are not within the meaning of peaceful uses of the 

sea also stipulated by UNCLOS and can no longer be seen only in the context of being a freedom of the 

high seas associated with navigation and overflight.

Objecting to such a law, Homelander in its official diplomatic note to Black Noir insisted that Noir’s said 

ordinance is invalid and that the undertaken survey and mapping are ancillary activities to the high seas 

freedoms of navigation and overflight and other internationally lawful uses of the sea related to those 

freedoms, which are explicitly recognized in UNCLOS and such a program has been conducted with 

due regard to the rights and duties of the Black Noir. Homelander claimed that hydrographic activities 

are technical activity related to the safety of navigation and not part of the marine scientific research 

regime and that their right to conduct military activities is also preserved by UNCLOS.

On 06.11.2020, Joshua, an unmanned Undersea Armed Vehicle (“UAV”) as a part of the FONOP 

mission was traversing through the EEZ of Black Noir. About 133 nm from the coastline, it was deployed 

to conduct 15 tests in relation to a low-built radiator, which, if successful would significantly help fulfilling 

the mission’s objective. The testing was indeed successful but while Joshua was preparing to return to 

its deploying ship, it was reported that the water turned purple for around 2 hours each time Joshua 

conducted a test in relation to the radiator.

Meanwhile, there occurred an uproar in Black Noir’s farming communities as only half of the usual 

number of Queen Maeves (8500 in total) passed through the regular areas dedicated for catching Queen 

Maeves. On 17.11.2020, dead bodies of around 1500 Queen Maeves were found by the Navy of a 

neighbouring a coastal state. Tracing of their migration route reflected significant diversion towards the 

said neighbouring state. Although the exact cause of the death remains unknown, certain experts from 

the said neighbouring state believed that the deaths occurred because the their internal waters were 

unfit for the survival of the Queen Maeves and they could have only survived had they been traversing 

their usual route.

Prime Minister of Black Noir sent a diplomatic note to the President of Homelander stating:

Mr. Bossman Bing,

Greetings,

This note is to register our objections to the continuance of the FONOP mission in Black Noir’s EEZ. We 

have previously objected to it as well, and now it has caused forcible diversion and unfortunate deaths 

of Queen Maeves due to its radiation testing activities in Black Noir’s EEZ. We immediately demand that 

you recall the FONOP mission and deploy it only when it is in compliance with the relevant laws. 

Currently, not only it is being operated without our permission but now it has even harmed our 

economic, environmental and cultural interests.

Regards,

Prime Minister 

Democratic Republic of Black Noir

The President of the Islamic Republic of Homelander immediately wrote back to the Prime Minister of 

the Democratic Republic of Black Noir, stating:

Mr. Man,

Greetings

I am in receipt of your note demanding that Homelander withdraw its FONOP program due to reasons 

stated in there. However, I want to assure you that FONOP is in complete consonance with the 

obligations of Homelander as a foreign state under UNCLOS and the project, as is well known, if 

successful, will certainly improve the navigation system across the North Noir Sea.

The deaths of Queen Maeves is extremely unfortunate event and we extend our sincere condolences 

and full cooperation in investigation into the deaths, but let me assure you that these deaths are not all 

related to the activities of Joshua which has proved to be a successful mission and even otherwise there 

does not exist sufficient and reliable evidence to establish a reasonable link between the two events. The 

deaths even otherwise seems to be an incidental effect of the operation beyond the control of 

Homelander. Hence, there is no basis for claims relating to prejudicing of Black Noir’s economic, 

environmental and cultural interests by Homelander.

We also request you to refrain from unnecessary tarnishing Homelander’s image in the world community.

Regards,

President              

Islamic Republic of Homelander

Both nations hosted several bilateral negotiations and conferences to reach an amicable solution that 

will serve the interests of both nations but could not reach any resolution. These incidents had stirred 

intense politico-diplomatic controversy between both the nations which was felt by the entire 

international community keeping in mind that the North Noir Sea is of extreme importance to the 

international community as a whole.

UAV Vessels 'Kayoti' and 'Hayoti'

On 20.11.2020, another controversy stirred between the two nations when Black Noir detained 'Kayoti' 

and 'Hayoti' – sister UAV vessels flying Homelander’s flag as a part of the FONOP program. It was 

reported that Black Noir’s Navy had intercepted 'Kayoti' in its EEZ about 90 nm from the coastline with 

an illegal catch of around 700 tonnes of various species of salmon. It was immediately detained for 

violating the local rules relating to illegal fishing. In addition, it was also alleged that the recent 

unprecedented increase in deaths of marine species in EEZ of Black Noir as reported by the newspapers 

across Black Noir is attributable to the FONOP program and as such, detention of such vessels is 

extremely important to ensure protection of not just Black Noir’s interests but also of the marine 

environment of North Noir Sea. 'Hayoti' was however captured for violation of sea custom regulations.

The case for release of the vessels was taken up on a Friday about three days after the detention. The 

competent Black Noir’s Court ordered to release 'Kayoti' and 'Hayoti' conditioned to issuance of two 

bank guarantees each worth USD 50,000 with any nationalized bank of Black Noir (which usually 

observes holidays on Saturday and Sunday). It was strongly objected by the Homelander saying that the 

detention was illegal, conveniently planned and contrary to the settled principles regarding detention and 

release of vessels under UNCLOS; that even otherwise there was no evidence of violation; and that the 

bond amount was absolutely unreasonable and bizarre.

A diplomatic note was sent by Black Noir to Homelander stated that the arrest of 'Kayoti' and 'Hayoti' 

and the bond are in compliance with the relevant LOSC provisions and the decision of their national 

court is not appealable and that 'Kayoti' and 'Hayoti' if are to be released, Homelander will have to 

secure a bank guarantee equivalent to the said amount.

Proceedings before the ICJ

On 25.11.2020, Homelander instituted proceedings under relevant provisions of UNCLOS for the 

release of 'Kayoti' before the International Court of Justice, The Hague. Simultaneously, it also moved 

another application instituting proceedings against Black Noir for violation of UNCLOS. Black Noir 

submitted a counter claim on 29.11.2020. Based on both the documents, the Court formulated the 

following issues on 03.12.2020:

A. Whether Arbitral Award dated 02.08.2020 is vitiated by incidence of corruption and bias?

B. Whether Ordinance MP/2158/19 passed by Black Noir is valid and in accordance with the 

 UNLCOS?

C. Whether Homelander violated UNCLOS by operating Joshua for radiation tests in Black Noir’s 

 EEZ?

D. Whether the application filed by Homelander in respect of release of vessels is maintainable? If 

 yes, should such direction be passed by the Court in the facts of the case?

However, within 12 hours of institution of application before the ICJ, a local Black Noir’s Court ordered 

confiscation of 'Kayoti'. In this regard, Black Noir stated that since the confiscation has been ordered, 

nothing more remains for the ICJ to consider. In return, it was stated by Homelander in its additional note 

to the Court that the order of confiscation is bad in law as it was made in hurry, without considering 

relevant materials and without affording reasonable opportunity of hearing and is accordingly, 

inconsistent with international standards of due process of law. Therefore, the order of confiscation does 

not preclude Homelander from pleading the relief of release under UNCLOS before the ICJ.
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MARKING CRITERIA FOR MEMORIAL:

 Marking Criteria Marks Allotted

 Evidence of Original Thought 20

 Knowledge of Law and Facts 20

 Proper and Articulate Analysis 20

 Correct format and Citation 20

 Extent and Use of Research 20

 TOTAL MARKS 100

a. Draw of Lots:

 The match up of teams in Preliminary Rounds shall be determined on the basis of draw of lots.

 Draw of lots and Memorial Exchange shall take place on February 26, 2020 after the Inaugural

 Ceremony.

b. Preliminary Rounds

• The preliminary rounds will be held on February 27, 2021. The Preliminary rounds shall comprise of

 Two Rounds of oral arguments subject to the allotment of team codes. In the preliminary rounds,

 each team shall have to argue twice, once as a petitioner and the other as a respondent.

• Each team will get a total of 30 minutes to present their case. This time will include rebuttal and 

 sur-rebuttal time (if permitted by the judge(s)). The division of time per speaker is left to the

 discretion of the team subject with a minimum of 10 minutes per speaker and not more than 15 

 minutes per speaker. Rebuttals can be assigned a time period of not more than 2 minutes.

• The match up  of  teams  in  Semi  Final  Rounds  shall  be  determined  on  the  basis  of  draw  of  

 lots.  Each  team will get a total of 35 minutes to present their case which will include rebuttal and 

 sur-rebuttal time (if permitted by the judge(s)).

e. Final Rounds:

• The Final Rounds shall also take place on February 28, 2021. The two teams who stand declared 

 as winners of the Semi Final Rounds shall qualify for the Final Rounds. Each team will get a total of 

 40 minutes to present their case which will include rebuttal and sur-rebuttal time (if permitted by the 

 judge(s). The Winner of the Final Round shall be declared Winner of the Competition.

f. General Rules:

• In case of evaluation of all the Rounds, the Memorial Marks shall not be included to decide the 

 merit. But in case a tie takes place in the Quarter Final, Semi Final or Final Rounds, in that case, the 

 marks of the Preliminary Rounds shall be the basis for deciding the winner.

• The decision of the judges with regard to the outcome of the rounds shall be final.

g. Scouting

• Teams shall not be allowed to observe the orals of another team, unless they have been officially 

 knocked-out of the competition. Scouting is strictly prohibited. Scouting by any team shall entail 

 instant disqualification.

h. Date & Venue

• The SAARCLAW JLU Moot Court Competition will take place from 26th  – 28th  February, 2021 on 

 an online platform hosted by JLU School of Law, Jagran Lakecity University, Bhopal.

NOTE: A detailed document of rules regarding conduct of the competition in ONLINE MODE will be 

 consequently shared with the registered teams. 

• The “Researcher’s Test” shall take place on February 26th , 2021. Only the Researcher, as indicated 

 in the team registration form, shall be eligible to take the researcher test. The speaker can only take 

 the Researcher’s Test, if the team comprises of 2 speakers only.

• This edition is supported by the SAARCLAW, South Asian Association for Regional Co - operation 

 in Law, SAARCLAW,  is  an  association  of  the  legal  communities  of  the  SAARC  countries  

 comprising judges, lawyers, academicians, law teachers, public officers and a host of other law 

 related persons,  duly registered with the SAARC Secretariat at Kathmandu and awarded the  

 status  of  a  Regional  Apex  Body of SAARC.

 Awards include monetary prizes to the meritorious participants, trophies and access to research 

 resources.

The competition embraces following awards:

 i. Best Team:   Rs.1,50,000 

 ii. Runners-Up:  Rs.1,00,000 

 iii. Best Memorial:  Rs. 25,000 

 iv. Best Speaker:  Rs. 25,000 

 v. Best Researcher:  Rs. 15,000

Clarification regarding moot procedure can be sought from:

• Mr.  Omkareshwar  Pathak, Assistant Professor, School of Law,

 Jagran Lakecity University, +91 – 7223004927

• Dr. Apoorva Dixit, Assistant Professor, School of Law,

 Jagran Lakecity University, +91-9893088822

• Mr. Umang Mehta., Student Convener,

 B.A.,LL.B (Hons), 5th Year, +91-7415563783

• Clarifications regarding proposition be mailed to: 

 mcc.sol@jlu.edu.in

• The Moot Court Committee, JLU School of Law, Jagran Lakecity University, Bhopal shall serve as  

 final arbiter of implementation and interpretation of these Rules.

• All clarifications regarding the Moot Problem should be sent to mcc.sol@jlu.edu.in by January 27, 

 2021. A full list of clarifications shall be sent to all the teams through email by February 6th, 2021, 

 if required.

• The Moot Court Committee reserves the right to modify any of the Competition Rules at any point 

 of time. The Moot Court Committee shall communicate any changes made in the Competition 

 Rules  to the Teams.

• The Moot Court Committee reserves the right to take decisions on any matter not mentioned in the 
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2. LANGUAGE

3. ELIGIBLITY

4. TEAM COMPOSITION

5. DRESS CODE

6. PARTICIPATION AND REGISTRATION PROCEDURE

CHIEF PATRONS

Shri Hari Mohan Gupta

Chancellor, Jagran Lakecity University

Mr. Abhishek Mohan Gupta 

Pro Chancellor, Jagran Lakecity University 

PATRONS

Prof. (Dr.) Anoop Swarup 

Vice Chancellor, Jagran Lakecity University

Prof. (Dr.) Yogendra Kumar Srivastava

Dean - Faculty of Law, Public Policy and Humanities, Jagran Lakecity University

FACULTY COMMITTEE

Mr. Omkareshwar Pathak, Assistant Professor, Faculty Convener & Faculty In-Charge, Moot Court 
Committee 

Dr. Ankit Singh, Assistant Professor (Core committee member, Moot Court Committee)

Dr. Apoorva Dixit, Assistant Professor (Core committee member, Moot Court Committee)

Mr. Anugrah Pratap Singh Rajawat, Assistant Professor (Core committee member, Moot Court 
Committee)

Dr. Baseerat Fatima, Assistant Professor (Core committee member, Moot Court Committee)

Ms. Aarohi Ojha , Assistant Professor (Core committee member, Moot Court Committee)

Ms. Somya Khare, Assistant Professor (Core committee member, Moot Court Committee)

STUDENT COMMITTEE

Mr. Umang Mehta, Student Convener, 5th year.

Ms. Nishi Rathore, Student Co-convener 4th Year.

• The oral arguments should be confined to the issues presented in the memorial. The researcher 

 may sit with the speakers during the oral rounds. Maximum scores for the oral rounds shall be 50 

 points per speaker per judge. The speakers can provide the copies of the compendium, only if the 

 same is permitted by the panel of judges in their respective court rooms. No two Teams will argue 

 against each other more than once in the Preliminary Rounds.

 The oral rounds shall be judged on the following criteria:

 Marking Criteria Marks Allotted

 Preparation and familiarity with facts 10

 Structure of Legal Argument 10

 Knowledge & Application of Law 10

 Organization, Presentation, Speaking Ability 05

 Responsiveness to Questions 05

 Persuasiveness and Advocacy 05

 Courtroom Etiquette 05

 TOTAL MARKS 50

• The winners of the preliminary rounds shall, i.e. total eight teams (8 teams) shall qualify for the 

 Quarter Final Rounds. For the purposes of qualification from the Preliminary Rounds to the Quarter

 Finals, the number of rounds won by the team shall be considered as first criteria. In case there is 

 a tie, the winning difference of their respective rounds shall be taken into consideration. Further, in 

 case of tie after taking winning scores into consideration, the decision shall be taken on the basis 

 of the Memorial marks.

c. Quarter Final Rounds

• The Quarter Final Rounds shall also take place on February 27, 2021. The Teams qualifying to the 

 Quarter Finals shall be on the basis of Two Rounds of Oral arguments of the Preliminary Rounds.

• Each team will get a total of 30 minutes to present their case which will include rebuttal and

 sur-rebuttal time (if permitted by the judge(s)).

• The match up of teams in Quarter Final Rounds shall be determined on the basis of draw of lots.

d. Semi Final Rounds:

• The Semi Final rounds shall comprise of Four Teams. The Semi Final rounds shall take place on 

 February 28, 2021. The winner of the Quarter Final rounds shall be declared qualified for the Semi 

 Final Rounds.

The Competition will be structured as per the following format:

a. Preliminary Rounds

b. Quarter Final Rounds

c. Semi Final Rounds

d. Final Round

The language of the Competition shall be English.

• Students pursuing 3 years/ 5 years undergraduate LL.B. degree course are eligible to participate in 

 this competition.

• Only one team can participate from each institution.

• The team composition, for the competition, shall comprise of either two members (being designat

 ed as Speakers ) OR three members (two of them shall be designated as Speakers and one 

 Researcher). 

• The Researcher may be permitted to argue as Speaker in case of illness or any unforeseen event, 

 but the permission of the Moot Court Convener in such case shall be mandatory.

The participants shall adhere to following dress code when present in any court room during the 

Competition.

a. Girls: White salwar and kurta or white shirt and black trousers along with black coat and black 

 shoes.

b. Boys: White shirt, black trousers and black tie along with black coat and black shoes.

• Teams must provisionally register by January 10, 2021 through the following link: 

 https://forms.gle/KD4HzDNRe1QspDwV7

• On receiving the registrations, 40 teams will be allowed to participate in the Competition on First  

 come-First serve basis. The same will be notified immediately to the respective teams through elec 

 tronic mail and a PROVISIONAL TEAM CODE will be allotted to the teams.

 Competition Rules. Any such decision taken  by  the  Moot  Court  Committee  shall  be  final  and  

 binding.

• The Moot Court Committee reserves the right to interpret any of the Competition Rules. Such 

 interpretation shall be final and binding.

• Penalty points may be deducted only by the Moot Court Committee. Under no circumstances shall  

 the judges themselves deduct from the score of the Speakers any Penalty points. Judges shall 

 score the Oral Rounds as if no violation occurred.

• Any team violating any of the specified rules will be penalized according to the following scheme:

 Scheme of Deduction   Marks Deducted

 Non-Compliance with Dress Code  2 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Written submission of soft copy on time 2 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Presentation of Written Submission 5 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Formatting of Written Submission 3 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Table of Contents, List of Abbreviations,  2 Marks

 Table of Authorities etc. 

 Non-Compliance with Uniform mode of Citation  2 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Spiral Bound  5 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Reveal of identity of teams 10 Marks
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• Selected teams must confirm their participation by January 15, 2021 through payment via the 

 following link-

 m.paytm.me/jlu_3rdSAARCLAW_nrweb

• Upon receiving the provisional team code, a payment of INR 6000/- (Indian Rupees Six Thousand 

 Only) or  US  $70(  US  Dollar  seventy  only  for  foreign teams) shall be made by the teams latest 

 by January 15, 2021. The payment will have to be made in favour of ‘Jagran Lakecity University, 

 Bhopal’ payable at Bhopal.

• Upon successful payment, the teams shall send the screenshot of the payment containing 

 transaction no. and date to mcc.sol@jlu.edu.in.

• A Confirmation mail of Final registration shall be sent to the teams.

• The teams shall solely be responsible for any kind of delay in    receipt of Registration Form. 

• All memorials submitted for all purposes of the Competition shall strictly adhere to the rules of the

 competition. Each Team participating in the Competition must prepare one Written submission on 

 behalf of Applicant(s) and one on behalf of the Respondent(s). 

• Applicant memorials are required to have a Blue cover and Respondent memorials are required to 

 have a Red cover. The memorials shall not contain any form of identification apart from the team 

 code. If any such identification or mark, symbol, etc. which has the effect of identifying the team is

 found on the memorial, then it shall result in instant disqualification. A penalty of 1 mark shall be

 levied in case the memorial is submitted in any other format or as a multiple file by the team. 

• Each Team must send a soft copy of their memorials for evaluation by February 18, 2021 before

 11:59 P.M. to mcc.sol@jlu.edu.in with the subject “Memorials for SAARCLAW JLU Moot Court

 Competition, 2021”. Memorials submitted beyond the deadline shall incur a liability of 3 points for 

 the first day of delay, and 5 points each day for every subsequent day. No extensions will be granted

 with respect to this deadline. However, teams submitting soft copies of memorials any time after

 February 23, 2021 will be subject to immediate disqualification. Memorials shall be sent as an

 attachment with the mail in the form of single file for each side of memorial.

GUIDELINES FOR FORMATTING:

a. Memorial Structure: The memorial must have following pages only:

i. Cover Page – The cover page shall contain the case title, side of the memorial, year of competition,

 name of the Court and team Code on top right corner.

ii. Table of Contents

iii. List of Abbreviations

iv. Index of Authorities

v. Statement of Jurisdiction

vi. Statement of Facts

vii. Issues Raised

viii. Summary of Arguments

ix. Pleadings /Arguments Advanced

x. Prayer

b. Team Code: The team code must be ascribed on the top right corner of the cover page.

c. Content Specifications: The following content specifications must be strictly adhered to:

i. Font and Size (General) - Times New Roman, 12 pts

ii. Line Spacing (General) - 1.5 lines

iii. Font and Size (Footnotes) - Times New Roman, 10 pts

iv. Line Spacing (Footnotes) - Single line

v. Page Margins - 1 inch on all sides

vi. The citation should be in compliance with the 20th edition of Bluebook.

MARKING CRITERIA FOR MEMORIAL:

 Marking Criteria Marks Allotted

 Evidence of Original Thought 20

 Knowledge of Law and Facts 20

 Proper and Articulate Analysis 20

 Correct format and Citation 20

 Extent and Use of Research 20

 TOTAL MARKS 100

a. Draw of Lots:

 The match up of teams in Preliminary Rounds shall be determined on the basis of draw of lots.

 Draw of lots and Memorial Exchange shall take place on February 26, 2020 after the Inaugural

 Ceremony.

b. Preliminary Rounds

• The preliminary rounds will be held on February 27, 2021. The Preliminary rounds shall comprise of

 Two Rounds of oral arguments subject to the allotment of team codes. In the preliminary rounds,

 each team shall have to argue twice, once as a petitioner and the other as a respondent.

• Each team will get a total of 30 minutes to present their case. This time will include rebuttal and 

 sur-rebuttal time (if permitted by the judge(s)). The division of time per speaker is left to the

 discretion of the team subject with a minimum of 10 minutes per speaker and not more than 15 

 minutes per speaker. Rebuttals can be assigned a time period of not more than 2 minutes.

• The match up  of  teams  in  Semi  Final  Rounds  shall  be  determined  on  the  basis  of  draw  of  

 lots.  Each  team will get a total of 35 minutes to present their case which will include rebuttal and 

 sur-rebuttal time (if permitted by the judge(s)).

e. Final Rounds:

• The Final Rounds shall also take place on February 28, 2021. The two teams who stand declared 

 as winners of the Semi Final Rounds shall qualify for the Final Rounds. Each team will get a total of 

 40 minutes to present their case which will include rebuttal and sur-rebuttal time (if permitted by the 

 judge(s). The Winner of the Final Round shall be declared Winner of the Competition.

f. General Rules:

• In case of evaluation of all the Rounds, the Memorial Marks shall not be included to decide the 

 merit. But in case a tie takes place in the Quarter Final, Semi Final or Final Rounds, in that case, the 

 marks of the Preliminary Rounds shall be the basis for deciding the winner.

• The decision of the judges with regard to the outcome of the rounds shall be final.

g. Scouting

• Teams shall not be allowed to observe the orals of another team, unless they have been officially 

 knocked-out of the competition. Scouting is strictly prohibited. Scouting by any team shall entail 

 instant disqualification.

h. Date & Venue

• The SAARCLAW JLU Moot Court Competition will take place from 26th  – 28th  February, 2021 on 

 an online platform hosted by JLU School of Law, Jagran Lakecity University, Bhopal.

NOTE: A detailed document of rules regarding conduct of the competition in ONLINE MODE will be 

 consequently shared with the registered teams. 

• The “Researcher’s Test” shall take place on February 26th , 2021. Only the Researcher, as indicated 

 in the team registration form, shall be eligible to take the researcher test. The speaker can only take 

 the Researcher’s Test, if the team comprises of 2 speakers only.

• This edition is supported by the SAARCLAW, South Asian Association for Regional Co - operation 

 in Law, SAARCLAW,  is  an  association  of  the  legal  communities  of  the  SAARC  countries  

 comprising judges, lawyers, academicians, law teachers, public officers and a host of other law 

 related persons,  duly registered with the SAARC Secretariat at Kathmandu and awarded the  

 status  of  a  Regional  Apex  Body of SAARC.

 Awards include monetary prizes to the meritorious participants, trophies and access to research 

 resources.

The competition embraces following awards:

 i. Best Team:   Rs.1,50,000 

 ii. Runners-Up:  Rs.1,00,000 

 iii. Best Memorial:  Rs. 25,000 

 iv. Best Speaker:  Rs. 25,000 

 v. Best Researcher:  Rs. 15,000

Clarification regarding moot procedure can be sought from:

• Mr.  Omkareshwar  Pathak, Assistant Professor, School of Law,

 Jagran Lakecity University, +91 – 7223004927

• Dr. Apoorva Dixit, Assistant Professor, School of Law,

 Jagran Lakecity University, +91-9893088822

• Mr. Umang Mehta., Student Convener,

 B.A.,LL.B (Hons), 5th Year, +91-7415563783

• Clarifications regarding proposition be mailed to: 

 mcc.sol@jlu.edu.in

• The Moot Court Committee, JLU School of Law, Jagran Lakecity University, Bhopal shall serve as  

 final arbiter of implementation and interpretation of these Rules.

• All clarifications regarding the Moot Problem should be sent to mcc.sol@jlu.edu.in by January 27, 

 2021. A full list of clarifications shall be sent to all the teams through email by February 6th, 2021, 

 if required.

• The Moot Court Committee reserves the right to modify any of the Competition Rules at any point 

 of time. The Moot Court Committee shall communicate any changes made in the Competition 

 Rules  to the Teams.

• The Moot Court Committee reserves the right to take decisions on any matter not mentioned in the 

CHIEF PATRONS

Shri Hari Mohan Gupta

Chancellor, Jagran Lakecity University

Mr. Abhishek Mohan Gupta 

Pro Chancellor, Jagran Lakecity University 

PATRONS

Prof. (Dr.) Anoop Swarup 

Vice Chancellor, Jagran Lakecity University

Prof. (Dr.) Yogendra Kumar Srivastava

Dean - Faculty of Law, Public Policy and Humanities, Jagran Lakecity University

FACULTY COMMITTEE

Mr. Omkareshwar Pathak, Assistant Professor, Faculty Convener & Faculty In-Charge, Moot Court 
Committee 

Dr. Ankit Singh, Assistant Professor (Core committee member, Moot Court Committee)

Dr. Apoorva Dixit, Assistant Professor (Core committee member, Moot Court Committee)

Mr. Anugrah Pratap Singh Rajawat, Assistant Professor (Core committee member, Moot Court 
Committee)

Dr. Baseerat Fatima, Assistant Professor (Core committee member, Moot Court Committee)

Ms. Aarohi Ojha , Assistant Professor (Core committee member, Moot Court Committee)

Ms. Somya Khare, Assistant Professor (Core committee member, Moot Court Committee)

STUDENT COMMITTEE

Mr. Umang Mehta, Student Convener, 5th year.

Ms. Nishi Rathore, Student Co-convener 4th Year.

• The oral arguments should be confined to the issues presented in the memorial. The researcher 

 may sit with the speakers during the oral rounds. Maximum scores for the oral rounds shall be 50 

 points per speaker per judge. The speakers can provide the copies of the compendium, only if the 

 same is permitted by the panel of judges in their respective court rooms. No two Teams will argue 

 against each other more than once in the Preliminary Rounds.

 The oral rounds shall be judged on the following criteria:

 Marking Criteria Marks Allotted

 Preparation and familiarity with facts 10

 Structure of Legal Argument 10

 Knowledge & Application of Law 10

 Organization, Presentation, Speaking Ability 05

 Responsiveness to Questions 05

 Persuasiveness and Advocacy 05

 Courtroom Etiquette 05

 TOTAL MARKS 50

• The winners of the preliminary rounds shall, i.e. total eight teams (8 teams) shall qualify for the 

 Quarter Final Rounds. For the purposes of qualification from the Preliminary Rounds to the Quarter

 Finals, the number of rounds won by the team shall be considered as first criteria. In case there is 

 a tie, the winning difference of their respective rounds shall be taken into consideration. Further, in 

 case of tie after taking winning scores into consideration, the decision shall be taken on the basis 

 of the Memorial marks.

c. Quarter Final Rounds

• The Quarter Final Rounds shall also take place on February 27, 2021. The Teams qualifying to the 

 Quarter Finals shall be on the basis of Two Rounds of Oral arguments of the Preliminary Rounds.

• Each team will get a total of 30 minutes to present their case which will include rebuttal and

 sur-rebuttal time (if permitted by the judge(s)).

• The match up of teams in Quarter Final Rounds shall be determined on the basis of draw of lots.

d. Semi Final Rounds:

• The Semi Final rounds shall comprise of Four Teams. The Semi Final rounds shall take place on 

 February 28, 2021. The winner of the Quarter Final rounds shall be declared qualified for the Semi 

 Final Rounds.

The Competition will be structured as per the following format:

a. Preliminary Rounds

b. Quarter Final Rounds

c. Semi Final Rounds

d. Final Round

The language of the Competition shall be English.

• Students pursuing 3 years/ 5 years undergraduate LL.B. degree course are eligible to participate in 

 this competition.

• Only one team can participate from each institution.

• The team composition, for the competition, shall comprise of either two members (being designat

 ed as Speakers ) OR three members (two of them shall be designated as Speakers and one 

 Researcher). 

• The Researcher may be permitted to argue as Speaker in case of illness or any unforeseen event, 

 but the permission of the Moot Court Convener in such case shall be mandatory.

The participants shall adhere to following dress code when present in any court room during the 

Competition.

a. Girls: White salwar and kurta or white shirt and black trousers along with black coat and black 

 shoes.

b. Boys: White shirt, black trousers and black tie along with black coat and black shoes.

• Teams must provisionally register by January 10, 2021 through the following link: 

 https://forms.gle/KD4HzDNRe1QspDwV7

• On receiving the registrations, 40 teams will be allowed to participate in the Competition on First  

 come-First serve basis. The same will be notified immediately to the respective teams through elec 

 tronic mail and a PROVISIONAL TEAM CODE will be allotted to the teams.

 Competition Rules. Any such decision taken  by  the  Moot  Court  Committee  shall  be  final  and  

 binding.

• The Moot Court Committee reserves the right to interpret any of the Competition Rules. Such 

 interpretation shall be final and binding.

• Penalty points may be deducted only by the Moot Court Committee. Under no circumstances shall  

 the judges themselves deduct from the score of the Speakers any Penalty points. Judges shall 

 score the Oral Rounds as if no violation occurred.

• Any team violating any of the specified rules will be penalized according to the following scheme:

 Scheme of Deduction   Marks Deducted

 Non-Compliance with Dress Code  2 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Written submission of soft copy on time 2 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Presentation of Written Submission 5 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Formatting of Written Submission 3 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Table of Contents, List of Abbreviations,  2 Marks

 Table of Authorities etc. 

 Non-Compliance with Uniform mode of Citation  2 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Spiral Bound  5 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Reveal of identity of teams 10 Marks
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8. RULES FOR THE ORAL ROUNDS

• Selected teams must confirm their participation by January 15, 2021 through payment via the 

 following link-

 m.paytm.me/jlu_3rdSAARCLAW_nrweb

• Upon receiving the provisional team code, a payment of INR 6000/- (Indian Rupees Six Thousand 

 Only) or  US  $70(  US  Dollar  seventy  only  for  foreign teams) shall be made by the teams latest 

 by January 15, 2021. The payment will have to be made in favour of ‘Jagran Lakecity University, 

 Bhopal’ payable at Bhopal.

• Upon successful payment, the teams shall send the screenshot of the payment containing 

 transaction no. and date to mcc.sol@jlu.edu.in.

• A Confirmation mail of Final registration shall be sent to the teams.

• The teams shall solely be responsible for any kind of delay in    receipt of Registration Form. 

• All memorials submitted for all purposes of the Competition shall strictly adhere to the rules of the

 competition. Each Team participating in the Competition must prepare one Written submission on 

 behalf of Applicant(s) and one on behalf of the Respondent(s). 

• Applicant memorials are required to have a Blue cover and Respondent memorials are required to 

 have a Red cover. The memorials shall not contain any form of identification apart from the team 

 code. If any such identification or mark, symbol, etc. which has the effect of identifying the team is

 found on the memorial, then it shall result in instant disqualification. A penalty of 1 mark shall be

 levied in case the memorial is submitted in any other format or as a multiple file by the team. 

• Each Team must send a soft copy of their memorials for evaluation by February 18, 2021 before

 11:59 P.M. to mcc.sol@jlu.edu.in with the subject “Memorials for SAARCLAW JLU Moot Court

 Competition, 2021”. Memorials submitted beyond the deadline shall incur a liability of 3 points for 

 the first day of delay, and 5 points each day for every subsequent day. No extensions will be granted

 with respect to this deadline. However, teams submitting soft copies of memorials any time after

 February 23, 2021 will be subject to immediate disqualification. Memorials shall be sent as an

 attachment with the mail in the form of single file for each side of memorial.

GUIDELINES FOR FORMATTING:

a. Memorial Structure: The memorial must have following pages only:

i. Cover Page – The cover page shall contain the case title, side of the memorial, year of competition,

 name of the Court and team Code on top right corner.

ii. Table of Contents

iii. List of Abbreviations

iv. Index of Authorities

v. Statement of Jurisdiction

vi. Statement of Facts

vii. Issues Raised

viii. Summary of Arguments

ix. Pleadings /Arguments Advanced

x. Prayer

b. Team Code: The team code must be ascribed on the top right corner of the cover page.

c. Content Specifications: The following content specifications must be strictly adhered to:

i. Font and Size (General) - Times New Roman, 12 pts

ii. Line Spacing (General) - 1.5 lines

iii. Font and Size (Footnotes) - Times New Roman, 10 pts

iv. Line Spacing (Footnotes) - Single line

v. Page Margins - 1 inch on all sides

vi. The citation should be in compliance with the 20th edition of Bluebook.

MARKING CRITERIA FOR MEMORIAL:

 Marking Criteria Marks Allotted

 Evidence of Original Thought 20

 Knowledge of Law and Facts 20

 Proper and Articulate Analysis 20

 Correct format and Citation 20

 Extent and Use of Research 20

 TOTAL MARKS 100

a. Draw of Lots:

 The match up of teams in Preliminary Rounds shall be determined on the basis of draw of lots.

 Draw of lots and Memorial Exchange shall take place on February 26, 2020 after the Inaugural

 Ceremony.

b. Preliminary Rounds

• The preliminary rounds will be held on February 27, 2021. The Preliminary rounds shall comprise of

 Two Rounds of oral arguments subject to the allotment of team codes. In the preliminary rounds,

 each team shall have to argue twice, once as a petitioner and the other as a respondent.

• Each team will get a total of 30 minutes to present their case. This time will include rebuttal and 

 sur-rebuttal time (if permitted by the judge(s)). The division of time per speaker is left to the

 discretion of the team subject with a minimum of 10 minutes per speaker and not more than 15 

 minutes per speaker. Rebuttals can be assigned a time period of not more than 2 minutes.

• The match up  of  teams  in  Semi  Final  Rounds  shall  be  determined  on  the  basis  of  draw  of  

 lots.  Each  team will get a total of 35 minutes to present their case which will include rebuttal and 

 sur-rebuttal time (if permitted by the judge(s)).

e. Final Rounds:

• The Final Rounds shall also take place on February 28, 2021. The two teams who stand declared 

 as winners of the Semi Final Rounds shall qualify for the Final Rounds. Each team will get a total of 

 40 minutes to present their case which will include rebuttal and sur-rebuttal time (if permitted by the 

 judge(s). The Winner of the Final Round shall be declared Winner of the Competition.

f. General Rules:

• In case of evaluation of all the Rounds, the Memorial Marks shall not be included to decide the 

 merit. But in case a tie takes place in the Quarter Final, Semi Final or Final Rounds, in that case, the 

 marks of the Preliminary Rounds shall be the basis for deciding the winner.

• The decision of the judges with regard to the outcome of the rounds shall be final.

g. Scouting

• Teams shall not be allowed to observe the orals of another team, unless they have been officially 

 knocked-out of the competition. Scouting is strictly prohibited. Scouting by any team shall entail 

 instant disqualification.

h. Date & Venue

• The SAARCLAW JLU Moot Court Competition will take place from 26th  – 28th  February, 2021 on 

 an online platform hosted by JLU School of Law, Jagran Lakecity University, Bhopal.

NOTE: A detailed document of rules regarding conduct of the competition in ONLINE MODE will be 

 consequently shared with the registered teams. 

• The “Researcher’s Test” shall take place on February 26th , 2021. Only the Researcher, as indicated 

 in the team registration form, shall be eligible to take the researcher test. The speaker can only take 

 the Researcher’s Test, if the team comprises of 2 speakers only.

• This edition is supported by the SAARCLAW, South Asian Association for Regional Co - operation 

 in Law, SAARCLAW,  is  an  association  of  the  legal  communities  of  the  SAARC  countries  

 comprising judges, lawyers, academicians, law teachers, public officers and a host of other law 

 related persons,  duly registered with the SAARC Secretariat at Kathmandu and awarded the  

 status  of  a  Regional  Apex  Body of SAARC.

 Awards include monetary prizes to the meritorious participants, trophies and access to research 

 resources.

The competition embraces following awards:

 i. Best Team:   Rs.1,50,000 

 ii. Runners-Up:  Rs.1,00,000 

 iii. Best Memorial:  Rs. 25,000 

 iv. Best Speaker:  Rs. 25,000 

 v. Best Researcher:  Rs. 15,000

Clarification regarding moot procedure can be sought from:

• Mr.  Omkareshwar  Pathak, Assistant Professor, School of Law,

 Jagran Lakecity University, +91 – 7223004927

• Dr. Apoorva Dixit, Assistant Professor, School of Law,

 Jagran Lakecity University, +91-9893088822

• Mr. Umang Mehta., Student Convener,

 B.A.,LL.B (Hons), 5th Year, +91-7415563783

• Clarifications regarding proposition be mailed to: 

 mcc.sol@jlu.edu.in

• The Moot Court Committee, JLU School of Law, Jagran Lakecity University, Bhopal shall serve as  

 final arbiter of implementation and interpretation of these Rules.

• All clarifications regarding the Moot Problem should be sent to mcc.sol@jlu.edu.in by January 27, 

 2021. A full list of clarifications shall be sent to all the teams through email by February 6th, 2021, 

 if required.

• The Moot Court Committee reserves the right to modify any of the Competition Rules at any point 

 of time. The Moot Court Committee shall communicate any changes made in the Competition 

 Rules  to the Teams.

• The Moot Court Committee reserves the right to take decisions on any matter not mentioned in the 
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PATRONS
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• The oral arguments should be confined to the issues presented in the memorial. The researcher 

 may sit with the speakers during the oral rounds. Maximum scores for the oral rounds shall be 50 

 points per speaker per judge. The speakers can provide the copies of the compendium, only if the 

 same is permitted by the panel of judges in their respective court rooms. No two Teams will argue 

 against each other more than once in the Preliminary Rounds.

 The oral rounds shall be judged on the following criteria:

 Marking Criteria Marks Allotted

 Preparation and familiarity with facts 10

 Structure of Legal Argument 10

 Knowledge & Application of Law 10

 Organization, Presentation, Speaking Ability 05

 Responsiveness to Questions 05

 Persuasiveness and Advocacy 05

 Courtroom Etiquette 05

 TOTAL MARKS 50

• The winners of the preliminary rounds shall, i.e. total eight teams (8 teams) shall qualify for the 

 Quarter Final Rounds. For the purposes of qualification from the Preliminary Rounds to the Quarter

 Finals, the number of rounds won by the team shall be considered as first criteria. In case there is 

 a tie, the winning difference of their respective rounds shall be taken into consideration. Further, in 

 case of tie after taking winning scores into consideration, the decision shall be taken on the basis 

 of the Memorial marks.

c. Quarter Final Rounds

• The Quarter Final Rounds shall also take place on February 27, 2021. The Teams qualifying to the 

 Quarter Finals shall be on the basis of Two Rounds of Oral arguments of the Preliminary Rounds.

• Each team will get a total of 30 minutes to present their case which will include rebuttal and

 sur-rebuttal time (if permitted by the judge(s)).

• The match up of teams in Quarter Final Rounds shall be determined on the basis of draw of lots.

d. Semi Final Rounds:

• The Semi Final rounds shall comprise of Four Teams. The Semi Final rounds shall take place on 

 February 28, 2021. The winner of the Quarter Final rounds shall be declared qualified for the Semi 

 Final Rounds.

The Competition will be structured as per the following format:

a. Preliminary Rounds

b. Quarter Final Rounds

c. Semi Final Rounds

d. Final Round

The language of the Competition shall be English.

• Students pursuing 3 years/ 5 years undergraduate LL.B. degree course are eligible to participate in 

 this competition.

• Only one team can participate from each institution.

• The team composition, for the competition, shall comprise of either two members (being designat

 ed as Speakers ) OR three members (two of them shall be designated as Speakers and one 

 Researcher). 

• The Researcher may be permitted to argue as Speaker in case of illness or any unforeseen event, 

 but the permission of the Moot Court Convener in such case shall be mandatory.

The participants shall adhere to following dress code when present in any court room during the 

Competition.

a. Girls: White salwar and kurta or white shirt and black trousers along with black coat and black 

 shoes.

b. Boys: White shirt, black trousers and black tie along with black coat and black shoes.

• Teams must provisionally register by January 10, 2021 through the following link: 

 https://forms.gle/KD4HzDNRe1QspDwV7

• On receiving the registrations, 40 teams will be allowed to participate in the Competition on First  

 come-First serve basis. The same will be notified immediately to the respective teams through elec 

 tronic mail and a PROVISIONAL TEAM CODE will be allotted to the teams.

 Competition Rules. Any such decision taken  by  the  Moot  Court  Committee  shall  be  final  and  

 binding.

• The Moot Court Committee reserves the right to interpret any of the Competition Rules. Such 

 interpretation shall be final and binding.

• Penalty points may be deducted only by the Moot Court Committee. Under no circumstances shall  

 the judges themselves deduct from the score of the Speakers any Penalty points. Judges shall 

 score the Oral Rounds as if no violation occurred.

• Any team violating any of the specified rules will be penalized according to the following scheme:

 Scheme of Deduction   Marks Deducted

 Non-Compliance with Dress Code  2 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Written submission of soft copy on time 2 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Presentation of Written Submission 5 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Formatting of Written Submission 3 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Table of Contents, List of Abbreviations,  2 Marks

 Table of Authorities etc. 

 Non-Compliance with Uniform mode of Citation  2 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Spiral Bound  5 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Reveal of identity of teams 10 Marks
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• Selected teams must confirm their participation by January 15, 2021 through payment via the 

 following link-

 m.paytm.me/jlu_3rdSAARCLAW_nrweb

• Upon receiving the provisional team code, a payment of INR 6000/- (Indian Rupees Six Thousand 

 Only) or  US  $70(  US  Dollar  seventy  only  for  foreign teams) shall be made by the teams latest 

 by January 15, 2021. The payment will have to be made in favour of ‘Jagran Lakecity University, 

 Bhopal’ payable at Bhopal.

• Upon successful payment, the teams shall send the screenshot of the payment containing 

 transaction no. and date to mcc.sol@jlu.edu.in.

• A Confirmation mail of Final registration shall be sent to the teams.

• The teams shall solely be responsible for any kind of delay in    receipt of Registration Form. 

• All memorials submitted for all purposes of the Competition shall strictly adhere to the rules of the

 competition. Each Team participating in the Competition must prepare one Written submission on 

 behalf of Applicant(s) and one on behalf of the Respondent(s). 

• Applicant memorials are required to have a Blue cover and Respondent memorials are required to 

 have a Red cover. The memorials shall not contain any form of identification apart from the team 

 code. If any such identification or mark, symbol, etc. which has the effect of identifying the team is

 found on the memorial, then it shall result in instant disqualification. A penalty of 1 mark shall be

 levied in case the memorial is submitted in any other format or as a multiple file by the team. 

• Each Team must send a soft copy of their memorials for evaluation by February 18, 2021 before

 11:59 P.M. to mcc.sol@jlu.edu.in with the subject “Memorials for SAARCLAW JLU Moot Court

 Competition, 2021”. Memorials submitted beyond the deadline shall incur a liability of 3 points for 

 the first day of delay, and 5 points each day for every subsequent day. No extensions will be granted

 with respect to this deadline. However, teams submitting soft copies of memorials any time after

 February 23, 2021 will be subject to immediate disqualification. Memorials shall be sent as an

 attachment with the mail in the form of single file for each side of memorial.

GUIDELINES FOR FORMATTING:

a. Memorial Structure: The memorial must have following pages only:

i. Cover Page – The cover page shall contain the case title, side of the memorial, year of competition,

 name of the Court and team Code on top right corner.

ii. Table of Contents

iii. List of Abbreviations

iv. Index of Authorities

v. Statement of Jurisdiction

vi. Statement of Facts

vii. Issues Raised

viii. Summary of Arguments

ix. Pleadings /Arguments Advanced

x. Prayer

b. Team Code: The team code must be ascribed on the top right corner of the cover page.

c. Content Specifications: The following content specifications must be strictly adhered to:

i. Font and Size (General) - Times New Roman, 12 pts

ii. Line Spacing (General) - 1.5 lines

iii. Font and Size (Footnotes) - Times New Roman, 10 pts

iv. Line Spacing (Footnotes) - Single line

v. Page Margins - 1 inch on all sides

vi. The citation should be in compliance with the 20th edition of Bluebook.

MARKING CRITERIA FOR MEMORIAL:

 Marking Criteria Marks Allotted

 Evidence of Original Thought 20

 Knowledge of Law and Facts 20

 Proper and Articulate Analysis 20

 Correct format and Citation 20

 Extent and Use of Research 20

 TOTAL MARKS 100

a. Draw of Lots:

 The match up of teams in Preliminary Rounds shall be determined on the basis of draw of lots.

 Draw of lots and Memorial Exchange shall take place on February 26, 2020 after the Inaugural

 Ceremony.

b. Preliminary Rounds

• The preliminary rounds will be held on February 27, 2021. The Preliminary rounds shall comprise of

 Two Rounds of oral arguments subject to the allotment of team codes. In the preliminary rounds,

 each team shall have to argue twice, once as a petitioner and the other as a respondent.

• Each team will get a total of 30 minutes to present their case. This time will include rebuttal and 

 sur-rebuttal time (if permitted by the judge(s)). The division of time per speaker is left to the

 discretion of the team subject with a minimum of 10 minutes per speaker and not more than 15 

 minutes per speaker. Rebuttals can be assigned a time period of not more than 2 minutes.

• The match up  of  teams  in  Semi  Final  Rounds  shall  be  determined  on  the  basis  of  draw  of  

 lots.  Each  team will get a total of 35 minutes to present their case which will include rebuttal and 

 sur-rebuttal time (if permitted by the judge(s)).

e. Final Rounds:

• The Final Rounds shall also take place on February 28, 2021. The two teams who stand declared 

 as winners of the Semi Final Rounds shall qualify for the Final Rounds. Each team will get a total of 

 40 minutes to present their case which will include rebuttal and sur-rebuttal time (if permitted by the 

 judge(s). The Winner of the Final Round shall be declared Winner of the Competition.

f. General Rules:

• In case of evaluation of all the Rounds, the Memorial Marks shall not be included to decide the 

 merit. But in case a tie takes place in the Quarter Final, Semi Final or Final Rounds, in that case, the 

 marks of the Preliminary Rounds shall be the basis for deciding the winner.

• The decision of the judges with regard to the outcome of the rounds shall be final.

g. Scouting

• Teams shall not be allowed to observe the orals of another team, unless they have been officially 

 knocked-out of the competition. Scouting is strictly prohibited. Scouting by any team shall entail 

 instant disqualification.

h. Date & Venue

• The SAARCLAW JLU Moot Court Competition will take place from 26th  – 28th  February, 2021 on 

 an online platform hosted by JLU School of Law, Jagran Lakecity University, Bhopal.

NOTE: A detailed document of rules regarding conduct of the competition in ONLINE MODE will be 

 consequently shared with the registered teams. 

• The “Researcher’s Test” shall take place on February 26th , 2021. Only the Researcher, as indicated 

 in the team registration form, shall be eligible to take the researcher test. The speaker can only take 

 the Researcher’s Test, if the team comprises of 2 speakers only.

• This edition is supported by the SAARCLAW, South Asian Association for Regional Co - operation 

 in Law, SAARCLAW,  is  an  association  of  the  legal  communities  of  the  SAARC  countries  

 comprising judges, lawyers, academicians, law teachers, public officers and a host of other law 

 related persons,  duly registered with the SAARC Secretariat at Kathmandu and awarded the  

 status  of  a  Regional  Apex  Body of SAARC.

 Awards include monetary prizes to the meritorious participants, trophies and access to research 

 resources.

The competition embraces following awards:

 i. Best Team:   Rs.1,50,000 

 ii. Runners-Up:  Rs.1,00,000 

 iii. Best Memorial:  Rs. 25,000 

 iv. Best Speaker:  Rs. 25,000 

 v. Best Researcher:  Rs. 15,000

Clarification regarding moot procedure can be sought from:

• Mr.  Omkareshwar  Pathak, Assistant Professor, School of Law,

 Jagran Lakecity University, +91 – 7223004927

• Dr. Apoorva Dixit, Assistant Professor, School of Law,

 Jagran Lakecity University, +91-9893088822

• Mr. Umang Mehta., Student Convener,

 B.A.,LL.B (Hons), 5th Year, +91-7415563783

• Clarifications regarding proposition be mailed to: 

 mcc.sol@jlu.edu.in

• The Moot Court Committee, JLU School of Law, Jagran Lakecity University, Bhopal shall serve as  

 final arbiter of implementation and interpretation of these Rules.

• All clarifications regarding the Moot Problem should be sent to mcc.sol@jlu.edu.in by January 27, 

 2021. A full list of clarifications shall be sent to all the teams through email by February 6th, 2021, 

 if required.

• The Moot Court Committee reserves the right to modify any of the Competition Rules at any point 

 of time. The Moot Court Committee shall communicate any changes made in the Competition 

 Rules  to the Teams.

• The Moot Court Committee reserves the right to take decisions on any matter not mentioned in the 
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• The oral arguments should be confined to the issues presented in the memorial. The researcher 

 may sit with the speakers during the oral rounds. Maximum scores for the oral rounds shall be 50 

 points per speaker per judge. The speakers can provide the copies of the compendium, only if the 

 same is permitted by the panel of judges in their respective court rooms. No two Teams will argue 

 against each other more than once in the Preliminary Rounds.

 The oral rounds shall be judged on the following criteria:

 Marking Criteria Marks Allotted

 Preparation and familiarity with facts 10

 Structure of Legal Argument 10

 Knowledge & Application of Law 10

 Organization, Presentation, Speaking Ability 05

 Responsiveness to Questions 05

 Persuasiveness and Advocacy 05

 Courtroom Etiquette 05

 TOTAL MARKS 50

• The winners of the preliminary rounds shall, i.e. total eight teams (8 teams) shall qualify for the 

 Quarter Final Rounds. For the purposes of qualification from the Preliminary Rounds to the Quarter

 Finals, the number of rounds won by the team shall be considered as first criteria. In case there is 

 a tie, the winning difference of their respective rounds shall be taken into consideration. Further, in 

 case of tie after taking winning scores into consideration, the decision shall be taken on the basis 

 of the Memorial marks.

c. Quarter Final Rounds

• The Quarter Final Rounds shall also take place on February 27, 2021. The Teams qualifying to the 

 Quarter Finals shall be on the basis of Two Rounds of Oral arguments of the Preliminary Rounds.

• Each team will get a total of 30 minutes to present their case which will include rebuttal and

 sur-rebuttal time (if permitted by the judge(s)).

• The match up of teams in Quarter Final Rounds shall be determined on the basis of draw of lots.

d. Semi Final Rounds:

• The Semi Final rounds shall comprise of Four Teams. The Semi Final rounds shall take place on 

 February 28, 2021. The winner of the Quarter Final rounds shall be declared qualified for the Semi 

 Final Rounds.

The Competition will be structured as per the following format:

a. Preliminary Rounds

b. Quarter Final Rounds

c. Semi Final Rounds

d. Final Round

The language of the Competition shall be English.

• Students pursuing 3 years/ 5 years undergraduate LL.B. degree course are eligible to participate in 

 this competition.

• Only one team can participate from each institution.

• The team composition, for the competition, shall comprise of either two members (being designat

 ed as Speakers ) OR three members (two of them shall be designated as Speakers and one 

 Researcher). 

• The Researcher may be permitted to argue as Speaker in case of illness or any unforeseen event, 

 but the permission of the Moot Court Convener in such case shall be mandatory.

The participants shall adhere to following dress code when present in any court room during the 

Competition.

a. Girls: White salwar and kurta or white shirt and black trousers along with black coat and black 

 shoes.

b. Boys: White shirt, black trousers and black tie along with black coat and black shoes.

• Teams must provisionally register by January 10, 2021 through the following link: 

 https://forms.gle/KD4HzDNRe1QspDwV7

• On receiving the registrations, 40 teams will be allowed to participate in the Competition on First  

 come-First serve basis. The same will be notified immediately to the respective teams through elec 

 tronic mail and a PROVISIONAL TEAM CODE will be allotted to the teams.

 Competition Rules. Any such decision taken  by  the  Moot  Court  Committee  shall  be  final  and  

 binding.

• The Moot Court Committee reserves the right to interpret any of the Competition Rules. Such 

 interpretation shall be final and binding.

• Penalty points may be deducted only by the Moot Court Committee. Under no circumstances shall  

 the judges themselves deduct from the score of the Speakers any Penalty points. Judges shall 

 score the Oral Rounds as if no violation occurred.

• Any team violating any of the specified rules will be penalized according to the following scheme:

 Scheme of Deduction   Marks Deducted

 Non-Compliance with Dress Code  2 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Written submission of soft copy on time 2 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Presentation of Written Submission 5 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Formatting of Written Submission 3 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Table of Contents, List of Abbreviations,  2 Marks

 Table of Authorities etc. 

 Non-Compliance with Uniform mode of Citation  2 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Spiral Bound  5 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Reveal of identity of teams 10 Marks
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• Selected teams must confirm their participation by January 15, 2021 through payment via the 

 following link-

 m.paytm.me/jlu_3rdSAARCLAW_nrweb

• Upon receiving the provisional team code, a payment of INR 6000/- (Indian Rupees Six Thousand 

 Only) or  US  $70(  US  Dollar  seventy  only  for  foreign teams) shall be made by the teams latest 

 by January 15, 2021. The payment will have to be made in favour of ‘Jagran Lakecity University, 

 Bhopal’ payable at Bhopal.

• Upon successful payment, the teams shall send the screenshot of the payment containing 

 transaction no. and date to mcc.sol@jlu.edu.in.

• A Confirmation mail of Final registration shall be sent to the teams.

• The teams shall solely be responsible for any kind of delay in    receipt of Registration Form. 

• All memorials submitted for all purposes of the Competition shall strictly adhere to the rules of the

 competition. Each Team participating in the Competition must prepare one Written submission on 

 behalf of Applicant(s) and one on behalf of the Respondent(s). 

• Applicant memorials are required to have a Blue cover and Respondent memorials are required to 

 have a Red cover. The memorials shall not contain any form of identification apart from the team 

 code. If any such identification or mark, symbol, etc. which has the effect of identifying the team is

 found on the memorial, then it shall result in instant disqualification. A penalty of 1 mark shall be

 levied in case the memorial is submitted in any other format or as a multiple file by the team. 

• Each Team must send a soft copy of their memorials for evaluation by February 18, 2021 before

 11:59 P.M. to mcc.sol@jlu.edu.in with the subject “Memorials for SAARCLAW JLU Moot Court

 Competition, 2021”. Memorials submitted beyond the deadline shall incur a liability of 3 points for 

 the first day of delay, and 5 points each day for every subsequent day. No extensions will be granted

 with respect to this deadline. However, teams submitting soft copies of memorials any time after

 February 23, 2021 will be subject to immediate disqualification. Memorials shall be sent as an

 attachment with the mail in the form of single file for each side of memorial.

GUIDELINES FOR FORMATTING:

a. Memorial Structure: The memorial must have following pages only:

i. Cover Page – The cover page shall contain the case title, side of the memorial, year of competition,

 name of the Court and team Code on top right corner.

ii. Table of Contents

iii. List of Abbreviations

iv. Index of Authorities

v. Statement of Jurisdiction

vi. Statement of Facts

vii. Issues Raised

viii. Summary of Arguments

ix. Pleadings /Arguments Advanced

x. Prayer

b. Team Code: The team code must be ascribed on the top right corner of the cover page.

c. Content Specifications: The following content specifications must be strictly adhered to:

i. Font and Size (General) - Times New Roman, 12 pts

ii. Line Spacing (General) - 1.5 lines

iii. Font and Size (Footnotes) - Times New Roman, 10 pts

iv. Line Spacing (Footnotes) - Single line

v. Page Margins - 1 inch on all sides

vi. The citation should be in compliance with the 20th edition of Bluebook.

MARKING CRITERIA FOR MEMORIAL:

 Marking Criteria Marks Allotted

 Evidence of Original Thought 20

 Knowledge of Law and Facts 20

 Proper and Articulate Analysis 20

 Correct format and Citation 20

 Extent and Use of Research 20

 TOTAL MARKS 100

a. Draw of Lots:

 The match up of teams in Preliminary Rounds shall be determined on the basis of draw of lots.

 Draw of lots and Memorial Exchange shall take place on February 26, 2020 after the Inaugural

 Ceremony.

b. Preliminary Rounds

• The preliminary rounds will be held on February 27, 2021. The Preliminary rounds shall comprise of

 Two Rounds of oral arguments subject to the allotment of team codes. In the preliminary rounds,

 each team shall have to argue twice, once as a petitioner and the other as a respondent.

• Each team will get a total of 30 minutes to present their case. This time will include rebuttal and 

 sur-rebuttal time (if permitted by the judge(s)). The division of time per speaker is left to the

 discretion of the team subject with a minimum of 10 minutes per speaker and not more than 15 

 minutes per speaker. Rebuttals can be assigned a time period of not more than 2 minutes.

• The match up  of  teams  in  Semi  Final  Rounds  shall  be  determined  on  the  basis  of  draw  of  

 lots.  Each  team will get a total of 35 minutes to present their case which will include rebuttal and 

 sur-rebuttal time (if permitted by the judge(s)).

e. Final Rounds:

• The Final Rounds shall also take place on February 28, 2021. The two teams who stand declared 

 as winners of the Semi Final Rounds shall qualify for the Final Rounds. Each team will get a total of 

 40 minutes to present their case which will include rebuttal and sur-rebuttal time (if permitted by the 

 judge(s). The Winner of the Final Round shall be declared Winner of the Competition.

f. General Rules:

• In case of evaluation of all the Rounds, the Memorial Marks shall not be included to decide the 

 merit. But in case a tie takes place in the Quarter Final, Semi Final or Final Rounds, in that case, the 

 marks of the Preliminary Rounds shall be the basis for deciding the winner.

• The decision of the judges with regard to the outcome of the rounds shall be final.

g. Scouting

• Teams shall not be allowed to observe the orals of another team, unless they have been officially 

 knocked-out of the competition. Scouting is strictly prohibited. Scouting by any team shall entail 

 instant disqualification.

h. Date & Venue

• The SAARCLAW JLU Moot Court Competition will take place from 26th  – 28th  February, 2021 on 

 an online platform hosted by JLU School of Law, Jagran Lakecity University, Bhopal.

NOTE: A detailed document of rules regarding conduct of the competition in ONLINE MODE will be 

 consequently shared with the registered teams. 

• The “Researcher’s Test” shall take place on February 26th , 2021. Only the Researcher, as indicated 

 in the team registration form, shall be eligible to take the researcher test. The speaker can only take 

 the Researcher’s Test, if the team comprises of 2 speakers only.

• This edition is supported by the SAARCLAW, South Asian Association for Regional Co - operation 

 in Law, SAARCLAW,  is  an  association  of  the  legal  communities  of  the  SAARC  countries  

 comprising judges, lawyers, academicians, law teachers, public officers and a host of other law 

 related persons,  duly registered with the SAARC Secretariat at Kathmandu and awarded the  

 status  of  a  Regional  Apex  Body of SAARC.

 Awards include monetary prizes to the meritorious participants, trophies and access to research 

 resources.

The competition embraces following awards:

 i. Best Team:   Rs.1,50,000 

 ii. Runners-Up:  Rs.1,00,000 

 iii. Best Memorial:  Rs. 25,000 

 iv. Best Speaker:  Rs. 25,000 

 v. Best Researcher:  Rs. 15,000

Clarification regarding moot procedure can be sought from:

• Mr.  Omkareshwar  Pathak, Assistant Professor, School of Law,

 Jagran Lakecity University, +91 – 7223004927

• Dr. Apoorva Dixit, Assistant Professor, School of Law,

 Jagran Lakecity University, +91-9893088822

• Mr. Umang Mehta., Student Convener,

 B.A.,LL.B (Hons), 5th Year, +91-7415563783

• Clarifications regarding proposition be mailed to: 

 mcc.sol@jlu.edu.in

• The Moot Court Committee, JLU School of Law, Jagran Lakecity University, Bhopal shall serve as  

 final arbiter of implementation and interpretation of these Rules.

• All clarifications regarding the Moot Problem should be sent to mcc.sol@jlu.edu.in by January 27, 

 2021. A full list of clarifications shall be sent to all the teams through email by February 6th, 2021, 

 if required.

• The Moot Court Committee reserves the right to modify any of the Competition Rules at any point 

 of time. The Moot Court Committee shall communicate any changes made in the Competition 

 Rules  to the Teams.

• The Moot Court Committee reserves the right to take decisions on any matter not mentioned in the 
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STUDENT COMMITTEE

Mr. Umang Mehta, Student Convener, 5th year.

Ms. Nishi Rathore, Student Co-convener 4th Year.

• The oral arguments should be confined to the issues presented in the memorial. The researcher 

 may sit with the speakers during the oral rounds. Maximum scores for the oral rounds shall be 50 

 points per speaker per judge. The speakers can provide the copies of the compendium, only if the 

 same is permitted by the panel of judges in their respective court rooms. No two Teams will argue 

 against each other more than once in the Preliminary Rounds.

 The oral rounds shall be judged on the following criteria:

 Marking Criteria Marks Allotted

 Preparation and familiarity with facts 10

 Structure of Legal Argument 10

 Knowledge & Application of Law 10

 Organization, Presentation, Speaking Ability 05

 Responsiveness to Questions 05

 Persuasiveness and Advocacy 05

 Courtroom Etiquette 05

 TOTAL MARKS 50

• The winners of the preliminary rounds shall, i.e. total eight teams (8 teams) shall qualify for the 

 Quarter Final Rounds. For the purposes of qualification from the Preliminary Rounds to the Quarter

 Finals, the number of rounds won by the team shall be considered as first criteria. In case there is 

 a tie, the winning difference of their respective rounds shall be taken into consideration. Further, in 

 case of tie after taking winning scores into consideration, the decision shall be taken on the basis 

 of the Memorial marks.

c. Quarter Final Rounds

• The Quarter Final Rounds shall also take place on February 27, 2021. The Teams qualifying to the 

 Quarter Finals shall be on the basis of Two Rounds of Oral arguments of the Preliminary Rounds.

• Each team will get a total of 30 minutes to present their case which will include rebuttal and

 sur-rebuttal time (if permitted by the judge(s)).

• The match up of teams in Quarter Final Rounds shall be determined on the basis of draw of lots.

d. Semi Final Rounds:

• The Semi Final rounds shall comprise of Four Teams. The Semi Final rounds shall take place on 

 February 28, 2021. The winner of the Quarter Final rounds shall be declared qualified for the Semi 

 Final Rounds.

The Competition will be structured as per the following format:

a. Preliminary Rounds

b. Quarter Final Rounds

c. Semi Final Rounds

d. Final Round

The language of the Competition shall be English.

• Students pursuing 3 years/ 5 years undergraduate LL.B. degree course are eligible to participate in 

 this competition.

• Only one team can participate from each institution.

• The team composition, for the competition, shall comprise of either two members (being designat

 ed as Speakers ) OR three members (two of them shall be designated as Speakers and one 

 Researcher). 

• The Researcher may be permitted to argue as Speaker in case of illness or any unforeseen event, 

 but the permission of the Moot Court Convener in such case shall be mandatory.

The participants shall adhere to following dress code when present in any court room during the 

Competition.

a. Girls: White salwar and kurta or white shirt and black trousers along with black coat and black 

 shoes.

b. Boys: White shirt, black trousers and black tie along with black coat and black shoes.

• Teams must provisionally register by January 10, 2021 through the following link: 

 https://forms.gle/KD4HzDNRe1QspDwV7

• On receiving the registrations, 40 teams will be allowed to participate in the Competition on First  

 come-First serve basis. The same will be notified immediately to the respective teams through elec 

 tronic mail and a PROVISIONAL TEAM CODE will be allotted to the teams.

 Competition Rules. Any such decision taken  by  the  Moot  Court  Committee  shall  be  final  and  

 binding.

• The Moot Court Committee reserves the right to interpret any of the Competition Rules. Such 

 interpretation shall be final and binding.

• Penalty points may be deducted only by the Moot Court Committee. Under no circumstances shall  

 the judges themselves deduct from the score of the Speakers any Penalty points. Judges shall 

 score the Oral Rounds as if no violation occurred.

• Any team violating any of the specified rules will be penalized according to the following scheme:

 Scheme of Deduction   Marks Deducted

 Non-Compliance with Dress Code  2 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Written submission of soft copy on time 2 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Presentation of Written Submission 5 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Formatting of Written Submission 3 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Table of Contents, List of Abbreviations,  2 Marks

 Table of Authorities etc. 

 Non-Compliance with Uniform mode of Citation  2 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Spiral Bound  5 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Reveal of identity of teams 10 Marks
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• Selected teams must confirm their participation by January 15, 2021 through payment via the 

 following link-

 m.paytm.me/jlu_3rdSAARCLAW_nrweb

• Upon receiving the provisional team code, a payment of INR 6000/- (Indian Rupees Six Thousand 

 Only) or  US  $70(  US  Dollar  seventy  only  for  foreign teams) shall be made by the teams latest 

 by January 15, 2021. The payment will have to be made in favour of ‘Jagran Lakecity University, 

 Bhopal’ payable at Bhopal.

• Upon successful payment, the teams shall send the screenshot of the payment containing 

 transaction no. and date to mcc.sol@jlu.edu.in.

• A Confirmation mail of Final registration shall be sent to the teams.

• The teams shall solely be responsible for any kind of delay in    receipt of Registration Form. 

• All memorials submitted for all purposes of the Competition shall strictly adhere to the rules of the

 competition. Each Team participating in the Competition must prepare one Written submission on 

 behalf of Applicant(s) and one on behalf of the Respondent(s). 

• Applicant memorials are required to have a Blue cover and Respondent memorials are required to 

 have a Red cover. The memorials shall not contain any form of identification apart from the team 

 code. If any such identification or mark, symbol, etc. which has the effect of identifying the team is

 found on the memorial, then it shall result in instant disqualification. A penalty of 1 mark shall be

 levied in case the memorial is submitted in any other format or as a multiple file by the team. 

• Each Team must send a soft copy of their memorials for evaluation by February 18, 2021 before

 11:59 P.M. to mcc.sol@jlu.edu.in with the subject “Memorials for SAARCLAW JLU Moot Court

 Competition, 2021”. Memorials submitted beyond the deadline shall incur a liability of 3 points for 

 the first day of delay, and 5 points each day for every subsequent day. No extensions will be granted

 with respect to this deadline. However, teams submitting soft copies of memorials any time after

 February 23, 2021 will be subject to immediate disqualification. Memorials shall be sent as an

 attachment with the mail in the form of single file for each side of memorial.

GUIDELINES FOR FORMATTING:

a. Memorial Structure: The memorial must have following pages only:

i. Cover Page – The cover page shall contain the case title, side of the memorial, year of competition,

 name of the Court and team Code on top right corner.

ii. Table of Contents

iii. List of Abbreviations

iv. Index of Authorities

v. Statement of Jurisdiction

vi. Statement of Facts

vii. Issues Raised

viii. Summary of Arguments

ix. Pleadings /Arguments Advanced

x. Prayer

b. Team Code: The team code must be ascribed on the top right corner of the cover page.

c. Content Specifications: The following content specifications must be strictly adhered to:

i. Font and Size (General) - Times New Roman, 12 pts

ii. Line Spacing (General) - 1.5 lines

iii. Font and Size (Footnotes) - Times New Roman, 10 pts

iv. Line Spacing (Footnotes) - Single line

v. Page Margins - 1 inch on all sides

vi. The citation should be in compliance with the 20th edition of Bluebook.

MARKING CRITERIA FOR MEMORIAL:

 Marking Criteria Marks Allotted

 Evidence of Original Thought 20

 Knowledge of Law and Facts 20

 Proper and Articulate Analysis 20

 Correct format and Citation 20

 Extent and Use of Research 20

 TOTAL MARKS 100

a. Draw of Lots:

 The match up of teams in Preliminary Rounds shall be determined on the basis of draw of lots.

 Draw of lots and Memorial Exchange shall take place on February 26, 2020 after the Inaugural

 Ceremony.

b. Preliminary Rounds

• The preliminary rounds will be held on February 27, 2021. The Preliminary rounds shall comprise of

 Two Rounds of oral arguments subject to the allotment of team codes. In the preliminary rounds,

 each team shall have to argue twice, once as a petitioner and the other as a respondent.

• Each team will get a total of 30 minutes to present their case. This time will include rebuttal and 

 sur-rebuttal time (if permitted by the judge(s)). The division of time per speaker is left to the

 discretion of the team subject with a minimum of 10 minutes per speaker and not more than 15 

 minutes per speaker. Rebuttals can be assigned a time period of not more than 2 minutes.

• The match up  of  teams  in  Semi  Final  Rounds  shall  be  determined  on  the  basis  of  draw  of  

 lots.  Each  team will get a total of 35 minutes to present their case which will include rebuttal and 

 sur-rebuttal time (if permitted by the judge(s)).

e. Final Rounds:

• The Final Rounds shall also take place on February 28, 2021. The two teams who stand declared 

 as winners of the Semi Final Rounds shall qualify for the Final Rounds. Each team will get a total of 

 40 minutes to present their case which will include rebuttal and sur-rebuttal time (if permitted by the 

 judge(s). The Winner of the Final Round shall be declared Winner of the Competition.

f. General Rules:

• In case of evaluation of all the Rounds, the Memorial Marks shall not be included to decide the 

 merit. But in case a tie takes place in the Quarter Final, Semi Final or Final Rounds, in that case, the 

 marks of the Preliminary Rounds shall be the basis for deciding the winner.

• The decision of the judges with regard to the outcome of the rounds shall be final.

g. Scouting

• Teams shall not be allowed to observe the orals of another team, unless they have been officially 

 knocked-out of the competition. Scouting is strictly prohibited. Scouting by any team shall entail 

 instant disqualification.

h. Date & Venue

• The SAARCLAW JLU Moot Court Competition will take place from 26th  – 28th  February, 2021 on 

 an online platform hosted by JLU School of Law, Jagran Lakecity University, Bhopal.

NOTE: A detailed document of rules regarding conduct of the competition in ONLINE MODE will be 

 consequently shared with the registered teams. 

• The “Researcher’s Test” shall take place on February 26th , 2021. Only the Researcher, as indicated 

 in the team registration form, shall be eligible to take the researcher test. The speaker can only take 

 the Researcher’s Test, if the team comprises of 2 speakers only.

• This edition is supported by the SAARCLAW, South Asian Association for Regional Co - operation 

 in Law, SAARCLAW,  is  an  association  of  the  legal  communities  of  the  SAARC  countries  

 comprising judges, lawyers, academicians, law teachers, public officers and a host of other law 

 related persons,  duly registered with the SAARC Secretariat at Kathmandu and awarded the  

 status  of  a  Regional  Apex  Body of SAARC.

 Awards include monetary prizes to the meritorious participants, trophies and access to research 

 resources.

The competition embraces following awards:

 i. Best Team:   Rs.1,50,000 

 ii. Runners-Up:  Rs.1,00,000 

 iii. Best Memorial:  Rs. 25,000 

 iv. Best Speaker:  Rs. 25,000 

 v. Best Researcher:  Rs. 15,000

Clarification regarding moot procedure can be sought from:

• Mr.  Omkareshwar  Pathak, Assistant Professor, School of Law,

 Jagran Lakecity University, +91 – 7223004927

• Dr. Apoorva Dixit, Assistant Professor, School of Law,

 Jagran Lakecity University, +91-9893088822

• Mr. Umang Mehta., Student Convener,

 B.A.,LL.B (Hons), 5th Year, +91-7415563783

• Clarifications regarding proposition be mailed to: 

 mcc.sol@jlu.edu.in

• The Moot Court Committee, JLU School of Law, Jagran Lakecity University, Bhopal shall serve as  

 final arbiter of implementation and interpretation of these Rules.

• All clarifications regarding the Moot Problem should be sent to mcc.sol@jlu.edu.in by January 27, 

 2021. A full list of clarifications shall be sent to all the teams through email by February 6th, 2021, 

 if required.

• The Moot Court Committee reserves the right to modify any of the Competition Rules at any point 

 of time. The Moot Court Committee shall communicate any changes made in the Competition 

 Rules  to the Teams.

• The Moot Court Committee reserves the right to take decisions on any matter not mentioned in the 
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• The oral arguments should be confined to the issues presented in the memorial. The researcher 

 may sit with the speakers during the oral rounds. Maximum scores for the oral rounds shall be 50 

 points per speaker per judge. The speakers can provide the copies of the compendium, only if the 

 same is permitted by the panel of judges in their respective court rooms. No two Teams will argue 

 against each other more than once in the Preliminary Rounds.

 The oral rounds shall be judged on the following criteria:

 Marking Criteria Marks Allotted

 Preparation and familiarity with facts 10

 Structure of Legal Argument 10

 Knowledge & Application of Law 10

 Organization, Presentation, Speaking Ability 05

 Responsiveness to Questions 05

 Persuasiveness and Advocacy 05

 Courtroom Etiquette 05

 TOTAL MARKS 50

• The winners of the preliminary rounds shall, i.e. total eight teams (8 teams) shall qualify for the 

 Quarter Final Rounds. For the purposes of qualification from the Preliminary Rounds to the Quarter

 Finals, the number of rounds won by the team shall be considered as first criteria. In case there is 

 a tie, the winning difference of their respective rounds shall be taken into consideration. Further, in 

 case of tie after taking winning scores into consideration, the decision shall be taken on the basis 

 of the Memorial marks.

c. Quarter Final Rounds

• The Quarter Final Rounds shall also take place on February 27, 2021. The Teams qualifying to the 

 Quarter Finals shall be on the basis of Two Rounds of Oral arguments of the Preliminary Rounds.

• Each team will get a total of 30 minutes to present their case which will include rebuttal and

 sur-rebuttal time (if permitted by the judge(s)).

• The match up of teams in Quarter Final Rounds shall be determined on the basis of draw of lots.

d. Semi Final Rounds:

• The Semi Final rounds shall comprise of Four Teams. The Semi Final rounds shall take place on 

 February 28, 2021. The winner of the Quarter Final rounds shall be declared qualified for the Semi 

 Final Rounds.

The Competition will be structured as per the following format:

a. Preliminary Rounds

b. Quarter Final Rounds

c. Semi Final Rounds

d. Final Round

The language of the Competition shall be English.

• Students pursuing 3 years/ 5 years undergraduate LL.B. degree course are eligible to participate in 

 this competition.

• Only one team can participate from each institution.

• The team composition, for the competition, shall comprise of either two members (being designat

 ed as Speakers ) OR three members (two of them shall be designated as Speakers and one 

 Researcher). 

• The Researcher may be permitted to argue as Speaker in case of illness or any unforeseen event, 

 but the permission of the Moot Court Convener in such case shall be mandatory.

The participants shall adhere to following dress code when present in any court room during the 

Competition.

a. Girls: White salwar and kurta or white shirt and black trousers along with black coat and black 

 shoes.

b. Boys: White shirt, black trousers and black tie along with black coat and black shoes.

• Teams must provisionally register by January 10, 2021 through the following link: 

 https://forms.gle/KD4HzDNRe1QspDwV7

• On receiving the registrations, 40 teams will be allowed to participate in the Competition on First  

 come-First serve basis. The same will be notified immediately to the respective teams through elec 

 tronic mail and a PROVISIONAL TEAM CODE will be allotted to the teams.

12. MISCELLANEOUS RULES

 Competition Rules. Any such decision taken  by  the  Moot  Court  Committee  shall  be  final  and  

 binding.

• The Moot Court Committee reserves the right to interpret any of the Competition Rules. Such 

 interpretation shall be final and binding.

• Penalty points may be deducted only by the Moot Court Committee. Under no circumstances shall  

 the judges themselves deduct from the score of the Speakers any Penalty points. Judges shall 

 score the Oral Rounds as if no violation occurred.

• Any team violating any of the specified rules will be penalized according to the following scheme:

 Scheme of Deduction   Marks Deducted

 Non-Compliance with Dress Code  2 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Written submission of soft copy on time 2 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Presentation of Written Submission 5 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Formatting of Written Submission 3 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Table of Contents, List of Abbreviations,  2 Marks

 Table of Authorities etc. 

 Non-Compliance with Uniform mode of Citation  2 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Spiral Bound  5 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Reveal of identity of teams 10 Marks
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• Selected teams must confirm their participation by January 15, 2021 through payment via the 

 following link-

 m.paytm.me/jlu_3rdSAARCLAW_nrweb

• Upon receiving the provisional team code, a payment of INR 6000/- (Indian Rupees Six Thousand 

 Only) or  US  $70(  US  Dollar  seventy  only  for  foreign teams) shall be made by the teams latest 

 by January 15, 2021. The payment will have to be made in favour of ‘Jagran Lakecity University, 

 Bhopal’ payable at Bhopal.

• Upon successful payment, the teams shall send the screenshot of the payment containing 

 transaction no. and date to mcc.sol@jlu.edu.in.

• A Confirmation mail of Final registration shall be sent to the teams.

• The teams shall solely be responsible for any kind of delay in    receipt of Registration Form. 

• All memorials submitted for all purposes of the Competition shall strictly adhere to the rules of the

 competition. Each Team participating in the Competition must prepare one Written submission on 

 behalf of Applicant(s) and one on behalf of the Respondent(s). 

• Applicant memorials are required to have a Blue cover and Respondent memorials are required to 

 have a Red cover. The memorials shall not contain any form of identification apart from the team 

 code. If any such identification or mark, symbol, etc. which has the effect of identifying the team is

 found on the memorial, then it shall result in instant disqualification. A penalty of 1 mark shall be

 levied in case the memorial is submitted in any other format or as a multiple file by the team. 

• Each Team must send a soft copy of their memorials for evaluation by February 18, 2021 before

 11:59 P.M. to mcc.sol@jlu.edu.in with the subject “Memorials for SAARCLAW JLU Moot Court

 Competition, 2021”. Memorials submitted beyond the deadline shall incur a liability of 3 points for 

 the first day of delay, and 5 points each day for every subsequent day. No extensions will be granted

 with respect to this deadline. However, teams submitting soft copies of memorials any time after

 February 23, 2021 will be subject to immediate disqualification. Memorials shall be sent as an

 attachment with the mail in the form of single file for each side of memorial.

GUIDELINES FOR FORMATTING:

a. Memorial Structure: The memorial must have following pages only:

i. Cover Page – The cover page shall contain the case title, side of the memorial, year of competition,

 name of the Court and team Code on top right corner.

ii. Table of Contents

iii. List of Abbreviations

iv. Index of Authorities

v. Statement of Jurisdiction

vi. Statement of Facts

vii. Issues Raised

viii. Summary of Arguments

ix. Pleadings /Arguments Advanced

x. Prayer

b. Team Code: The team code must be ascribed on the top right corner of the cover page.

c. Content Specifications: The following content specifications must be strictly adhered to:

i. Font and Size (General) - Times New Roman, 12 pts

ii. Line Spacing (General) - 1.5 lines

iii. Font and Size (Footnotes) - Times New Roman, 10 pts

iv. Line Spacing (Footnotes) - Single line

v. Page Margins - 1 inch on all sides

vi. The citation should be in compliance with the 20th edition of Bluebook.

MARKING CRITERIA FOR MEMORIAL:

 Marking Criteria Marks Allotted

 Evidence of Original Thought 20

 Knowledge of Law and Facts 20

 Proper and Articulate Analysis 20

 Correct format and Citation 20

 Extent and Use of Research 20

 TOTAL MARKS 100

a. Draw of Lots:

 The match up of teams in Preliminary Rounds shall be determined on the basis of draw of lots.

 Draw of lots and Memorial Exchange shall take place on February 26, 2020 after the Inaugural

 Ceremony.

b. Preliminary Rounds

• The preliminary rounds will be held on February 27, 2021. The Preliminary rounds shall comprise of

 Two Rounds of oral arguments subject to the allotment of team codes. In the preliminary rounds,

 each team shall have to argue twice, once as a petitioner and the other as a respondent.

• Each team will get a total of 30 minutes to present their case. This time will include rebuttal and 

 sur-rebuttal time (if permitted by the judge(s)). The division of time per speaker is left to the

 discretion of the team subject with a minimum of 10 minutes per speaker and not more than 15 

 minutes per speaker. Rebuttals can be assigned a time period of not more than 2 minutes.

• The match up  of  teams  in  Semi  Final  Rounds  shall  be  determined  on  the  basis  of  draw  of  

 lots.  Each  team will get a total of 35 minutes to present their case which will include rebuttal and 

 sur-rebuttal time (if permitted by the judge(s)).

e. Final Rounds:

• The Final Rounds shall also take place on February 28, 2021. The two teams who stand declared 

 as winners of the Semi Final Rounds shall qualify for the Final Rounds. Each team will get a total of 

 40 minutes to present their case which will include rebuttal and sur-rebuttal time (if permitted by the 

 judge(s). The Winner of the Final Round shall be declared Winner of the Competition.

f. General Rules:

• In case of evaluation of all the Rounds, the Memorial Marks shall not be included to decide the 

 merit. But in case a tie takes place in the Quarter Final, Semi Final or Final Rounds, in that case, the 

 marks of the Preliminary Rounds shall be the basis for deciding the winner.

• The decision of the judges with regard to the outcome of the rounds shall be final.

g. Scouting

• Teams shall not be allowed to observe the orals of another team, unless they have been officially 

 knocked-out of the competition. Scouting is strictly prohibited. Scouting by any team shall entail 

 instant disqualification.

h. Date & Venue

• The SAARCLAW JLU Moot Court Competition will take place from 26th  – 28th  February, 2021 on 

 an online platform hosted by JLU School of Law, Jagran Lakecity University, Bhopal.

NOTE: A detailed document of rules regarding conduct of the competition in ONLINE MODE will be 

 consequently shared with the registered teams. 

• The “Researcher’s Test” shall take place on February 26th , 2021. Only the Researcher, as indicated 

 in the team registration form, shall be eligible to take the researcher test. The speaker can only take 

 the Researcher’s Test, if the team comprises of 2 speakers only.

• This edition is supported by the SAARCLAW, South Asian Association for Regional Co - operation 

 in Law, SAARCLAW,  is  an  association  of  the  legal  communities  of  the  SAARC  countries  

 comprising judges, lawyers, academicians, law teachers, public officers and a host of other law 

 related persons,  duly registered with the SAARC Secretariat at Kathmandu and awarded the  

 status  of  a  Regional  Apex  Body of SAARC.

 Awards include monetary prizes to the meritorious participants, trophies and access to research 

 resources.

The competition embraces following awards:

 i. Best Team:   Rs.1,50,000 

 ii. Runners-Up:  Rs.1,00,000 

 iii. Best Memorial:  Rs. 25,000 

 iv. Best Speaker:  Rs. 25,000 

 v. Best Researcher:  Rs. 15,000

Clarification regarding moot procedure can be sought from:

• Mr.  Omkareshwar  Pathak, Assistant Professor, School of Law,

 Jagran Lakecity University, +91 – 7223004927

• Dr. Apoorva Dixit, Assistant Professor, School of Law,

 Jagran Lakecity University, +91-9893088822

• Mr. Umang Mehta., Student Convener,

 B.A.,LL.B (Hons), 5th Year, +91-7415563783

• Clarifications regarding proposition be mailed to: 

 mcc.sol@jlu.edu.in

• The Moot Court Committee, JLU School of Law, Jagran Lakecity University, Bhopal shall serve as  

 final arbiter of implementation and interpretation of these Rules.

• All clarifications regarding the Moot Problem should be sent to mcc.sol@jlu.edu.in by January 27, 

 2021. A full list of clarifications shall be sent to all the teams through email by February 6th, 2021, 

 if required.

• The Moot Court Committee reserves the right to modify any of the Competition Rules at any point 

 of time. The Moot Court Committee shall communicate any changes made in the Competition 

 Rules  to the Teams.

• The Moot Court Committee reserves the right to take decisions on any matter not mentioned in the 
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• The oral arguments should be confined to the issues presented in the memorial. The researcher 

 may sit with the speakers during the oral rounds. Maximum scores for the oral rounds shall be 50 

 points per speaker per judge. The speakers can provide the copies of the compendium, only if the 

 same is permitted by the panel of judges in their respective court rooms. No two Teams will argue 

 against each other more than once in the Preliminary Rounds.

 The oral rounds shall be judged on the following criteria:

 Marking Criteria Marks Allotted

 Preparation and familiarity with facts 10

 Structure of Legal Argument 10

 Knowledge & Application of Law 10

 Organization, Presentation, Speaking Ability 05

 Responsiveness to Questions 05

 Persuasiveness and Advocacy 05

 Courtroom Etiquette 05

 TOTAL MARKS 50

• The winners of the preliminary rounds shall, i.e. total eight teams (8 teams) shall qualify for the 

 Quarter Final Rounds. For the purposes of qualification from the Preliminary Rounds to the Quarter

 Finals, the number of rounds won by the team shall be considered as first criteria. In case there is 

 a tie, the winning difference of their respective rounds shall be taken into consideration. Further, in 

 case of tie after taking winning scores into consideration, the decision shall be taken on the basis 

 of the Memorial marks.

c. Quarter Final Rounds

• The Quarter Final Rounds shall also take place on February 27, 2021. The Teams qualifying to the 

 Quarter Finals shall be on the basis of Two Rounds of Oral arguments of the Preliminary Rounds.

• Each team will get a total of 30 minutes to present their case which will include rebuttal and

 sur-rebuttal time (if permitted by the judge(s)).

• The match up of teams in Quarter Final Rounds shall be determined on the basis of draw of lots.

d. Semi Final Rounds:

• The Semi Final rounds shall comprise of Four Teams. The Semi Final rounds shall take place on 

 February 28, 2021. The winner of the Quarter Final rounds shall be declared qualified for the Semi 

 Final Rounds.

The Competition will be structured as per the following format:

a. Preliminary Rounds

b. Quarter Final Rounds

c. Semi Final Rounds

d. Final Round

The language of the Competition shall be English.

• Students pursuing 3 years/ 5 years undergraduate LL.B. degree course are eligible to participate in 

 this competition.

• Only one team can participate from each institution.

• The team composition, for the competition, shall comprise of either two members (being designat

 ed as Speakers ) OR three members (two of them shall be designated as Speakers and one 

 Researcher). 

• The Researcher may be permitted to argue as Speaker in case of illness or any unforeseen event, 

 but the permission of the Moot Court Convener in such case shall be mandatory.

The participants shall adhere to following dress code when present in any court room during the 

Competition.

a. Girls: White salwar and kurta or white shirt and black trousers along with black coat and black 

 shoes.

b. Boys: White shirt, black trousers and black tie along with black coat and black shoes.

• Teams must provisionally register by January 10, 2021 through the following link: 

 https://forms.gle/KD4HzDNRe1QspDwV7

• On receiving the registrations, 40 teams will be allowed to participate in the Competition on First  

 come-First serve basis. The same will be notified immediately to the respective teams through elec 

 tronic mail and a PROVISIONAL TEAM CODE will be allotted to the teams.

 Competition Rules. Any such decision taken  by  the  Moot  Court  Committee  shall  be  final  and  

 binding.

• The Moot Court Committee reserves the right to interpret any of the Competition Rules. Such 

 interpretation shall be final and binding.

• Penalty points may be deducted only by the Moot Court Committee. Under no circumstances shall  

 the judges themselves deduct from the score of the Speakers any Penalty points. Judges shall 

 score the Oral Rounds as if no violation occurred.

• Any team violating any of the specified rules will be penalized according to the following scheme:

 Scheme of Deduction   Marks Deducted

 Non-Compliance with Dress Code  2 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Written submission of soft copy on time 2 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Presentation of Written Submission 5 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Formatting of Written Submission 3 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Table of Contents, List of Abbreviations,  2 Marks

 Table of Authorities etc. 

 Non-Compliance with Uniform mode of Citation  2 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Spiral Bound  5 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Reveal of identity of teams 10 Marks
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• Selected teams must confirm their participation by January 15, 2021 through payment via the 

 following link-

 m.paytm.me/jlu_3rdSAARCLAW_nrweb

• Upon receiving the provisional team code, a payment of INR 6000/- (Indian Rupees Six Thousand 

 Only) or  US  $70(  US  Dollar  seventy  only  for  foreign teams) shall be made by the teams latest 

 by January 15, 2021. The payment will have to be made in favour of ‘Jagran Lakecity University, 

 Bhopal’ payable at Bhopal.

• Upon successful payment, the teams shall send the screenshot of the payment containing 

 transaction no. and date to mcc.sol@jlu.edu.in.

• A Confirmation mail of Final registration shall be sent to the teams.

• The teams shall solely be responsible for any kind of delay in    receipt of Registration Form. 

• All memorials submitted for all purposes of the Competition shall strictly adhere to the rules of the

 competition. Each Team participating in the Competition must prepare one Written submission on 

 behalf of Applicant(s) and one on behalf of the Respondent(s). 

• Applicant memorials are required to have a Blue cover and Respondent memorials are required to 

 have a Red cover. The memorials shall not contain any form of identification apart from the team 

 code. If any such identification or mark, symbol, etc. which has the effect of identifying the team is

 found on the memorial, then it shall result in instant disqualification. A penalty of 1 mark shall be

 levied in case the memorial is submitted in any other format or as a multiple file by the team. 

• Each Team must send a soft copy of their memorials for evaluation by February 18, 2021 before

 11:59 P.M. to mcc.sol@jlu.edu.in with the subject “Memorials for SAARCLAW JLU Moot Court

 Competition, 2021”. Memorials submitted beyond the deadline shall incur a liability of 3 points for 

 the first day of delay, and 5 points each day for every subsequent day. No extensions will be granted

 with respect to this deadline. However, teams submitting soft copies of memorials any time after

 February 23, 2021 will be subject to immediate disqualification. Memorials shall be sent as an

 attachment with the mail in the form of single file for each side of memorial.

GUIDELINES FOR FORMATTING:

a. Memorial Structure: The memorial must have following pages only:

i. Cover Page – The cover page shall contain the case title, side of the memorial, year of competition,

 name of the Court and team Code on top right corner.

ii. Table of Contents

iii. List of Abbreviations

iv. Index of Authorities

v. Statement of Jurisdiction

vi. Statement of Facts

vii. Issues Raised

viii. Summary of Arguments

ix. Pleadings /Arguments Advanced

x. Prayer

b. Team Code: The team code must be ascribed on the top right corner of the cover page.

c. Content Specifications: The following content specifications must be strictly adhered to:

i. Font and Size (General) - Times New Roman, 12 pts

ii. Line Spacing (General) - 1.5 lines

iii. Font and Size (Footnotes) - Times New Roman, 10 pts

iv. Line Spacing (Footnotes) - Single line

v. Page Margins - 1 inch on all sides

vi. The citation should be in compliance with the 20th edition of Bluebook.

MARKING CRITERIA FOR MEMORIAL:

 Marking Criteria Marks Allotted

 Evidence of Original Thought 20

 Knowledge of Law and Facts 20

 Proper and Articulate Analysis 20

 Correct format and Citation 20

 Extent and Use of Research 20

 TOTAL MARKS 100

a. Draw of Lots:

 The match up of teams in Preliminary Rounds shall be determined on the basis of draw of lots.

 Draw of lots and Memorial Exchange shall take place on February 26, 2020 after the Inaugural

 Ceremony.

b. Preliminary Rounds

• The preliminary rounds will be held on February 27, 2021. The Preliminary rounds shall comprise of

 Two Rounds of oral arguments subject to the allotment of team codes. In the preliminary rounds,

 each team shall have to argue twice, once as a petitioner and the other as a respondent.

• Each team will get a total of 30 minutes to present their case. This time will include rebuttal and 

 sur-rebuttal time (if permitted by the judge(s)). The division of time per speaker is left to the

 discretion of the team subject with a minimum of 10 minutes per speaker and not more than 15 

 minutes per speaker. Rebuttals can be assigned a time period of not more than 2 minutes.

• The match up  of  teams  in  Semi  Final  Rounds  shall  be  determined  on  the  basis  of  draw  of  

 lots.  Each  team will get a total of 35 minutes to present their case which will include rebuttal and 

 sur-rebuttal time (if permitted by the judge(s)).

e. Final Rounds:

• The Final Rounds shall also take place on February 28, 2021. The two teams who stand declared 

 as winners of the Semi Final Rounds shall qualify for the Final Rounds. Each team will get a total of 

 40 minutes to present their case which will include rebuttal and sur-rebuttal time (if permitted by the 

 judge(s). The Winner of the Final Round shall be declared Winner of the Competition.

f. General Rules:

• In case of evaluation of all the Rounds, the Memorial Marks shall not be included to decide the 

 merit. But in case a tie takes place in the Quarter Final, Semi Final or Final Rounds, in that case, the 

 marks of the Preliminary Rounds shall be the basis for deciding the winner.

• The decision of the judges with regard to the outcome of the rounds shall be final.

g. Scouting

• Teams shall not be allowed to observe the orals of another team, unless they have been officially 

 knocked-out of the competition. Scouting is strictly prohibited. Scouting by any team shall entail 

 instant disqualification.

h. Date & Venue

• The SAARCLAW JLU Moot Court Competition will take place from 26th  – 28th  February, 2021 on 

 an online platform hosted by JLU School of Law, Jagran Lakecity University, Bhopal.

NOTE: A detailed document of rules regarding conduct of the competition in ONLINE MODE will be 

 consequently shared with the registered teams. 

• The “Researcher’s Test” shall take place on February 26th , 2021. Only the Researcher, as indicated 

 in the team registration form, shall be eligible to take the researcher test. The speaker can only take 

 the Researcher’s Test, if the team comprises of 2 speakers only.

• This edition is supported by the SAARCLAW, South Asian Association for Regional Co - operation 

 in Law, SAARCLAW,  is  an  association  of  the  legal  communities  of  the  SAARC  countries  

 comprising judges, lawyers, academicians, law teachers, public officers and a host of other law 

 related persons,  duly registered with the SAARC Secretariat at Kathmandu and awarded the  

 status  of  a  Regional  Apex  Body of SAARC.

 Awards include monetary prizes to the meritorious participants, trophies and access to research 

 resources.

The competition embraces following awards:

 i. Best Team:   Rs.1,50,000 

 ii. Runners-Up:  Rs.1,00,000 

 iii. Best Memorial:  Rs. 25,000 

 iv. Best Speaker:  Rs. 25,000 

 v. Best Researcher:  Rs. 15,000

Clarification regarding moot procedure can be sought from:

• Mr.  Omkareshwar  Pathak, Assistant Professor, School of Law,

 Jagran Lakecity University, +91 – 7223004927

• Dr. Apoorva Dixit, Assistant Professor, School of Law,

 Jagran Lakecity University, +91-9893088822

• Mr. Umang Mehta., Student Convener,

 B.A.,LL.B (Hons), 5th Year, +91-7415563783

• Clarifications regarding proposition be mailed to: 

 mcc.sol@jlu.edu.in

• The Moot Court Committee, JLU School of Law, Jagran Lakecity University, Bhopal shall serve as  

 final arbiter of implementation and interpretation of these Rules.

• All clarifications regarding the Moot Problem should be sent to mcc.sol@jlu.edu.in by January 27, 

 2021. A full list of clarifications shall be sent to all the teams through email by February 6th, 2021, 

 if required.

• The Moot Court Committee reserves the right to modify any of the Competition Rules at any point 

 of time. The Moot Court Committee shall communicate any changes made in the Competition 

 Rules  to the Teams.

• The Moot Court Committee reserves the right to take decisions on any matter not mentioned in the 
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• The oral arguments should be confined to the issues presented in the memorial. The researcher 

 may sit with the speakers during the oral rounds. Maximum scores for the oral rounds shall be 50 

 points per speaker per judge. The speakers can provide the copies of the compendium, only if the 

 same is permitted by the panel of judges in their respective court rooms. No two Teams will argue 

 against each other more than once in the Preliminary Rounds.

 The oral rounds shall be judged on the following criteria:

 Marking Criteria Marks Allotted

 Preparation and familiarity with facts 10

 Structure of Legal Argument 10

 Knowledge & Application of Law 10

 Organization, Presentation, Speaking Ability 05

 Responsiveness to Questions 05

 Persuasiveness and Advocacy 05

 Courtroom Etiquette 05

 TOTAL MARKS 50

• The winners of the preliminary rounds shall, i.e. total eight teams (8 teams) shall qualify for the 

 Quarter Final Rounds. For the purposes of qualification from the Preliminary Rounds to the Quarter

 Finals, the number of rounds won by the team shall be considered as first criteria. In case there is 

 a tie, the winning difference of their respective rounds shall be taken into consideration. Further, in 

 case of tie after taking winning scores into consideration, the decision shall be taken on the basis 

 of the Memorial marks.

c. Quarter Final Rounds

• The Quarter Final Rounds shall also take place on February 27, 2021. The Teams qualifying to the 

 Quarter Finals shall be on the basis of Two Rounds of Oral arguments of the Preliminary Rounds.

• Each team will get a total of 30 minutes to present their case which will include rebuttal and

 sur-rebuttal time (if permitted by the judge(s)).

• The match up of teams in Quarter Final Rounds shall be determined on the basis of draw of lots.

d. Semi Final Rounds:

• The Semi Final rounds shall comprise of Four Teams. The Semi Final rounds shall take place on 

 February 28, 2021. The winner of the Quarter Final rounds shall be declared qualified for the Semi 

 Final Rounds.

The Competition will be structured as per the following format:

a. Preliminary Rounds

b. Quarter Final Rounds

c. Semi Final Rounds

d. Final Round

The language of the Competition shall be English.

• Students pursuing 3 years/ 5 years undergraduate LL.B. degree course are eligible to participate in 

 this competition.

• Only one team can participate from each institution.

• The team composition, for the competition, shall comprise of either two members (being designat

 ed as Speakers ) OR three members (two of them shall be designated as Speakers and one 

 Researcher). 

• The Researcher may be permitted to argue as Speaker in case of illness or any unforeseen event, 

 but the permission of the Moot Court Convener in such case shall be mandatory.

The participants shall adhere to following dress code when present in any court room during the 

Competition.

a. Girls: White salwar and kurta or white shirt and black trousers along with black coat and black 

 shoes.

b. Boys: White shirt, black trousers and black tie along with black coat and black shoes.

• Teams must provisionally register by January 10, 2021 through the following link: 

 https://forms.gle/KD4HzDNRe1QspDwV7

• On receiving the registrations, 40 teams will be allowed to participate in the Competition on First  

 come-First serve basis. The same will be notified immediately to the respective teams through elec 

 tronic mail and a PROVISIONAL TEAM CODE will be allotted to the teams.

ORGANIZING COMMITTEE

 Competition Rules. Any such decision taken  by  the  Moot  Court  Committee  shall  be  final  and  

 binding.

• The Moot Court Committee reserves the right to interpret any of the Competition Rules. Such 

 interpretation shall be final and binding.

• Penalty points may be deducted only by the Moot Court Committee. Under no circumstances shall  

 the judges themselves deduct from the score of the Speakers any Penalty points. Judges shall 

 score the Oral Rounds as if no violation occurred.

• Any team violating any of the specified rules will be penalized according to the following scheme:

 Scheme of Deduction   Marks Deducted

 Non-Compliance with Dress Code  2 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Written submission of soft copy on time 2 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Presentation of Written Submission 5 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Formatting of Written Submission 3 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Table of Contents, List of Abbreviations,  2 Marks

 Table of Authorities etc. 

 Non-Compliance with Uniform mode of Citation  2 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Spiral Bound  5 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Reveal of identity of teams 10 Marks



• Selected teams must confirm their participation by January 15, 2021 through payment via the 

 following link-

 m.paytm.me/jlu_3rdSAARCLAW_nrweb

• Upon receiving the provisional team code, a payment of INR 6000/- (Indian Rupees Six Thousand 

 Only) or  US  $70(  US  Dollar  seventy  only  for  foreign teams) shall be made by the teams latest 

 by January 15, 2021. The payment will have to be made in favour of ‘Jagran Lakecity University, 

 Bhopal’ payable at Bhopal.

• Upon successful payment, the teams shall send the screenshot of the payment containing 

 transaction no. and date to mcc.sol@jlu.edu.in.

• A Confirmation mail of Final registration shall be sent to the teams.

• The teams shall solely be responsible for any kind of delay in    receipt of Registration Form. 

• All memorials submitted for all purposes of the Competition shall strictly adhere to the rules of the

 competition. Each Team participating in the Competition must prepare one Written submission on 

 behalf of Applicant(s) and one on behalf of the Respondent(s). 

• Applicant memorials are required to have a Blue cover and Respondent memorials are required to 

 have a Red cover. The memorials shall not contain any form of identification apart from the team 

 code. If any such identification or mark, symbol, etc. which has the effect of identifying the team is

 found on the memorial, then it shall result in instant disqualification. A penalty of 1 mark shall be

 levied in case the memorial is submitted in any other format or as a multiple file by the team. 

• Each Team must send a soft copy of their memorials for evaluation by February 18, 2021 before

 11:59 P.M. to mcc.sol@jlu.edu.in with the subject “Memorials for SAARCLAW JLU Moot Court

 Competition, 2021”. Memorials submitted beyond the deadline shall incur a liability of 3 points for 

 the first day of delay, and 5 points each day for every subsequent day. No extensions will be granted

 with respect to this deadline. However, teams submitting soft copies of memorials any time after

 February 23, 2021 will be subject to immediate disqualification. Memorials shall be sent as an

 attachment with the mail in the form of single file for each side of memorial.

GUIDELINES FOR FORMATTING:

a. Memorial Structure: The memorial must have following pages only:

i. Cover Page – The cover page shall contain the case title, side of the memorial, year of competition,

 name of the Court and team Code on top right corner.

ii. Table of Contents

iii. List of Abbreviations

iv. Index of Authorities

v. Statement of Jurisdiction

vi. Statement of Facts

vii. Issues Raised

viii. Summary of Arguments

ix. Pleadings /Arguments Advanced

x. Prayer

b. Team Code: The team code must be ascribed on the top right corner of the cover page.

c. Content Specifications: The following content specifications must be strictly adhered to:

i. Font and Size (General) - Times New Roman, 12 pts

ii. Line Spacing (General) - 1.5 lines

iii. Font and Size (Footnotes) - Times New Roman, 10 pts

iv. Line Spacing (Footnotes) - Single line

v. Page Margins - 1 inch on all sides

vi. The citation should be in compliance with the 20th edition of Bluebook.

MARKING CRITERIA FOR MEMORIAL:

 Marking Criteria Marks Allotted

 Evidence of Original Thought 20

 Knowledge of Law and Facts 20

 Proper and Articulate Analysis 20

 Correct format and Citation 20

 Extent and Use of Research 20

 TOTAL MARKS 100

a. Draw of Lots:

 The match up of teams in Preliminary Rounds shall be determined on the basis of draw of lots.

 Draw of lots and Memorial Exchange shall take place on February 26, 2020 after the Inaugural

 Ceremony.

b. Preliminary Rounds

• The preliminary rounds will be held on February 27, 2021. The Preliminary rounds shall comprise of

 Two Rounds of oral arguments subject to the allotment of team codes. In the preliminary rounds,

 each team shall have to argue twice, once as a petitioner and the other as a respondent.

• Each team will get a total of 30 minutes to present their case. This time will include rebuttal and 

 sur-rebuttal time (if permitted by the judge(s)). The division of time per speaker is left to the

 discretion of the team subject with a minimum of 10 minutes per speaker and not more than 15 

 minutes per speaker. Rebuttals can be assigned a time period of not more than 2 minutes.

• The match up  of  teams  in  Semi  Final  Rounds  shall  be  determined  on  the  basis  of  draw  of  

 lots.  Each  team will get a total of 35 minutes to present their case which will include rebuttal and 

 sur-rebuttal time (if permitted by the judge(s)).

e. Final Rounds:

• The Final Rounds shall also take place on February 28, 2021. The two teams who stand declared 

 as winners of the Semi Final Rounds shall qualify for the Final Rounds. Each team will get a total of 

 40 minutes to present their case which will include rebuttal and sur-rebuttal time (if permitted by the 

 judge(s). The Winner of the Final Round shall be declared Winner of the Competition.

f. General Rules:

• In case of evaluation of all the Rounds, the Memorial Marks shall not be included to decide the 

 merit. But in case a tie takes place in the Quarter Final, Semi Final or Final Rounds, in that case, the 

 marks of the Preliminary Rounds shall be the basis for deciding the winner.

• The decision of the judges with regard to the outcome of the rounds shall be final.

g. Scouting

• Teams shall not be allowed to observe the orals of another team, unless they have been officially 

 knocked-out of the competition. Scouting is strictly prohibited. Scouting by any team shall entail 

 instant disqualification.

h. Date & Venue

• The SAARCLAW JLU Moot Court Competition will take place from 26th  – 28th  February, 2021 on 

 an online platform hosted by JLU School of Law, Jagran Lakecity University, Bhopal.

NOTE: A detailed document of rules regarding conduct of the competition in ONLINE MODE will be 

 consequently shared with the registered teams. 

• The “Researcher’s Test” shall take place on February 26th , 2021. Only the Researcher, as indicated 

 in the team registration form, shall be eligible to take the researcher test. The speaker can only take 

 the Researcher’s Test, if the team comprises of 2 speakers only.

• This edition is supported by the SAARCLAW, South Asian Association for Regional Co - operation 

 in Law, SAARCLAW,  is  an  association  of  the  legal  communities  of  the  SAARC  countries  

 comprising judges, lawyers, academicians, law teachers, public officers and a host of other law 

 related persons,  duly registered with the SAARC Secretariat at Kathmandu and awarded the  

 status  of  a  Regional  Apex  Body of SAARC.

 Awards include monetary prizes to the meritorious participants, trophies and access to research 

 resources.

The competition embraces following awards:

 i. Best Team:   Rs.1,50,000 

 ii. Runners-Up:  Rs.1,00,000 

 iii. Best Memorial:  Rs. 25,000 

 iv. Best Speaker:  Rs. 25,000 

 v. Best Researcher:  Rs. 15,000

Clarification regarding moot procedure can be sought from:

• Mr.  Omkareshwar  Pathak, Assistant Professor, School of Law,

 Jagran Lakecity University, +91 – 7223004927

• Dr. Apoorva Dixit, Assistant Professor, School of Law,

 Jagran Lakecity University, +91-9893088822

• Mr. Umang Mehta., Student Convener,

 B.A.,LL.B (Hons), 5th Year, +91-7415563783

• Clarifications regarding proposition be mailed to: 

 mcc.sol@jlu.edu.in

• The Moot Court Committee, JLU School of Law, Jagran Lakecity University, Bhopal shall serve as  

 final arbiter of implementation and interpretation of these Rules.

• All clarifications regarding the Moot Problem should be sent to mcc.sol@jlu.edu.in by January 27, 

 2021. A full list of clarifications shall be sent to all the teams through email by February 6th, 2021, 

 if required.

• The Moot Court Committee reserves the right to modify any of the Competition Rules at any point 

 of time. The Moot Court Committee shall communicate any changes made in the Competition 

 Rules  to the Teams.

• The Moot Court Committee reserves the right to take decisions on any matter not mentioned in the 
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• The oral arguments should be confined to the issues presented in the memorial. The researcher 

 may sit with the speakers during the oral rounds. Maximum scores for the oral rounds shall be 50 

 points per speaker per judge. The speakers can provide the copies of the compendium, only if the 

 same is permitted by the panel of judges in their respective court rooms. No two Teams will argue 

 against each other more than once in the Preliminary Rounds.

 The oral rounds shall be judged on the following criteria:

 Marking Criteria Marks Allotted

 Preparation and familiarity with facts 10

 Structure of Legal Argument 10

 Knowledge & Application of Law 10

 Organization, Presentation, Speaking Ability 05

 Responsiveness to Questions 05

 Persuasiveness and Advocacy 05

 Courtroom Etiquette 05

 TOTAL MARKS 50

• The winners of the preliminary rounds shall, i.e. total eight teams (8 teams) shall qualify for the 

 Quarter Final Rounds. For the purposes of qualification from the Preliminary Rounds to the Quarter

 Finals, the number of rounds won by the team shall be considered as first criteria. In case there is 

 a tie, the winning difference of their respective rounds shall be taken into consideration. Further, in 

 case of tie after taking winning scores into consideration, the decision shall be taken on the basis 

 of the Memorial marks.

c. Quarter Final Rounds

• The Quarter Final Rounds shall also take place on February 27, 2021. The Teams qualifying to the 

 Quarter Finals shall be on the basis of Two Rounds of Oral arguments of the Preliminary Rounds.

• Each team will get a total of 30 minutes to present their case which will include rebuttal and

 sur-rebuttal time (if permitted by the judge(s)).

• The match up of teams in Quarter Final Rounds shall be determined on the basis of draw of lots.

d. Semi Final Rounds:

• The Semi Final rounds shall comprise of Four Teams. The Semi Final rounds shall take place on 

 February 28, 2021. The winner of the Quarter Final rounds shall be declared qualified for the Semi 

 Final Rounds.

The Competition will be structured as per the following format:

a. Preliminary Rounds

b. Quarter Final Rounds

c. Semi Final Rounds

d. Final Round

The language of the Competition shall be English.

• Students pursuing 3 years/ 5 years undergraduate LL.B. degree course are eligible to participate in 

 this competition.

• Only one team can participate from each institution.

• The team composition, for the competition, shall comprise of either two members (being designat

 ed as Speakers ) OR three members (two of them shall be designated as Speakers and one 

 Researcher). 

• The Researcher may be permitted to argue as Speaker in case of illness or any unforeseen event, 

 but the permission of the Moot Court Convener in such case shall be mandatory.

The participants shall adhere to following dress code when present in any court room during the 

Competition.

a. Girls: White salwar and kurta or white shirt and black trousers along with black coat and black 

 shoes.

b. Boys: White shirt, black trousers and black tie along with black coat and black shoes.

• Teams must provisionally register by January 10, 2021 through the following link: 

 https://forms.gle/KD4HzDNRe1QspDwV7

• On receiving the registrations, 40 teams will be allowed to participate in the Competition on First  

 come-First serve basis. The same will be notified immediately to the respective teams through elec 

 tronic mail and a PROVISIONAL TEAM CODE will be allotted to the teams.
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 Competition Rules. Any such decision taken  by  the  Moot  Court  Committee  shall  be  final  and  

 binding.

• The Moot Court Committee reserves the right to interpret any of the Competition Rules. Such 

 interpretation shall be final and binding.

• Penalty points may be deducted only by the Moot Court Committee. Under no circumstances shall  

 the judges themselves deduct from the score of the Speakers any Penalty points. Judges shall 

 score the Oral Rounds as if no violation occurred.

• Any team violating any of the specified rules will be penalized according to the following scheme:

 Scheme of Deduction   Marks Deducted

 Non-Compliance with Dress Code  2 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Written submission of soft copy on time 2 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Presentation of Written Submission 5 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Formatting of Written Submission 3 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Table of Contents, List of Abbreviations,  2 Marks

 Table of Authorities etc. 

 Non-Compliance with Uniform mode of Citation  2 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Spiral Bound  5 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Reveal of identity of teams 10 Marks



• Selected teams must confirm their participation by January 15, 2021 through payment via the 

 following link-

 m.paytm.me/jlu_3rdSAARCLAW_nrweb

• Upon receiving the provisional team code, a payment of INR 6000/- (Indian Rupees Six Thousand 

 Only) or  US  $70(  US  Dollar  seventy  only  for  foreign teams) shall be made by the teams latest 

 by January 15, 2021. The payment will have to be made in favour of ‘Jagran Lakecity University, 

 Bhopal’ payable at Bhopal.

• Upon successful payment, the teams shall send the screenshot of the payment containing 

 transaction no. and date to mcc.sol@jlu.edu.in.

• A Confirmation mail of Final registration shall be sent to the teams.

• The teams shall solely be responsible for any kind of delay in    receipt of Registration Form. 

• All memorials submitted for all purposes of the Competition shall strictly adhere to the rules of the

 competition. Each Team participating in the Competition must prepare one Written submission on 

 behalf of Applicant(s) and one on behalf of the Respondent(s). 

• Applicant memorials are required to have a Blue cover and Respondent memorials are required to 

 have a Red cover. The memorials shall not contain any form of identification apart from the team 

 code. If any such identification or mark, symbol, etc. which has the effect of identifying the team is

 found on the memorial, then it shall result in instant disqualification. A penalty of 1 mark shall be

 levied in case the memorial is submitted in any other format or as a multiple file by the team. 

• Each Team must send a soft copy of their memorials for evaluation by February 18, 2021 before

 11:59 P.M. to mcc.sol@jlu.edu.in with the subject “Memorials for SAARCLAW JLU Moot Court

 Competition, 2021”. Memorials submitted beyond the deadline shall incur a liability of 3 points for 

 the first day of delay, and 5 points each day for every subsequent day. No extensions will be granted

 with respect to this deadline. However, teams submitting soft copies of memorials any time after

 February 23, 2021 will be subject to immediate disqualification. Memorials shall be sent as an

 attachment with the mail in the form of single file for each side of memorial.

GUIDELINES FOR FORMATTING:

a. Memorial Structure: The memorial must have following pages only:

i. Cover Page – The cover page shall contain the case title, side of the memorial, year of competition,

 name of the Court and team Code on top right corner.

ii. Table of Contents

iii. List of Abbreviations

iv. Index of Authorities

v. Statement of Jurisdiction

vi. Statement of Facts

vii. Issues Raised

viii. Summary of Arguments

ix. Pleadings /Arguments Advanced

x. Prayer

b. Team Code: The team code must be ascribed on the top right corner of the cover page.

c. Content Specifications: The following content specifications must be strictly adhered to:

i. Font and Size (General) - Times New Roman, 12 pts

ii. Line Spacing (General) - 1.5 lines

iii. Font and Size (Footnotes) - Times New Roman, 10 pts

iv. Line Spacing (Footnotes) - Single line

v. Page Margins - 1 inch on all sides

vi. The citation should be in compliance with the 20th edition of Bluebook.

MARKING CRITERIA FOR MEMORIAL:

 Marking Criteria Marks Allotted

 Evidence of Original Thought 20

 Knowledge of Law and Facts 20

 Proper and Articulate Analysis 20

 Correct format and Citation 20

 Extent and Use of Research 20

 TOTAL MARKS 100

a. Draw of Lots:

 The match up of teams in Preliminary Rounds shall be determined on the basis of draw of lots.

 Draw of lots and Memorial Exchange shall take place on February 26, 2020 after the Inaugural

 Ceremony.

b. Preliminary Rounds

• The preliminary rounds will be held on February 27, 2021. The Preliminary rounds shall comprise of

 Two Rounds of oral arguments subject to the allotment of team codes. In the preliminary rounds,

 each team shall have to argue twice, once as a petitioner and the other as a respondent.

• Each team will get a total of 30 minutes to present their case. This time will include rebuttal and 

 sur-rebuttal time (if permitted by the judge(s)). The division of time per speaker is left to the

 discretion of the team subject with a minimum of 10 minutes per speaker and not more than 15 

 minutes per speaker. Rebuttals can be assigned a time period of not more than 2 minutes.

• The match up  of  teams  in  Semi  Final  Rounds  shall  be  determined  on  the  basis  of  draw  of  

 lots.  Each  team will get a total of 35 minutes to present their case which will include rebuttal and 

 sur-rebuttal time (if permitted by the judge(s)).

e. Final Rounds:

• The Final Rounds shall also take place on February 28, 2021. The two teams who stand declared 

 as winners of the Semi Final Rounds shall qualify for the Final Rounds. Each team will get a total of 

 40 minutes to present their case which will include rebuttal and sur-rebuttal time (if permitted by the 

 judge(s). The Winner of the Final Round shall be declared Winner of the Competition.

f. General Rules:

• In case of evaluation of all the Rounds, the Memorial Marks shall not be included to decide the 

 merit. But in case a tie takes place in the Quarter Final, Semi Final or Final Rounds, in that case, the 

 marks of the Preliminary Rounds shall be the basis for deciding the winner.

• The decision of the judges with regard to the outcome of the rounds shall be final.

g. Scouting

• Teams shall not be allowed to observe the orals of another team, unless they have been officially 

 knocked-out of the competition. Scouting is strictly prohibited. Scouting by any team shall entail 

 instant disqualification.

h. Date & Venue

• The SAARCLAW JLU Moot Court Competition will take place from 26th  – 28th  February, 2021 on 

 an online platform hosted by JLU School of Law, Jagran Lakecity University, Bhopal.

NOTE: A detailed document of rules regarding conduct of the competition in ONLINE MODE will be 

 consequently shared with the registered teams. 

• The “Researcher’s Test” shall take place on February 26th , 2021. Only the Researcher, as indicated 

 in the team registration form, shall be eligible to take the researcher test. The speaker can only take 

 the Researcher’s Test, if the team comprises of 2 speakers only.

• This edition is supported by the SAARCLAW, South Asian Association for Regional Co - operation 

 in Law, SAARCLAW,  is  an  association  of  the  legal  communities  of  the  SAARC  countries  

 comprising judges, lawyers, academicians, law teachers, public officers and a host of other law 

 related persons,  duly registered with the SAARC Secretariat at Kathmandu and awarded the  

 status  of  a  Regional  Apex  Body of SAARC.

 Awards include monetary prizes to the meritorious participants, trophies and access to research 

 resources.

The competition embraces following awards:

 i. Best Team:   Rs.1,50,000 

 ii. Runners-Up:  Rs.1,00,000 

 iii. Best Memorial:  Rs. 25,000 

 iv. Best Speaker:  Rs. 25,000 

 v. Best Researcher:  Rs. 15,000

Clarification regarding moot procedure can be sought from:

• Mr.  Omkareshwar  Pathak, Assistant Professor, School of Law,

 Jagran Lakecity University, +91 – 7223004927

• Dr. Apoorva Dixit, Assistant Professor, School of Law,

 Jagran Lakecity University, +91-9893088822

• Mr. Umang Mehta., Student Convener,

 B.A.,LL.B (Hons), 5th Year, +91-7415563783

• Clarifications regarding proposition be mailed to: 

 mcc.sol@jlu.edu.in

• The Moot Court Committee, JLU School of Law, Jagran Lakecity University, Bhopal shall serve as  

 final arbiter of implementation and interpretation of these Rules.

• All clarifications regarding the Moot Problem should be sent to mcc.sol@jlu.edu.in by January 27, 

 2021. A full list of clarifications shall be sent to all the teams through email by February 6th, 2021, 

 if required.

• The Moot Court Committee reserves the right to modify any of the Competition Rules at any point 

 of time. The Moot Court Committee shall communicate any changes made in the Competition 

 Rules  to the Teams.

• The Moot Court Committee reserves the right to take decisions on any matter not mentioned in the 
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• The oral arguments should be confined to the issues presented in the memorial. The researcher 

 may sit with the speakers during the oral rounds. Maximum scores for the oral rounds shall be 50 

 points per speaker per judge. The speakers can provide the copies of the compendium, only if the 

 same is permitted by the panel of judges in their respective court rooms. No two Teams will argue 

 against each other more than once in the Preliminary Rounds.

 The oral rounds shall be judged on the following criteria:

 Marking Criteria Marks Allotted

 Preparation and familiarity with facts 10

 Structure of Legal Argument 10

 Knowledge & Application of Law 10

 Organization, Presentation, Speaking Ability 05

 Responsiveness to Questions 05

 Persuasiveness and Advocacy 05

 Courtroom Etiquette 05

 TOTAL MARKS 50

• The winners of the preliminary rounds shall, i.e. total eight teams (8 teams) shall qualify for the 

 Quarter Final Rounds. For the purposes of qualification from the Preliminary Rounds to the Quarter

 Finals, the number of rounds won by the team shall be considered as first criteria. In case there is 

 a tie, the winning difference of their respective rounds shall be taken into consideration. Further, in 

 case of tie after taking winning scores into consideration, the decision shall be taken on the basis 

 of the Memorial marks.

c. Quarter Final Rounds

• The Quarter Final Rounds shall also take place on February 27, 2021. The Teams qualifying to the 

 Quarter Finals shall be on the basis of Two Rounds of Oral arguments of the Preliminary Rounds.

• Each team will get a total of 30 minutes to present their case which will include rebuttal and

 sur-rebuttal time (if permitted by the judge(s)).

• The match up of teams in Quarter Final Rounds shall be determined on the basis of draw of lots.

d. Semi Final Rounds:

• The Semi Final rounds shall comprise of Four Teams. The Semi Final rounds shall take place on 

 February 28, 2021. The winner of the Quarter Final rounds shall be declared qualified for the Semi 

 Final Rounds.

The Competition will be structured as per the following format:

a. Preliminary Rounds

b. Quarter Final Rounds

c. Semi Final Rounds

d. Final Round

The language of the Competition shall be English.

• Students pursuing 3 years/ 5 years undergraduate LL.B. degree course are eligible to participate in 

 this competition.

• Only one team can participate from each institution.

• The team composition, for the competition, shall comprise of either two members (being designat

 ed as Speakers ) OR three members (two of them shall be designated as Speakers and one 

 Researcher). 

• The Researcher may be permitted to argue as Speaker in case of illness or any unforeseen event, 

 but the permission of the Moot Court Convener in such case shall be mandatory.

The participants shall adhere to following dress code when present in any court room during the 

Competition.

a. Girls: White salwar and kurta or white shirt and black trousers along with black coat and black 

 shoes.

b. Boys: White shirt, black trousers and black tie along with black coat and black shoes.

• Teams must provisionally register by January 10, 2021 through the following link: 

 https://forms.gle/KD4HzDNRe1QspDwV7

• On receiving the registrations, 40 teams will be allowed to participate in the Competition on First  

 come-First serve basis. The same will be notified immediately to the respective teams through elec 

 tronic mail and a PROVISIONAL TEAM CODE will be allotted to the teams.

MOOT COURT 
COMPETITION 2021
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November  16, 2020  Release of Moot Proposition

JANUARY 10, 2021 Last dates for teams to apply for provisional registration

JANUARY 15, 2021 Last date for registration via e-mail along with details of payment

JANUARY 27, 2021 Last date for seeking clarifications

FEBRUARY 06, 2021  Release of clarifications

FEBRUARY 18, 2021 Submission of soft copies of memorials

FEBRUARY 26, 2021 Inaugural of SAARCLAW JLU Moot Court Competition, 2020

FEBRUARY 27, 2021 Preliminary & Quarter Finals Rounds & Researcher’s Test

FEBRUARY 28, 2021 Semi Finals, Final Round & Valedictory
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SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

 Competition Rules. Any such decision taken  by  the  Moot  Court  Committee  shall  be  final  and  

 binding.

• The Moot Court Committee reserves the right to interpret any of the Competition Rules. Such 

 interpretation shall be final and binding.

• Penalty points may be deducted only by the Moot Court Committee. Under no circumstances shall  

 the judges themselves deduct from the score of the Speakers any Penalty points. Judges shall 

 score the Oral Rounds as if no violation occurred.

• Any team violating any of the specified rules will be penalized according to the following scheme:

 Scheme of Deduction   Marks Deducted

 Non-Compliance with Dress Code  2 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Written submission of soft copy on time 2 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Presentation of Written Submission 5 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Formatting of Written Submission 3 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Table of Contents, List of Abbreviations,  2 Marks

 Table of Authorities etc. 

 Non-Compliance with Uniform mode of Citation  2 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Spiral Bound  5 Marks

 Non-Compliance with Reveal of identity of teams 10 Marks


